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ABSTRACT

Utah Middle-Level School Community Councils: An Evaluation of
Compliance, Processes, and Perceived Impact
by
Richard Jackson Nygaard, Doctor of Education
Utah State University, 2008

Major Professor: Dr. Scott Hunsaker
Program: Curriculum and Instruction

The historical perspective of schools in our democratic society provides a
framework of tension between local parent and community control versus professional
and state control of public school decisions. Today, federal and state requirements
demand increased student achievement. The state of Utah requires each public school to
have a school community council (SCC) that is responsible for the development of plans
for school improvement. Limited funds are provided to each school community council
through the School LAND Trust Program to assist in the implementation of the
developed plans for the purpose of increased student achievement. Three Utah middlelevel school community councils participated in this qualitative strength-based process
evaluation. Two of the SCCs were identified as exemplary and the third SCC was just
beginning to function as a new SCC.
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The evaluation concludes that the exemplary schools evaluated are compliant
with the basic legal requirements, utilize strategies identified in the literature that show
the most promise for increasing student achievement, and perceive the implemented
programs are having a positive impact on student achievement. Exemplary middle-level
SCCs were selected to identify those characteristics and strategies that show the most
potential for improving student learning. The themes that emerged in the evaluation
related to what works especially well and what concerns arise in the school community
council process are: (a) the proper functioning of a school community council is
dependent upon generating sufficient interest in participation; (b) the full participation of
the council in making important decisions to improve the school served as the
foundational source of member confidence; (c) the use of multiple forms of data helped
focus deliberations and decisions on student learning; and (d) the mechanisms for
communication within the council were strong, but there was a great need to improve
communication with the larger school community related to the work of the school
community council. In addition, the SCC processes employed at the evaluated schools
demonstrated an effective balance between the professional expertise and the democratic
involvement in decision-making.
(281 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

What is the role of a school in a community? What is the role of a community in a
school? As both schools and communities have evolved over time, a relationship between
them exists, but the nature of this relationship can be highly variable (Crowson & Boyd,
2001). Public school has the responsibility to serve public purposes (Bullough, 1988). As
professional educators develop ideas of how best to serve public purposes, how does the
community influence these ideas? There is a link between schools and their communities,
but those responsible for schools and communities respectively do not always utilize that
link (Warren, 2005). Site-based school community councils (SCCs) are becoming more
widely used as an attempt to unite parents, teachers, administrators and community
members in a body to govern and monitor school improvement (Crowson & Boyd;
Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 1991; Hess, 1999; Malen, 1999; Stein
& Thorkildsen, 1999; U.S. Department of Education, 1994).
SCCs have been legislatively required at every public school in the state of Utah
since the year 2001 (Children's Land Alliance Supporting Schools [CLASS], 2004). The
term community is a commonly used term in education today, and its use can take on
several possible meanings (Fendler, 2006). In the case of Utah SCCs, the term community
refers specifically to the combined group of school personnel, parents, and guardians of
students at each school. The term community is used to represent this group possessing a
common interest in serving the students of the respective school. The SCC is a group of
elected representatives of the school community and the school principal.
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As the SCCs may have originated simply as a desire to get parents more involved
in their local schools, specific outcomes with regard to student achievement are not
required; however, a description of responsibilities has evolved through legislation that
strongly implies improved academic achievement as the objective. Utah is not alone in
including SCCs in the work of improving student achievement. SCCs or similar local
councils are politically popular across the nation and even internationally (Caines, 2006;
Hawaii State Department of Education, 2005; Khan, 2005; Swift-Morgan, 2006; Talley &
Keedy, 2006). The federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 also established a parent
involvement component that requires parent involvement in decision-making at the local
school level for the expressed purpose of increasing student achievement.
Problem
Although community councils are politically popular and are becoming more
common across the nation, I have found little convincing evidence that they have had a
significant impact on student achievement or effectively engaged stakeholders in
improving education. The research that has been conducted has had mixed results. The
proliferation of shared decision-making is often advanced as an unquestionable school
improvement strategy, yet there is surprisingly little credible and consistent evidence of
its appropriateness and effectiveness (Hess, 1999; Malen, 1999). In fact, there is a great
deal of evidence of inconsistency suggesting that “participatory decision making may
exploit or empower people, stifle or stimulate organizational change, and reinforce or
redefine the patterns of power and privilege in organizations” (Hess, p. 209).
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As SCCs have such strong political support and have a strong potential in both
positive and negative directions, it is essential that each SCC be given tools to increase
success. Currently, there is no specific information identifying what those tools are for
Utah councils. SCCs in Utah are directed by a law that prescribes how members are
selected and specifies council responsibilities, but very little is known about how a SCC
in the state of Utah can or should function to bring about the desired results. Each school
is left to its own understanding and ingenuity to achieve the desired results.
As each school in Utah is grappling with issues of increasing student
achievement, middle school is of particular interest in a study of SCCs for three reasons.
First, the research has demonstrated for years that there is a decrease in parent
involvement when students reach middle school (Epstein & Dauber, 1989; Halsey, 2005).
Second, there is an increased emphasis on student achievement as students reach middle
school (Heller, Calderon, & Medrich, 2003). Third, although some successful
characteristics of high school and elementary SCCs have been identified, an extensive
literature search has not revealed any studies documenting the characteristics of middle
SCCs that have most effectively addressed issues of student achievement. It would seem
imperative to know if the characteristics of successful high school or elementary SCCs
also apply to middle schools.

Purpose
Each school district identifies 10% of the schools in the district that are
implementing exemplary plans, and the Utah School LAND Trust program
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administration also makes visits to 10% of the schools each year (Utah State School
Board, 2006). What can be learned from the middle SCCs that are designated as
exemplary? First, are the SCCs being implemented as the law prescribes? Second, what
strategies are employed to develop these exemplary plans for increasing student
achievement? Finally, how are these plans being implemented, and are they having an
impact on student achievement?
The purpose of this study was to conduct a strength-based process evaluation of
Utah SCCs at the middle-school level. I use the term strength-based to capture the
essence of the qualitative approach to this evaluation. The terms strength-based or assetbased, is used in various contexts. Special education used the term as an approach that
seeks the strengths of the child and uses those strengths in designing interventions that
will develop greater success rather than a more traditional deficit model (Brendtro, Long,
& Brown, 2000; Carpenter-Aeby & Kurtz, 2000; Hewitt, 2005; Winter-Messiers, 2007).
The term strength-based is also cited as an approach in several diverse areas such as
programs for supporting families and children (Huebner, Jones, Miller, Custer, &
Critchfield, 2006), rehabilitating juvenile offenders (Clark, 1997), diagnosing and
treating ADHD (Hallowell, 2007), developing community (Kretzmann & McKnight,
1996), and developing leadership (Mack, 2007). In each of these cases the term strengthbased is used to emphasize the strengths in people, organizations, and their environments.
A strength-based approach examines the strengths that can be built upon as an alternative
to a deficit model that is traditionally used to identify a problem that can be diagnosed
and repaired.
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Through this qualitative strength-based approach to a process evaluation, I do not
focus on what is not working and why it is not working. Instead, I focus on what is
working especially well, examine why it is working well, and seek ideas for making
similar performance more common (Preskill & Catsambas, 2006). A criticism of a
strength-based approach is the potential neglect of any serious problems that may exist;
however, just because these problems are not the focus does not mean they are neglected.
Problems emerge and are addressed in the current evaluation within each site as well as
through the unexpected opportunity to evaluate a newly established SCC that possesses
the desire but lacks the knowledge and experience of an exemplary SCC. “One
characteristic of qualitative research is to represent multiple perspectives of individuals in
order to represent the complexity of our world” (Creswell, 2002, p. 194). Including the
fledgling case along with the exemplary cases provides the opportunity to learn more by
intensively studying cases at extreme ends of the continuum of program implementation
(Patton, 2002). By including the nonexemplary case, the exemplary characteristics
become more pronounced. All cases contain strengths and weaknesses, and by studying
cases with variation, we are better able to understand the exemplary processes of program
implementation. Using a strength-based approach with the selected cases exposes
weakness, but it seeks to address those weaknesses through the strengths of the
organization.
Using a strength-based approach in this evaluation, I selected an extreme case
sample that provides information rich exemplary middle school cases of SCCs (Patton,
2002). In addition to the extreme case sampling, appreciative questions were used to flesh
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out the experiences that have created the exemplary nature of the selected SCCs. In
addition to identification of strengths through appreciative questions, probing questions
were used to determine participants’ perceptions of how the strengths can be used to
improve the process and achieve the desired outcomes (Preskill & Catsambas, 2006).
The purpose revolving around determining compliance, identifying successful
processes, and examining perceived impact of exemplary middle SCCs lends itself to a
qualitative evaluation that studies success systematically to discover both what is
working well and what improvements need to be made to foster further success (Preskill
& Catsambas, 2006). The results of this study will serve to inform the participating
schools and districts and also provide data to the state School LAND Trust administration
at the Utah State Office of Education concerning current practices of exemplary middle
SCCs.
Context
Currently, each SCC should be established and has been legislatively given a
specific list of duties to fulfill. To start with, each year the SCC is required to view a 15minute training video, which talks about the history and use of the Utah trust lands. It
discusses the state’s responsibilities to manage the lands placed in the trust and how the
funds are for the benefit of schoolchildren. The video also explains how the permanent
fund continues to grow, how the interest is distributed to the schools, and that the SCC is
responsible to use those funds to improve academic performance (Utah State Office of
Education, 2007b).
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There is also a training and tips section of the School Learning and Nurturing
Development (LAND) Trust website. The website contains documents that can be
downloaded that include purposes and requirements of SCCs; tips for community
councils such as sample agendas and a letter of clarification from a former state
superintendent; information on working as a team; and links to access the Utah state core
curriculum, state law, and assessment results (School LAND Trust Program, n.d.). The
number of hits on the site are tracked, and some of the materials have been distributed at
SCC training meetings. School LAND Trust personnel indicated that the state hired a
new employee to address issues of training in summer 2007, but the position was
discontinued in summer 2008. Although several districts report having some kind of
annual SCC training, the School LAND Trust personnel have not attended the training or
reviewed training materials. The need for more formal training is recognized, but
different groups at the state level are still developing training as of summer 2008.
As a point of clarification, the term school community council (SCC) is a term
that is used in the state of Utah. Other terms cited in the literature that represent the same
type of council are school management councils, local school councils, school-based
decision-making councils, and school advisory councils. There are other general terms
that can refer to the same concept such as school-based management, shared-decision
making, shared governance, and site-based decision-making.
Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108 (2008) establishes the following criteria for each
Utah school: (a) a school community council (SCC) will be established at each public
school; (b) the SCC will develop a school improvement plan; (c) the SCC will develop a
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School LAND Trust Program (d) the SCC will develop an access routing plan; (e) the
SCC will assist in the development and implementation of a professional development
plan for school staff; and (f) the SCC will advise the school and district about programs
related to the school environment. The council may form subcommittees to develop any
of the plans, but all plans are subject to approval by the whole council. Members of
subcommittees do not need to be members of the SCC. In the following paragraphs each
of these criteria will be discussed.
Establishment of SCC
An SCC is a committee formed at each public school in the state of Utah. Utah
Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108 (2008) established strict guidelines related to membership in
the SCC. A parent majority is required for all Utah SCCs. The school principal is an exofficio member of the SCC with full voting privileges. Parent members of the council
must be elected by a majority of parents voting in the election. School employee
members of the council must be elected by a majority of school employees voting in the
election. Once elected, members serve for a 2-year term with a maximum of three
consecutive terms. Any parent or guardian of a current student can declare candidacy.
Any member of the council (except the principal) can serve as the chair of the SCC.
Development of School Improvement Plan
Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108.5 specified how the school improvement plan
should be developed and what it should contain. It states that the SCC will evaluate the
Utah Performance and Assessment System for Students (U-PASS) test results (privacy
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laws restrict parent members from viewing individual student scores) and use the
evaluation in developing the plans. The U-PASS report card is a report provided to each
school and published to the community providing a measurement of student performance.
Tests included in the report card are: (a) norm-referenced achievement testing
(administered in third, fifth, and eighth grades); (b) direct writing assessments
(administered in sixth and ninth grades); (c) criterion-referenced tests (administered at the
conclusion of grades 2 through 12) for basic skills courses such as Language Arts,
Mathematics, and Science; and (d) the Utah Basic Skills Competency Test (UBSCT)
(administered in the 10th-grade year with sections being repeated if not passed). This
report card measures not only the school average scores, but also proficiency rates,
individual proficiency scores, and disaggregated subgroup scores (i.e., ethnic minorities,
economic disadvantaged, limited English proficiency, and students with disabilities)
(Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1-602).
After reviewing this assessment data, the SCC will develop a plan that will
include: (a) identification of the most critical academic needs; (b) a proposed course of
action to meet those needs; (c) information on needed programs, practices, or materials
that will facilitate the proposed course of action; (d) how any financial resources, such as
the School LAND Trust Program funds, will be used to improve academic achievement.
In addition to identifying the most critical academic needs of the school, the plan may
also include school climate or other academic needs. This plan is then to be implemented
by the professional staff with appropriate reporting and accounting of progress (School
Improvement Plan of 2002).
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Development of School LAND Trust
Program Plan
The School LAND Trust Program permanent fund has resulted from the sale and
use of the school trust lands. The school trust lands are parcels of land that were granted
to the state of Utah when it was inducted as a state in 1896. These lands are managed by
the state for the benefit of schoolchildren. For the first hundred years of statehood the
land did not yield significant benefit for Utah school children. In 1994 the trust lands
administration management was reorganized on a business model. This reorganization
has created a growth in the fund that has exceeded expectations. Prior to 1999, the impact
of the trust land fund on education was negligible. In 1999, legislation established the
School LAND Trust Program and in the first year (2001) of operation, 5 million dollars
was distributed to Utah schools on a per pupil basis. This amount doubled to 10 million
dollars by 2005, and although that amount was expected to double every ten years, it has
increased to 25.3 million dollars in 2007-08 (CLASS, 2004; Utah State Office of
Education, 2008).
The School LAND Trust Program plan was developed by the SCC and outlines
how the money from the school trust lands will be utilized to facilitate the increased
academic achievement outlined in the school improvement plan. These funds come from
interest and dividends from the school trust lands permanent fund (School LAND Trust
Program. Utah Code Ann. § 53A-16-101.5, 2008). The funded activities must target
academic achievement.
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Development of Access Routing Plan
An access routing plan outlines the safest routes for students who walk to school.
Development of this plan is the responsibility of the SCC in cooperation with public
officials. This plan addresses any concerns the community may have about the safety of
walking routes to and from school. It is not outlined exactly what data are used to
develop this plan, but councils are directed to the Utah Department of Transportation for
resources to assist them (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-3-402).
Development of Professional Development
Plan
The SCC has the responsibility to assist in the development and implementation
of the school professional development plan. It is required that this staff development
plan also be aligned with the school improvement plan. This plan should include a focus
related to school improvement goals, a schedule of activities, instructional leadership and
support, and a system of accountability. This professional development plan also needs to
be aligned with the district professional development plan (SCCs; Utah Code Ann. §
53A-1a-108).
Advisement of School and District
Although the council is primarily addressing issues related to student
achievement, it does have the additional responsibilities of safety with respect to the
access routing plan and this general responsibility of advisement concerning the school
environment. This provides SCCs with the ability to express general concerns about the
school environment, but does not grant the authority to develop the plans to address these
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concerns (SCCs; Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108).
Models
Given the list of responsibilities of the SCC, if a SCC were functioning according
to the prescribed law, what would that look like? Is there a set of successful practices that
are well established that could be used to stand as a model?
Anderson (1998) suggested a potential framework consisting of five criteria
necessary for moving “toward authentic participation” (p. 586) by community members
in school governance. They are (a) inclusion—participation moves towards greater social
equity; (b) relevancy—participants have a clear interest in the decisions being made; (c)
authenticity—prescribed participatory structures are implemented fully and successfully;
(d) coherent expectation—means and ends of participation are clear; and (e) inequity
focus—broader societal and institutional structure facilitates a greater balance of power.
As insightful as this framework is, it does not provide a clear picture of how SCCs might
meet these criteria.
Some researchers have identified specific positive characteristics of shared
decision-making in schools. Petress (2002) suggested that group decision-making always
utilize the principles of critical thinking, stakeholder involvement, and mutual support of
the final decision. Effective decisions also require adequate, high quality information
available to all members of the group. Johnson and Pajares (1996) found that stakeholder
confidence, adequate resources, established democratic procedures, and principal support
enhanced shared decision-making. These characteristics add elements of clarity, but the
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picture of exactly what an effective SCC does to increase student achievement is
incomplete.
The most recent study to provide a picture of what a model SCC might look like
studied three high-performance schools in an urban Kentucky school district including
two high schools and an elementary school. This study found that the positive
characteristics that built instructional capacity in a school were (a) principals sharing
power, (b) a network of staff and parents engaged in problem solving, (c) use of data to
focus on student achievement, and (d) collective accountability for student achievement
(Talley & Keedy, 2006). Talley and Keedy provided the most clarity for what effective
practice may look like, but while this study provided valuable information on what makes
SCCs successful at the high school and elementary level, it begs the question of SCC
success at the middle-school level.
Questions
In reviewing the requirements of the law in conjunction with the characteristics
from the literature that yield positive results, there are several questions that arise that are
worthy of evaluation and that will be the focus of this study. The questions relate to
implementation, process, and impact.
1. Are Utah middle SCCs identified as exemplary implementing the law as
prescribed?
2. Do Utah middle SCCs identified as exemplary utilize strategies of effective
site based management and shared decision-making identified in the literature?
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a. Which strategies do the council members report using?
b. How are these strategies implemented?
3. To what degree are the plans developed by exemplary middle SCCs being
fully implemented, and are they perceived by council members and school personnel as
having a positive impact on student achievement?
Delimitations
The primary delimitation of this study is that it is based in Utah and reflects the
legal requirements of Utah law. The results, therefore, will not necessarily generalize
directly to other states or countries that use a form of shared governance in schools that
differ from Utah’s.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review examines current literature describing community involvement in
public education generally and site-based governing councils specifically. It outlines a
historical glimpse at community and public school connections, the acceptance of sitebased community councils, who participates, what participation looks like, some
concerns with current practices, what practices are most effective, and some areas of
need.
As I have conducted the literature review, it has been a recursive process. I began
by conducting a search for articles using the search terms school community councils,
site-based management, shared decision making, parents and shared decision making,
and shared governance. For the historical perspective, I used combinations of terms such
as history, public schools, parent involvement, democracy, and common schools. The
searches were conducted using WilsonWeb, JSTOR and ERIC. As articles or books were
found, references were checked for relevance and sought using the Utah State University
electronic library or Brigham Young University—Idaho electronic library and copies
requested through distance services when unavailable on the Internet. Citation searches
were also conducted using the web of science reference search. The articles were in turn
checked for citations and those citations checked as well. In addition to the published
articles and books, I also conducted a search of dissertations using the same terms in the
ProQuest database for dissertations available at Utah State University.
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Historical Connections Among Schools and Communities
The relationship between local communities and the schools within those
communities has a varied history. Every state and locale has its own laws and policies
that govern such relationships, and the policies have evolved mostly independently in
different districts and states. Several historical examples demonstrate the evolution and
shifting of control between local communities and state or professional educators.
The first laws in America to require education began with a Massachusetts law of
1642, which required parents to ensure children were educated in principles of religion
and citizenship. The 1642 law provided requirements for educating children in basic
reading and writing, but the law did not establish schools. At the time, a child’s education
was considered the responsibility of parents or apprenticeship masters. In 1647 the Old
Deluder Satan Act, was instituted in the colony of Massachusetts, which required a town
with 50 families to hire a teacher and a town of 100 families to establish a grammar
school. The Old Deluder Satan Act of 1647 was the first step towards compulsory
education and granted the responsibility to the local citizens (Barger, 2004).
Schooling evolved independently in the different American colonies. Issues of
religion, language, and ethnicity heavily influenced the politics of education through the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The advancement of science and freedom of
thought conflicting with religious education created the concern for who should control
schools (Spring, 1997).
Tax supported public education in the United States began to evolve shortly after
the Revolutionary War. Though public schools did not fully materialize, schools
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developed in New York City during the 1790s were closely related to what later became
known as common schools (Kaestle, 1972). Although the lines between private and
public were not clear, the school system in New York City in the 1790s was a private
system (Cremin, 1980; Spring, 1997). There were two types of schools at the time—
common pay schools or charity schools—and 50% of the school-age children were
enrolled in the schools at any one time. The charity schools were run mostly by local
churches, and the common pay schools were run by schoolmasters and staffed by both
men and women teachers. Neither school type was initially supported by tax dollars, and
the success of the schools depended on customer satisfaction. During this time, the
legislature of New York designated money to go towards schools, but the common
governing council established in New York City determined that the money would not be
distributed to the existing common pay schools due to the council’s inability to control
them. The council, instead, determined the money would be used by local communities to
hire teachers on salary. Kaestle described how the community would hire a teacher and
pay as much as it could and then petition to the council responsible for the state money to
cover the difference between the contracted amount and the local funds. The council
initially determined that other funds would be used to build schools, and from 1795 to
1800 the concept of public school in New York City changed from being any open place
where people learned together to specific places that were to be built and maintained
through government assistance for the purpose of education; however, in 1800 it was
determined that the public school buildings would be too expensive, and the capital that
had been acquired was either invested or distributed to the existing charity schools.
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Although the episode in New York City does not introduce local parent
governance as an issue of public schools, it does introduce the issue of who ought to
control local public schools. The common pay schools had schoolmasters and hired
teachers who often had specific political agenda (Kaestle, 1972). The political agenda
could conflict with local values of the people who had control of the funds available for
schooling. Because of the potential political conflict, the local council elected not to
support the common pay schools with public funds because the council feared it would
not be able to control the education introducing the dichotomous relationship between
professional and local citizen control of schools.
The common school movement of the mid-nineteenth century transformed
schools from local enterprises to tax supported and state operated public schools with the
ideal of being open to all. Horace Mann, Secretary of the Massachusetts State Board of
Education, led the transformation. The main ideal of the movement was not local control
but universal access to a quality education (Osgood, 1997). The common school was also
seen as a means of improving society. Before common schools, states had passed laws
requiring schools to be established, but there was no system of state oversight. State
oversight of public schools began with the new position of state superintendent in New
York in 1812, but it was not until the 1830s that state control became a major educational
reform. The state control of schools was not universally accepted; and in 1840, Orestes
Brownson led an attempt to abolish the state control in Massachusetts and restore local
control (Spring, 1997). The attempt failed, and under Horace Mann’s influence public
common schools evolved in every part of the United States throughout the nineteenth
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century.
Post-Civil War Texas created a state mandated system of public education. The
Texas system was established by law in 1871 and governed hiring, firing, and salaries of
teachers; the curriculum and textbooks; and duties of school boards and districts. Local
communities did not appreciate state control, so four years later the plan was rejected,
and a system of community schools was established that put the control of schools back
in the hands of local communities (Garrett, 2000). The establishment of locally controlled
schools was done primarily as a rejection of the state government controlling how local
children were educated. As new local community schools were established in Texas, they
were provided state funding based on enrollment. Each school was established for a
single year, but local corruption had rolls filled with students who never attended, and
funds were seen as being wasted because the community schools were terribly inefficient.
The community schools were not regulated, so teachers were often underqualified, and
favoritism was rampant. Under local jurisdiction there were problems of quality control
and discriminatory practices as well. Because of these problems, the state began to
reclaim authority within three years and established a stable state system by 1884.
Although community schools were not successful in Texas (Garrett, 2000), the
history teaches some very important things about community involvement in education.
The Texas citizens established that communities definitely had an interest and desire to
have a voice in children’s education, but the experience also exposed the need for base
standards and regulations to guide the community involvement and reduce potential
favoritism and discrimination.
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In the same era there is a contrasting example of how community involvement
supported schools that otherwise would have failed. Following the Civil War there was a
great need for schools for the freed slaves. Black teachers went to small, rural
communities where the schools became central to the Black communities, even though
they were extremely poor and had meager resources. The school was the place where
ideological differences could be put aside and the community could stand together for the
good of their children (Savage, 2001).
In the African American Tennessee schools cited by Savage (2001), the principals
faced hostile conditions yet made significant contributions to improvements in
curriculum and development of the schools. The community involvement was the
primary resource to provide extra resources to teachers, as the African American schools
were drastically underfunded.
The importance of community in the African American schools of Tennessee is
summed up well in the statement:
Regardless of what the school district allocated to the school, the school belonged
to the Black community. As a member of the community, school personnel had
the power to make something out of nothing. Ownership gave them a control of
their destiny. Certainly not absolute control, but teachers and principals had
enough control that with the assistance of the community, they could provide a
solid foundation for their students. (Savage, 2001, p. 200)
The history of African American schools of Tennessee provides evidence of the desire of
community members to contribute to the education of their children. The absence of
tension between state or professional authority and the local community is a unique
characteristic of the independent African American community schools of Tennessee.
The professionals and community members demonstrated that when they work in
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cooperation with one another, positive results could be achieved.
At the start of the twentieth century, the attitude in education became focused on
scientific management and greater roles for administrators and shrinking roles for school
boards (Ravitch, 2000; Spring, 1997). The ideals of scientific management collided with
democratic ideals as education became the domain of professional educators.
A discussion of community involvement in public schools at the start of the
twentieth century would be incomplete if it did not mention the National Congress of
Mothers, which later became the Parent Teacher Association (PTA). The PTA served to
maintain connections between home and schools during the era of centralization and
scientific management of the early twentieth century. The PTA promoted both
educational and recreational needs of the communities. The women members of the PTA
had a strong influence on what and how the children were being taught. Although the
contributions of the PTA were initially welcomed, tension developed as male
administrators expressed concern that laywomen were gaining too much influence in
public education. By the 1930s PTA involvement was limited to cooperating with
teachers, helping with student homework and activities, teaching parent workshops, and
conducting school approved fundraisers. Interestingly, with the reduction of influence
came an exponential increase in membership over the following decades (Woyshner,
2003).
The history of the PTA is further evidence of the desire of parents to be involved in
their children’s education. It also demonstrates the tension that can arise between
professional educators and interested community members.
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As a part of the New Deal resettlement era of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s presidency,
schools were established in cooperation with the impoverished community of Arthurdale,
West Virginia, among other areas. The schools were an experiment in applying the
methods of John Dewey in rural communities. The curriculum was progressive
emphasizing principles of democracy, scientific method, and adjusting to individual child
interest and capacity (Wuenstel, 2002). Schools like those in Arthurdale were considered
successful experiments in community cooperation. However, within five years the
schools had reverted to a more traditional school model. Two possible reasons were cited
for the decline of the progressive curriculum established in the Arthurdale schools; (a) the
absence of communication with the community, and (b) the desire of the community to
have a more normal curriculum. The transformation back to a traditional school occurred
even though the innovations were highly successful and initially received tremendous
support from parents and community (Wuenstel).
The experience of the Arthurdale schools shows the importance of continued
communication with the community. It also demonstrates a tendency towards
complacency when schools are successful. It is interesting that, although the schools were
placed in a community, the schools had very little involvement from the local community
beyond the initial establishment. The schools were very much run by professionals, and it
is interesting to note that the failure to continue a very positive program was due to the
absence of community involvement.
In a study of community schools is New Haven, Connecticut, Harbison (2003)
documented a tension between centralization of school control to professionals and
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decentralization granting more community control. During the early twentieth century, a
rising bureaucracy of school control separated schools from the communities they served;
however, in conjunction with the civil rights movement of the 1960s, decentralization of
schools began to occur in many parts of the country. New Haven is one example. The
community schools in New Haven took the public school program to a new level of
service. The schools not only provided education but also social and health services in
response to the changing demographics and socioeconomic conditions of urban schools.
The New Haven community schools were built upon the community school
model that began in Flint, Michigan in cooperation with Charles Stewart Mott (Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation, n.d.). The New Haven effort was a massive project that was
funded through a grant from the Ford Corporation. New Haven created schools that
linked to the community in areas beyond education, including health and dental clinics,
legal help, libraries, and recreational opportunities. These community schools effectively
shifted the leadership roles, decentralized the organizational structure, and provided
community access to decision-making procedures (Harbison, 2003).
Unfortunately, the merging of all the different services into one community
school proved most challenging. Professional educators felt their expertise was being
superseded by outsiders. As a result of obstacles and conflicts, the school system in New
Haven today, as well as across the country, is primarily a centralized system (Harbison,
2003). From the New Haven experience we learned just how involved the community
could become in the schools, and yet the tension between professional educators and lay
community members contributed to the dissolution of community schools.
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Through these historical snapshots a cycle from centralization of school control to
decentralization with community involvement and back to centralization is evident.
Through the cycles a tension between professional expertise and democratic control are
palpable. A contemporary example from New York City demonstrates that the cycle
continues. A community control movement in New York City schools began in 1966
with decentralization of schools and concluded with Mayor Bloomberg’s recentralization
in 2003. A study of two of the New York City districts demonstrates that the
decentralization and community involvement were a positive move that had significant
benefits for the students of the districts. However, other districts proved to be filled with
corruption, thus the impetus for Mayor Bloomberg’s takeover (Lewis, 2006).
In addition to the development of the public schools within states and districts, the
national government has become a major contributor to the politics of public schools with
the passage of the original Title 1 Act of 1965. Fege (2006) provides a historical
perspective on how the national government has influenced the role of parent and
community involvement in schools from the time of Brown vs. Board of Education and
the first authorization of Title I through the current No Child Left Behind legislation.
With regard to the responsibility schools have to their communities (focusing on poor
communities), Senator Robert Kennedy stated he would support Title I only on the
condition that the school be responsive and accountable to the constituencies it serves.
Senator Kennedy is cited as the one to introduce a mandate for assessing student progress
to provide a political tool for holding schools publicly accountable, but initially the
national laws governing schools held no requirements for public participation in schools.
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Parent participation requirements began to appear in the law authorizing Title I in 1969
and became more demanding through the 1970s. In 1978 requirements such as
participation in school governance and program establishment and evaluation were
introduced. Many of these requirements were removed by Congress in 1981 because of
concerns that parent special interests wielded too much influence or districts’ were too
resistant to parent involvement. The Improving America’s Schools Act of 1994 increased
the production of data resulting from standards-based and achievement tests. No Child
Left Behind has served to increase emphasis on testing. Fege reported that, although the
data were initially envisioned by Kennedy as a means to empower parents to influence
educational quality, increased testing has not yielded a greater involvement of parents
and community in helping increase student achievement, but it has caused more of a
focus for schools to pass tests and meet legal requirements.
The historical glimpse of community connections to their local public schools
demonstrates how the dichotomy between professionals and the public they serve has
continued to evolve through federal, state, and local policies as well as locally established
practices and traditions. In spite of the potential for conflict there are continual efforts to
have the two entities come together to make important decisions related to improving
schools and increasing student achievement.
Contemporary Community Involvement in Public Education
When individuals choose to participate in a community they express a dedication
to both improve individuals and the community as a whole (Bullough, 1988). There are
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many ways for a member of a community to participate in a community school, but
Swift-Morgan (2006) demonstrates that the term community participation in schools is
still very vague. Does community involvement relate to aspects of management, finance,
teaching and learning, or other functions of schools?
The CCSSO (1991) used six basic categories for types of family involvement: (a)
the provision of basic needs (health, safety, and life skills); (b) school-family
communication; (c) family involvement as volunteers, aids or other learning activities at
the school; (d) learning activities in the home; (e) school and program governance and
advocacy; and (f) participation in programs that foster development such as adult
education and job training. The same six categories are also used as the framework
promoted by the National Network of Partnership Schools, a national organization of
member schools dedicated to increasing parent and community involvement and
research-based strategies to improve student learning (National Network of Partnership
Schools, 2007).
The type of involvement of interest for the current evaluation revolves around the
fifth type of involvement, school and program governance and advocacy. Interest to
involve community stakeholders as participants in school improvement was rekindled in
1983 with the publication of the report, A Nation At Risk: The Imperative for Educational
Reform (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). Hess (1999) identified
three waves of school reform that have occurred since publication of the report. The three
waves include (a) a focus on performance that emphasizes testing, (b) restructuring and
professionalism of teachers and administrators, and (c) a focus on placing stakeholders in
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charge of important decisions through school choice or community control of schools.
The last two waves are a reminder of the dichotomous tension between the professionals
and local communities. Although Hess refers to the three reforms as coming in waves, the
current evaluation will demonstrate that all three reforms have a prominent role in Utah
middle school SCCs.
Warren (2005) conducted three case studies of three different urban communities
who placed a focus on community stakeholders taking charge of important decisions
related to control of schools. Each school demonstrated a different model of community
involvement in school governance. The three models consist of (a) the service approach,
(b) the development approach, and (c) the organizing approach. Warren’s organizing
model is most like Utah’s SCCs. The organizing model of parent school collaboration
views parents as change agents and community leaders rather than as merely consumers
of services. Warren concludes that each type of involvement requires investment in
parent-engagement for the long term. The current evaluation demonstrates that successful
long-term engagement requires a large initial and ongoing time investment. One of the
primary advantages of involvement is the way “any reform strategy conforms to their
values, interests, and understanding of local conditions” (p. 167). When reform strategies
reflect community values and interests stakeholders are more committed to making it a
success.
Community Involvement in School Decision-Making
Utah, like many other states, has passed laws related to schools including parents
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on local decision-making councils (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108; U.S. Department of
Education, 1994). Involvement of parents and community members in school decisionmaking takes on different forms in various locations in the United States and around the
world. Many of the studies provide insight into the implementation and impact of the
various policies.
A four state case study of California, Florida, Alabama, and Minnesota state
agency policies and practices for increasing family involvement in schools was
conducted by CCSSO (1991). Although the case study looked at several forms of family
involvement, a prominent reform effort in all four states included a heavy reliance on
community and parent involvement in the school improvement process. Each of the four
states had unique characteristics with regard to its shared decision-making policies, but
each state created policies to make parent involvement a part of the system of public
education. The study revealed the existence of shared decision-making policies and made
site visits to see how the policies were being implemented. Great variation existed
between the different states’ policies and practices, which hindered the ability to assess
effectiveness of shared decision-making generally.
Internationally, community engagement in schools is also considered essential to
improving teaching and learning. International locations such as Canada, New Zealand,
Australia, England, Pakistan, and Ethiopia have laws linking schools to the community
and mandating participation from the community and teachers (Caines, 2006; Khan,
2005; Leithwood & Menzies, 1998a; Swift-Morgan, 2006). Caines conducted a case
study of two elementary schools in Alberta, Canada that had exemplary councils.
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Through interviews and observations Caines exposed the potential politics of a school
council and the value of principal leadership, but did not address issues of the processes
used by councils to improve student achievement. Leithwood and Menzies conducted an
extensive literature review of 83 articles, including international sources, on different
types of site-based management. In all those studies, there was insufficient evidence to
conclude that site-based management of any kind results in increased student
achievement. Khan, more recently, reviewed 33 articles on developing countries use of
school councils and found that, although 75% of councils make decisions related to
pedagogy, pedagogical decisions were infrequent, and it was unknown how the process
worked or to what results. Khan went on to study eight rural public schools in Pakistan
using qualitative case study methods. Khan focused on issues related to the politics of
participation and decision-making and found that less than 10% of the decisions made in
councils related to pedagogical decisions. The impact of the pedagogical decisions on
student achievement was not included in the study. Swift-Morgan conducted a qualitative
case study of the parent and community engagement in decision-making in rural
Ethiopia. Again, the findings were related primarily to the politics of participation, and
the only discussion on learning impact was related to how parents support their own
children. No connection was made between the shared decision-making and student
achievement.
Community involvement in shared decision-making is a prominent element of
many contemporary schools. The studies on SCCs, site-based management and shared
decision-making primarily focus on the politics of participation. Issues of impact on
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student achievement are not as abundant, nor do they clearly delineate practices that will
impact student achievement. The connection between shared decision-making practices
and student achievement are not prevalent in the literature because of the difficulty in
isolating shared decision-making as a cause of improved student achievement (Leithwood
& Menzies, 1998a; Malen & Vincent, 2008). Even when it appears to make a difference,
the improvement would be more closely linked to the specific decision made rather than
the process of making that decision. The current study evaluates the processes of the Utah
middle school SCCs identified as exemplary that are making a difference in student
achievement.
School Community Council Participants
The law governing SCCs in Utah requires that parent members be elected by
parents of students currently attending the school and requires the majority of council
members to be parents (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108). Chicago was one of the first
school systems in the United States to implement school councils with parents and
community members as a majority for school governance (Hess, 1999). As of 2005, 34
states had statutes on site-based decision making. Membership procedures vary in the
different states between appointment and election to council membership, but often
procedures are left to the local school boards. Many states specified a desire for parity
between school professionals and parent and community membership, but only Illinois,
Colorado, and Utah mandated parent and community membership to serve as the
majority of the councils (Dounay, 2005).
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In her case study of rural Ethiopian schools, Swift-Morgan (2006) revealed the
concern that participants in a SCC were the elite, and ordinary citizens did not have an
equal chance as a result of both economic and social factors. The phenomenon of
participation favoring the elite citizenry has also been found in studies of community
councils in the United States and Canada (Caines, 2006; Schutz, 2006). Schutz reviewed
literature published from 1993 to 2003 that focused on urban school-community relations
and in regard to involvement with site-based decision-making found that “people with
privilege tend to dominate” (p. 710).
When factoring out economics, Swift-Morgan (2006) concluded that the variables
that most heavily influenced participation were (a) encouragement from the school staff;
(b) respectful relationships between staff and parents or community members; and (c)
frequent meetings providing opportunities for parents, staff and other community
members to come together. Encouragement, respectful relationships, and frequent
meetings are important means to increase parent and community involvement but can
also serve as a detriment to the democratic ideal, as there is a tendency of administrators
to get parents who will support their programs in council positions and prevent critics
from pursuing positions (Malen, 1999).
The variables cited as influencing participation in SCCs exist in Utah’s exemplary
middle school SCCs. Whether the variables enhance or inhibit the democratic ideal is not
a topic of the current evaluation; however, the processes of becoming a participant in
each of the evaluated SCCs will be documented.
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School Community Council Member Responsibilities
The structure and responsibilities of shared decision-making councils vary widely.
Laws and policies create general goals and specific responsibilities, but the SCCs do not
always meet the goals or satisfy the responsibilities. The responsibilities also can serve to
simultaneously grant decision-making authority and restrict what decisions can be made.
One primary goal of an SCC is school improvement and community development
focusing on improvement of learning (Hess, 1999; Warren, 2005). Another purpose of a
SCC is increased accountability to and satisfaction for the community (Leithwood &
Menzies, 1998a). Other goals of SCCs include seeking more cooperative relationships
between administrators, teachers, and parents on topics ranging from safety to pedagogy.
Laws and policies create specific responsibilities for community councils. Florida
and Minnesota school advisory committees have the responsibility to make an annual
report to their local communities concerning what decisions have been made and provide
data on how the decisions and implemented programs have impacted the school (CCSSO,
1991). Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108 established that Utah SCCs have the responsibility
to develop plans and programs focused on school improvement and increased student
achievement, but as responsibilities are granted, successful fulfillment is not guaranteed.
In 1973, Salt Lake City School District began some of the first site-based SCCs.
The councils were granted authority on budget, personnel, and programs (Malen &
Ogawa, 1988). With the current evaluation taking place with Utah SCCs, Malen and
Ogawa’s case study of Salt Lake City school district is of particular interest. The case
study involved surveys of council members, review of meeting minutes, and in-depth
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interviews. The literature review for the study documents the expectation that site-based
councils would provide parents with influence on school programs and policies resulting
in governance that is more responsive to student needs at the local level. The Salt Lake
City schools were selected for the case study because of the existence of four structural
components: (a) the council in each school was located at the school site; (b) each council
was granted authority to establish policy and programs; (c) democratic parity between
teachers, administrators, and parents was established; and (d) some training had been
provided to councils.
Malen and Ogawa (1988) concluded that the Salt Lake City School District was a
confounding case.
The study constitutes a confounding case, in that the research findings do not fit
the research expectations. Despite the existence of highly favorable structural
arrangements, teachers and parents did not wield significant influence on
significant issues in these arenas. (p. 252)
The results suggested that (a) although designed to create programs and policies, in
practice, SCCs served to merely endorse and advise; (b) although established to create
parity, in practice, principals controlled the councils; and (c) although granted decisionmaking authority, SCCs made no effective difference on decisions made.
The conclusions of the Salt Lake City study are a result of a detailed analysis of
multiple forms of data by multiple researchers. The results provide evidence of another
type of tension between professional control and parent or community influence in
education. Malen and Ogawa (1988) called the tension “the norms of propriety and
civility” (p. 264). The norms of propriety served to maintain the professional control
while the norms of civility served to contain any potential for conflict. The Salt Lake City
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study demonstrated the existence of the tension in spite of the structural framework that
could resolve such tension. The framework being that the council was site based,
possessed authority, possessed parity, and was provided training.
Although the results did not establish the framework as sufficient to guarantee
successful parent and teacher influence in decision-making, the study did identify
possible causes of the unexpected results. Malen and Ogawa (1988) identified
components such as the lack of diversity of SCC participants, the lack of discretionary
resources available to the SCC, and the lack of oversight to ensure compliance with the
guidelines. Another factor that led to disappointing findings relates to the structural
component of training identified as existing in the Salt Lake City schools. One of the
reasons for selecting Salt Lake City schools was that training had been provided, but
there was admittedly no training taking place during the study, and the only evidence of
training provided was “intermittent opportunities to obtain information regarding district
guidelines…and…group dynamics” (p. 254).
Although SCCs are designed to meet general goals or specific requirements, the
requirements are not always satisfied or necessarily supportive of the original intent. In
her review of research studies dating from 1994 to 1999 coupled with her previous
review published in The Study of Educational Politics, Malen (1999) provided analysis of
the politics of individuals and groups gaining influence. Malen concluded that parents’
influence on schools through community councils is primarily a peripheral influence.
Parents are typically not engaged in the development of programs and policies but are
more engaged in listening, learning, and providing support for the principal’s decisions.
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In a more recent review of the literature, Malen and Vincent (2008) examined
research articles related to relationships of power and micropolitics in schools from 19922006. In the review of more than 200 articles, Malen and Vincent identified a weakness
of policies designed to provide considerable site-based decision-making authority. They
argue that federal and state policies constrain the local autonomy through policies that
simultaneously grant site-based councils decision-making authority and give very strict
guidelines on how those decisions need to be made. The dichotomy is evident in Utah
SCCs as they have been given key decision-making authority and limited resources to
design and implement programs with respect to school improvement, but also have strict
guidelines to target improved student achievement, which is measured through criterionreferenced tests (CRTs).
School Community Council Concerns

Malen and Ogawa (1988) raised concerns about the efficacy of SCCs to fulfill the
promise of greater stakeholder involvement in site-based decision-making in the Salt
Lake City schools. Hess (1999) reviewed school council policies and several studies of
the policy implementation in the cities of New York, Chicago, Detroit, and Salt Lake
City (citing Malen and Ogawa). The review documented a discrepancy between policies
and practice. The policies in each case were established to improve schools by creating
site-based councils that granted control of the decision-making process in the hands of
parents, professionals (teachers), and administrators. In many cases the parents were
given the majority of positions to ensure inclusion in the process. In practice, even when
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councils had a parent majority, the principal controlled agendas, programs, and decisions.
The discrepancy between prescribed and actual practices can yield resentment
when perceptive parents recognize they are not making a meaningful contribution to
school improvement (Malen, 1999). A review of more than 200 research studies on
parent involvement in education found that, with respect to involvement in shared
governance, parents consider themselves capable of decision-making; however, relatively
few educators feel parents are qualified to make such decisions. There is also a fear that
parents will base decisions on what is best for their own child and not necessarily all
children in the school (Stein & Thorkildsen, 1999). Warren (2005) focused his case
study on issues of social capital and relational power. Although using different methods,
Warren’s conclusions expose the perception cited by Stein and Thorkildsen as being
founded in issues of relational power. Warren found the reasons for not engaging parents
and community include: (a) fear of interference, (b) suspicion of motives, (c) fear that
involvement of uninformed parents will lead to a misguided agenda, and (d) concern that
movement beyond educational needs will distract from the objective of increasing
achievement.
In a review of 75 empirical and case studies conducted on the implementation of
school-based management between the years 1985 and 1995, Leithwood and Menzies
(1998b) identified three types of site-based management: (a) administrative control,
which grants key decisions such as budget, personnel, and curriculum to the principal; (b)
professional control, which grants teachers a greater role in those same areas; and (c)
community control, which puts the decisions in the control of parents and community
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members in consultation with the professional administration and faculty. The
designation of community control is a result of the parents having the majority
representation on the site-based council. As previously cited studies demonstrate, a parent
majority does not necessarily translate to parents controlling the decisions of the council.
Leithwood and Menzies pointed out several concerns with regard to all forms of sitebased management. Most prominent were issues involving principals’ willingness to
redistribute the power traditionally granted to them and the enormous investment of time
required on the part of the principal, teachers, and parents involved. The concern again
reveals the tension between professional expertise and democratic involvement in
decision-making.
Leithwood and Menzies (1998b) identified obstacles to the intended functioning
of school site councils. The most frequently cited obstacles, common to all forms of SBM
control were (a) principal adherence to traditional roles (b) excessive time demands, (c)
poorly defined role of council, (d) difficulty in member recruitment, and (e) insufficient
training of members. Along with the obstacles, Leithwood and Menzies identified
strategies used to address obstacles. The most prominent strategies were (a) the provision
of training; (b) a fixed committee structure, role and task clarification; (c) substantial
power granted to the council by both the policy and principal practice, and (d) increased
information sources.
In their recent review of the literature, Malen and Vincent (2008) demonstrated
that the inability to achieve the promise of providing local school sites with a greater
degree of decision-making power was not limited to the local implementation of the
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policies. Malen and Vincent suggested that the decision-making power was inhibited by
fundamental characteristics of the laws and policies. First, it is shown that site-based
councils have not been granted true decision-making power in the three big areas of
instruction, budget, and personnel. Second, the laws and policies governing site-based
councils tend to be so specific that it leaves little room for true site autonomy. Third,
although the local decisions are quite restricted, the responsibility and accountability for
student performance lies directly on the school site and correspondingly the council. Each
of the three characteristics that inhibit greater decision-making power could influence the
success of Utah SCCs and is therefore cause for concern.
There are many concerns with SCCs, but the primary concern expressed in the
literature deals with the authority to make decisions at the local level, and who exercises
that authority. Again, the tension between the authority of the professionals and the local
community is evident. While many concerns with site-based management revolve
around authority, the required concern of Utah SCCs is school improvement and meeting
the objective of increased student achievement.
Miller and Rowan (2006) recognized the ambiguity in the research with regard to
site-based management and student achievement and conducted an empirical analysis of
two nationally represented data sets to measure effects of organic management (a term
they applied to multiple activities such as teacher collaboration and site-based
management councils but not necessarily involving parent members) on student
achievement. The analysis did not yield any significant effects of organic management on
student achievement at the high school or elementary levels and did not consider middle
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level schools. Miller and Rowan’s study is one of the few that utilized longitudinal data
and statistical analysis, but although site-based management is listed as a key part of
organic management, it is questionable whether the results apply to Utah SCCs as only
teachers were surveyed and the three primary measures focused on administrative
support, teacher control of instructional decisions, and staff collaboration. Although the
results may not directly apply to Utah SCCs, the conclusions emphasize the concern that
there is little evidence that organic management, which includes community controlled
site-based management, has any effect on student achievement (Hess, 1999; Leithwood
& Menzies, 1998b; Malen & Vincent, 2008).
School Community Council Effective Practices
Malen and Vincent (2008) emphasized the difficulty of linking student
achievement to site-based councils, but did cite several studies where improved student
achievement and fully functioning site-based councils were simultaneously present.
Although no causal link between site-based councils and student achievement was
possible, the following is a brief presentation of findings that identified promising
practices for SCCs.
The 1998 study by Anderson is one of the most commonly cited in the literature
on SCCs. The theoretical article outlines a standard for “authentic participation” (p. 586)
in site-based councils (previously mentioned in Chapter I). According to Anderson, the
components of the framework that show the most promise for creating more democratic
schools and increasing student achievement depend on issues of relevancy, authenticity,
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and coherent expectation. With regard to relevancy, the participants would be making
decisions that are clearly of interest to improving the achievement for all students in the
school. Authenticity exists in the practices as efforts are focused to fully implement the
SCC program. Expectations of participants will be clear in that they each understand their
objective and what means will help them achieve those ends. The article still provides
little specific information on actual practices, but it does establish important criteria for
increasing democratic participation and potentially raising student achievement.
Johnson and Pajares (1996) conducted a qualitative longitudinal case study. The
study examined the implementation of a site-based management program of a large
public high school over the first three years of implementation. Characteristics were
identified that enhanced shared decision-making. The characteristics identified as
enhancing shared decision-making included (a) stakeholder confidence (in self and
school community), (b) adequate resources, (c) established democratic procedures, (d)
early accomplishment, and (e) principal support. These are important factors to
understand in relation to how a site based council can function successfully when looking
strictly at the process of working as a council, but the study did not extend the research to
look at strategies used to improve student achievement or how council decisions
impacted student achievement.
A review and synthesis of studies on site based management (SBM) conducted by
Briggs and Wohlstetter (2003) under the auspices of the Center on Organization and
Restructuring of schools, the Chicago Consortium on School Reform, and the
Consortium for Policy Research in Education, identified “eight elements of schooling that
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were associated with successful SBM” (p. 355). These were:
1. A vision focused on teaching and learning that is coordinated with student
performance standards.
2. Decision-making authority used to change the core areas of schooling.
3. Power distributed throughout the school.
4. The development of teachers’ knowledge and skills that is oriented toward
change, a professional learning community, and shared knowledge.
5. Mechanisms for collecting and communicating information related to school
priorities.
6. Monetary and non-monetary rewards to acknowledge progress toward school
goals.
7. Shared school leadership among administrators and teachers.
8. Resources from outside the school. (p. 355)
For each element in the list, Briggs and Wohlstetter (2003) compared the
characteristics of the schools in the studies that had positive results with those that were
struggling. In that the study analyzed the variables specifically as they related to student
achievement, the comparison lends credibility to the conclusions that SBM can have a
positive impact on student achievement,
One important point Briggs and Wohlstetter (2003) made was that struggling
schools tended to concentrate all the authority and decisions into one council, while those
that were more successful delegated authority for plan and program development to
different subcommittees. The study did not clarify when or if parents were involved in
the subcommittees. A limitation of the study is that it did not distinguish between schools
utilizing parents as a part of the SBM and schools only using school personnel.
A more recent study by Talley and Keedy (2006) investigated three high-
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performance schools in an urban Kentucky school district. Talley and Keedy conducted a
purposeful sample of schools with a reputation to be excellent councils and that also have
a track record of increasing student achievement. The case study found that the
characteristics in these schools that enabled the building of instructional capacity
included: (a) the principal sharing power with council members, (b) a school-wide
network that allowed parents and staff to solve problems from a “bottom-up” approach,
(c) use of student data in focusing on student achievement, and (d) collective
accountability of entire staff for student achievement.
The Talley and Keedy (2006) study was one of the few reviewed articles that
focus on how site councils can impact student achievement. There are some key
differences, however, between the Utah councils studied in the current evaluation and the
Kentucky schools. In Kentucky, the schools studied consisted of two high schools and
one elementary school, but there was not a middle school represented in the sample. The
membership of councils in Kentucky was also different. Although the Kentucky councils
do include two parents, the parents do not form a majority of the council as they do in
Utah. It is not clear how the increased proportion of parents may affect the building of
instructional capacity. The Kentucky study was also limited to three schools in a single
district while the current study was limited to three Utah middle schools each located in
different school districts. The current evaluation also looked at the specific plans
developed by the SCCs, examined the implementation of those plans, and assessed
potential impact on student achievement.
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Utah School Community Council Needs

The historical snapshots on community involvement in education demonstrate an
ongoing cycle between professional or state control and local community control. As the
role of school professionals has been restructured and stakeholders have been given more
decision-making authority (Hess, 1999), the cycle has settled into a tension between
expertise and democracy as professionals and stakeholders are required to work together
to make school-improvement decisions.
Different states and districts grant different decision-making responsibilities to
site based councils (Dounay, 2005; CCSSO, 1991; Leithwood & Menzies, 1998a; Malen
& Ogawa, 1988). In Utah the primary role of an SCC is to develop plans for local school
improvement measured by increased student achievement (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A108). With the organization of SCCs and the associated responsibilities, the review of
literature identifies many potential concerns related to whether the actual practices match
the requirements and the expectations. Of primary concern is how SCCs work to resolve
the tension between professional expertise and democratic decision-making to achieve
optimal school improvement. School improvement is measured by student achievement,
but the ability of an SCC to impact student achievement is questionable. As the literature
raised doubts concerning the ability of an SCC to influence student achievement, the
literature also identified characteristics and strategies that may positively influence
student achievement. The hope is that this study will identify whether legal requirements
are being met, whether positive characteristics and strategies are being utilized, and
whether improvements in student achievement are perceived.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
Several characteristics of this study support the use of an evaluation approach.
This study seeks to determine the value of Utah middle school SCCs. It utilized “inquiry
and judgment methods, including (1) determining standards for judging quality and
deciding whether those standards should be relative or absolute; (2) collecting relevant
information; and (3) applying the standards to determine quality” (Worthen & Sanders,
1987, p. 22-23).
Specific elements of this study also serve the choice of evaluation rather than
research: (a) The motivation is a result of desire for practical knowledge concerning Utah
middle school SCCs rather than broad generalizable knowledge, (b) the results will be
used to inform decisions rather than establish firm causal relationships, (c) the evaluation
will describe the qualities of the SCC program rather than explain why, (d) the evaluation
is more interested in the value of the program as it relates to social utility rather than hard
scientific knowledge, and (e) the evaluation must follow a strict time line rather than
follow researcher time constraints (Worthen & Sanders, 1987).
A comprehensive evaluation of Utah SCCs is a large endeavor, and the scope of
such an evaluation is beyond the capacity of this dissertation. To bring the evaluation to a
level that is manageable but also meaningful, as indicated in Chapter I, the focus was
narrowed to three middle school SCC cases. The evolutionary nature of qualitative
research provided an opportunity to obtain more variation in sites than was initially
expected. The first two schools were identified as exemplary, and the third middle school
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was in the early stages of SCC development. The third middle school provides variation
to help understand the exemplary processes of the program and expose challenges that
arise as the SCC program is implemented. In planning this evaluation, it was important
that the design (a) ensured the data collected are credible and useful, (b) met needs of
stakeholders to address established questions, and (c) used limited resources wisely
(Preskill & Catsambas, 2006).
The evaluation included a qualitative approach that utilized interviews,
observations, and documents. The term strength-based is used to describe this process
evaluation as a result of two important characteristics. First, a purposeful sampling was
used to select middle level SCCs viewed by the Utah State Office of Education staff with
supervisory authority over SCCs as exemplary. This follows from the desire to “learn a
great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose of the inquiry” (Patton, 2002,
p. 230). Second, interviews were conducted using an appreciative inquiry approach. The
purpose of the appreciative approach was to collect data about SCCs most productive
strategies and the peak experiences of participants. With an appreciative approach there is
often a concern about a positive bias to the results; however, Preskill and Catsambas
(2006) point out that positive and appreciative are not synonymous. Where positive
questioning would be biased if it emphasized acceptance, approval and what is liked
about the program without questioning the negative perceptions, appreciative questions
will get at the nature of achievement and solicit desires for increasing the value of the
program.
Appreciative questions ask respondents to communicate their concept of the
nature, worth, quality, and significance of a program or some aspect of the
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organization. Moreover, they ask respondents to honor the past while expressing
gratitude for, and pride in, their achievements. And, the appreciative wishes
questions invite respondents to share their ideas for how to increase the value of
the program. Hence, the role of appreciative questions is not to learn what
respondents liked, but rather to focus on the study of successful moments that can
be used to grow and improve the program in the future. (p. 76-77)
The method for using appreciative questioning comes from the appreciative inquiry
methodology. The term strength-based is a core philosophy of appreciative inquiry (AI).
David Cooperrider originally developed AI during his doctoral work (Preskill &
Catsambas, 2006). He discovered that as he asked questions related to why things were a
success, participants being interviewed were more engaged, energetic, and were
genuinely more interested. When he asked questions about the problems, the energy level
dropped and there was less interest. From this initial discovery evolved this appreciative
approach to research. Cooperrider (1986) explained:
Appreciative inquiry refers to a research perspective which is uniquely intended
for discovering, understanding and fostering innovations in social-organizational
arrangements and processes. Its purpose is to contribute to the generativetheoretical aims of social science and to use such knowledge to promote
egalitarian dialogue leading to social system effectiveness or integrity.…
Appreciative inquiry refers to both a search for knowledge and a theory of
intentional collective action which is designed to help evolve the normative vision
and will of a group, organization, or society as a whole. (pp. 81-82)
AI has become a popular approach to organizational development that focuses on
building upon the strengths of the organization rather than the problems (Patton, 2002).
Although Patton was somewhat reserved towards AI as an evaluation tool in 2002, he did
acknowledge the strength of the questioning strategies. Since that time, AI has become
increasingly viable as an evaluation methodology being featured in an issue of the
journal, New Directions for Evaluation in the Winter of 2003 in which Patton (2003)
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concluded that AI provides an additional option in certain evaluation settings. AI as a
method of evaluation continues to become more formalized as demonstrated by Preskill
and Catsambas (2006).
There are four primary phases to AI: inquire, imagine, innovate, and implement
(Preskill & Catsambas, 2006). For the purpose of this evaluation the primary contribution
of the AI methodology came from the first two phases. During the stage of inquiry,
appreciative questioning was utilized to discover what is of greatest value in SCCs. The
stage of imagining took place through probing questions that revealed participant
perceptions concerning what could be done to strengthen the program and the program’s
effectiveness in the desired objective of increased student achievement. The first two
phases of AI, inquire and imagine, are in perfect alignment with the purpose of seeking
characteristics that contribute to the success of SCCs. The approach to questioning in
these first two phases allowed participants to express the value of the program and
discuss possibilities for improvement. These two phases emphasize the contribution of
questioning strategies. The phase of innovation takes what is learned from the first two
phases and establishes plans designed to create new directions in strategy, standards, and
vision. The implementation phase puts these plans in motion and then cycles back to the
inquiry phase. These last two phases are beyond the scope of this process evaluation that
is examining current practices of selected SCCs, but these two phases could be a natural
next step based on the findings of the evaluation.
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Situation Statement
The current situation in the state of Utah is an excellent match with this approach
to evaluation. Each public school in the state of Utah has a SCC consisting of parents,
school employees, and the principal. The SCCs have many duties primarily focused on
school improvement and control of the School LAND Trust funds, which are to be used
to assist with the accomplishment of the school improvement plan (Utah Code Ann. §
53A-1A-108). With the number of SCCs and the responsibility for each to effectively
make decisions that will increase student achievement, it is essential that current practice
be evaluated to help determine law compliance and to identify characteristics of and
strategies used by Utah SCCs in development and implementation of school plans.
Although the law gives the SCCs authority to deal with safety issues, the focus of this
evaluation was on aspects of council responsibility most closely related to the
improvement of student achievement.
Program Logic Model
“For evaluation purposes, it is useful to know not only what the program is
expected to achieve but also how it expects to achieve it” (Weiss, 1998, p. 55). To
develop a better understanding of the basic theory of the SCC program and help shape the
evaluation questions I developed a program logic model for Utah SCCs in consultation
with School LAND Trust Program personnel. A program logic model serves the purpose
of providing a graphical representation of the connections between program inputs,
outputs, and outcomes (Patton, 2002). The program inputs consist of the minimum
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elements necessary to implement the program. The program outputs comprise the
activities, participation, and products within the program that are designed to bring about
the desired outcomes. The program outcomes are the short, medium, and long term
desired results of program implementation. The logic model also presents program
assumptions and external factors. The assumptions summarize some core beliefs about
the purpose, participants, and methods of the program. The external factors consist of
different influences on the program that are not a direct part of the program (TaylorPowell & Henert, 2008). The logic model shown in Figure 1 was developed using the
logic model framework from the University of Wisconsin-Extension (Taylor-Powell,
Steele, & Douglah, 1996) and serves to summarize the programs purpose and the
expected outcomes.
Evaluation Stakeholders
A primary stakeholder in this evaluation is the Utah State Office of Education,
which administers the SCC program. The School LAND Trust Program administration at
the State Office of Education (2007a) assisted in evaluation planning and provided
information for the evaluation. One of the primary contributions they made to the
evaluation was the recommendation of exemplary middle-level councils. The criteria
used for their recommendations consisted of the knowledge they have of the individual
councils based on the site visits they make each year, the review of all program plans, and
the annual recommendations of each school district. The School LAND Trust Program
administration at the State Office of Education will also be the recipient of the evaluation
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Figure 1. Program logic model for Utah SCCs developed using the logic model
framework from the University of Wisconsin-Extension.

report and will be ultimately responsible for using the information from the report to
determine what might be done to improve the functioning of SCCs at the middle school
level.
In addition, the local SCCs that are involved in the evaluation are primary
stakeholders. Each SCC served to provide the essential information to see how SCCs are
actually functioning. Each participating SCC will receive an executive summary of the
findings and an electronic copy of the dissertation will be made available upon request.
Secondary stakeholders are members of the communities within the area of the
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schools to include students and future students of the selected schools. Local stakeholders
are not involved in the study, but are the beneficiaries of the program. Tertiary
stakeholders are the state legislature that has established and continues to revise the
establishment of SCCs. The legislature is the key decision-making body with regard to
SCCs. While the legislature may not be directly involved with the study, they could
receive information through the natural governing relationship with the State Office of
Education.
Evaluation Questions
In the development process of the evaluation questions, the state School LAND
Trust Program educational specialists were consulted. They served to assist with focusing
the evaluation questions so that information gathered from the study could be most
responsive to state office needs. The evaluation focused on learning the degree of law
compliance, the processes and strategies used in the SCCs to develop plans, and how
these plans are being implemented. Strategies used by SCCs were identified to help
inform future decisions concerning SCCs. The evaluation questions were:
1. Are Utah middle school community councils identified as exemplary
implementing the law as prescribed?
2. Do Utah middle school community councils identified as exemplary utilize
strategies of effective site based management and shared decision-making identified in
the literature?
a. Which strategies do the council members report using?
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b. How are these strategies implemented?
3. To what degree are the plans developed by exemplary middle school
community councils being fully implemented, and are they perceived by council
members and school personnel as having a positive impact on student achievement?
Evaluation Design
A process evaluation design utilizing qualitative data gathered using AI process
provided the means to address the evaluation questions. As the purpose of the evaluation
was to focus on identification of what is working well, examining why it is working well,
and seeking ideas for making similar performance more common, the AI questioning
allowed the evaluator to make connections with the interviewees that enhanced the
quality of data provided (Preskill & Catsambas, 2006).
Creswell (1998) described a qualitative data collection circle. This circle provides
the framework for the procedures used for this evaluation. Although Creswell points out
that the process can begin at any point on the circle, the procedures used in the current
evaluation began with locating the sites. Once the sites were selected, access to the sites
was obtained. Access led to purposeful sampling of participants, which led to data
collection, which led to a record of information. Throughout the process different
logistical issues would arise that would have to be resolved. The following sections will
describe the (a) site selection and access, (b) site descriptions, (c) participants, (d) data
collection procedures, and (d) data record.
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Site Selection and Access
Schools were selected for participation in the evaluation based on three criteria:
(a) recommendation by the School LAND Trust Program administration; (b) a stated
focus on improving student achievement in core subjects in conjunction with U-PASS
test results demonstrating either consistent high achievement, consistent increases in
achievement, or consistent progress with subgroups; and (c) a willingness to participate
in the evaluation. In addition to the extreme case sampling, an opportunistic sampling
was also used when the unexpected opportunity arose to select a school that provided a
contrasting example (Creswell, 1998; Weiss, 1998).
Sampling first used an extreme case selection procedure (Patton, 2002). The
purposeful sampling of exemplary middle SCCs followed a systematic approach using
the three designated criteria for selection. First, the School LAND Trust Program
administration recommended a list of 25 middle-level schools. The middle SCCs were
recommended based on a subjective evaluation using information from (a) all written
School LAND Trust Program plans, (b) annual site visits to 10% of all SCCs, and (c) the
local school district selections of the top 10% of plans from their district.
The second criterion of selection was a review of school LAND trust plans in
conjunction with the U-PASS report card data, which are available on the Internet for
public viewing. The school LAND trust plans were reviewed to verify the recommended
middle schools were targeting core subjects measured by U-PASS—math, science, and
language arts. All 25 recommended schools had goals focused on improving student
achievement in core areas. U-PASS report cards were reviewed for each school. One
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middle school (M1) distinguished itself by possessing consistent high achievement for
the past three years. The second middle school (M2) distinguished itself by showing
improvement in proficiency rates for each of the core subjects for each of the previous
three years. The third middle school selected distinguished itself by demonstrating
consistent growth in the subgroup scores.
The final selection criterion was agreement to participate. The school district for
M1 was contacted by telephone and upon verbal explanation, permission was granted to
contact the M1 principal. The principal was contacted by phone and upon explanation
agreed to participate and encouraged M1 SCC members to participate in the evaluation.
The school district for M2 was contacted and an application was required to conduct
research in M2s school district, so the application was filed, and permission was granted
to contact the principal. The principal agreed to participate and encouraged the M2 SCC
members to participate in the evaluation. The school district for the third school selected
was contacted. An application to conduct research was required by the school district,
which was submitted. The director of evaluation and research for the school district
approved the application and contacted the principal of the selected school. The principal
declined to participate in the study due to her pending retirement.
The director of research and evaluation for the third school district then contacted
other middle school principals in the district and asked if they would be willing to
participate in the study. One principal agreed to participate, but the SCC at the school
was newly established. The criteria for selection were reviewed relative to the willing
school, and the school possessed two of the three criteria. It was not recommended by the
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state because its SCC had not been functioning in past years, but it did list a focus on core
subjects in its School LAND Trust plan and had shown measured progress in subgroups
for the past three years. The final criterion was met by expressing a willingness to
participate. Having met the two criteria of willingness and demonstrated progress with
subgroups, yet not having a well-established SCC, provided an unexpected opportunity to
study a contrasting example of an SCC, so the willing school became the third middle
school (M3) selected. The adjustment is a natural part of qualitative evaluation as “the
evaluator can follow the trail wherever it leads” (Weiss, 1998, p. 181).
The extreme case sampling criteria shaped the procedures for selecting the three
initial schools. Originally, a nonexemplary case was desirable, but because participation
in the evaluation was completely voluntary, it was implausible that a nonexemplary case
would agree to participate. When the third school chose not to participate, the director’s
invitation being accepted by another school that had not had a functioning SCC but was
striving to get one functioning provided an unexpected opportunity (Creswell, 1998;
Weiss, 1998). Once selected the same evaluation procedures were used for all three
schools. How the schools match with the selection criteria is summarized in Table 1.
Site Descriptions
Each case provides a different socioeconomic group from which each SCC is
formed. M1 is located in a predominantly upper and middle class community with a
small minority population. M2 is located in a growing mostly middle class suburban
community with a small minority population. M3 is located in an older community
within a large city and is predominantly a lower socio-economic class. The SCCs at M1
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Table 1
Middle School Selection Criteria

State recommended

Consistent achievement
(a), improvement (i), or
subgroup growth (g)

Willing to
participate

Selected

M1

!

a!

!

!

M2

!

i!

!

!

Declining middle school

!

g!
!

!

School

g!

M3

and M2 are well established and considered exemplary, and the SCC at M3 is brand new.
All three schools are obtaining positive results in terms of student achievement as
measured by the U-PASS report card.
First middle school. The principal at M1 has been the principal for the past eight
years. The immediate area surrounding M1 consists primarily of commercial shopping
centers. Within a mile of the school, there are several large condominium/apartment
complexes and town homes. Several different areas provide students to M1, and most
students are bussed. The areas have different levels of home values, but the median price
home in the area is over $500,000. M1 is in a community of approximately 20,000 people
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). The median income for a household in the city as reported
in the 2000 census was $81,125. M1 serves approximately 700 students in grades six and
seven. The ethnicity of the M1 student body is 86% white, 1% black, 12% Hispanic, and
1% Asian/Pacific Islander. The student body is 14% economically disadvantaged,
approximately 12% limited English proficiency, and approximately 12% special
education.
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M1 has demonstrated consistent high achievement. The focus on high academic
achievement was evident in the school plan as the primary goals involved continued
improvement in core academic subjects and was reflected in the U-PASS results. The UPASS test results for M1 are shown in Table 2. It is important to point out that the score
for each subject represents the percent of students who scored proficient on the end-oflevel Criterion Referenced Test (CRT) for Language Arts, Math, and Science.
Second middle school. The second middle school (M2) opened in 2004. The
current principal has been in office since the school opened and was an assistant principal
at a school in the same district prior to becoming the principal at M2. M2 is located in a
growing suburban community that had a population of approximately 24,000 people
reported by the 2000 census but has increased dramatically since then (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2008). Subdivisions and large vacant fields surround the school. Many homes
under construction are visible from the front of the school. The median home price in the
area is $230,000. The homes are being built closer to the school, but currently 100% of
the students are bused to the school. The median income for a household in the
Table 2
M1 3-Year U-PASS Core Subject Proficiency Percentage Rates
Subject
Year

Language arts (LA)

Math

Science

2004-5

93

91

87

2005-6

90

93

85

2006-7

91

90

84

Mean

91.3

91.3

85.3
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community as reported in the 2000 census was $54,000. M2 serves approximately 1650
students in grades seven through nine. The ethnicity of the M2 student body is 88%
white, 1% black, 8% Hispanic, 2% Asian/Pacific Islander, and 1% American Indian. The
student body is 24% economically disadvantaged, 4% limited English proficiency, and
10% special education.
M2 demonstrated a consistent increase in achievement over the past three years.
The school LAND trust plan for M2 placed a heavy emphasis on the use of technological
tools to target improved academic skills in Math, science, and language arts. The UPASS test results for M2 are shown in Table 3.
Third middle school. M3 is in a community of approximately 23,000 people
within a large city (U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). M3 just opened a new school building for
the 2007-2008 school year after having been housed in a school outside of the community
for the previous 2 years. The principal has been at M3 for five years. When the school
moved back to the community into the new building the grade configuration changed
from seventh and eighth to sixth through eighth grades. The new school is adjacent to an
Table 3
M2 3-Year U-PASS Core Subject Proficiency Percentage Rates
Subject
Year

Language arts

Math

Science

2004-5

82

66

51

2005-6

80

67

62

2006-7

87

80

75

Percentage gain

5

14

24
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elementary school and surrounded by a variety of homes. The median home price is
$150,000. The median income for a household in the local zip code as reported in the
2000 census was approximately $32,000. M3 served approximately 950 students in
grades six through eight. The ethnicity of the M3 student body was 14% White, 7%
African American, 63% Hispanic, 3% Asian, 10% Pacific Islander, and 3% American
Indian. The student body is 93% economically disadvantaged, 43% limited English
proficiency, and 17% special education.
The U-PASS report cards for the past 3 years demonstrated that M3 had made
progress in subgroup scores. Table 4 demonstrates that although there were not gains
every year in subgroup proficiency rates, the subgroup progress scores were consistently
high. Progress scores are a longitudinal measure that shows whether individual students
are making progress from one year to the next. A progress score of 190 is considered
medium progress. It is possible for a student to achieve a high progress score without
obtaining a proficient score. The U-PASS subgroup progress score is the average for all
students in any subgroup category. If a student qualifies for more than one subgroup, she
or he is counted only once (Utah State Office of Education, 2008).
Table 4
M3 3-Year Subgroup Proficiency Percentage Rates and Average Progress Scores
Subgroup scores
Year

Proficiency

Average progress

2004-5

67

221

2005-6

68

213

2006-7

67

201
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Participants
Access was granted to the selected sites first through the district approval and
then through principal willingness to participate. Each principal provided the next
available date to meet with the SCC. SCC meetings are only held once each month, and
the principals serving as gatekeepers each asked that I present at an SCC meeting to
request participation from SCC members. Although the same general procedures were
followed at each site, the time lines and circumstances caused variation from site to site.
The general process consisted of meeting with the entire SCC and requesting
participation. Because the evaluation focuses on the experiences of SCC members, it was
desirable to get as many members as possible to participate. Members signed the
informed consent to express willingness to participate after which meetings were
observed and interviews conducted. A purposeful sampling was also used to interview
school personnel involved with implementation of the School LAND Trust Program plan.
If interviewing all personnel involved in the implementation was impractical, then a
snowball sampling method based on principal recommendation was used. The variation
for selecting participants and description of participants at each site will be described in
the following subsections.
First middle school. M1 had an SCC meeting on January 22, 2008, where I
presented information on the evaluation and requested participation by allowing
observations and granting interviews. The meeting had been rescheduled from a date the
prior week. The rescheduling conflicted with other engagements, so several SCC
members were not in attendance. In attendance at the meeting were the principal, two
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teachers, and three parents. Of the six SCC members in attendance at the meeting, five
were invited to participate and signed an informed consent. One parent came in after my
presentation and left before the end of the meeting, so she did not sign the informed
consent at that time.
Based on the positive reception by SCC members at the meeting, the principal
gave me the email addresses of all SCC members and allowed me to contact the SCC
members by email to provide an invitation to participate. An email containing an
explanation of the evaluation and the informed consent attached was sent to all the
members. One additional parent responded to the email and mailed the informed consent
form.
The SCC did not meet during the month of February, so the next meeting was
attended on March 20, 2008. One additional teacher and three additional parents attended
the meeting. One of the parents was a newly appointed member and was not comfortable
participating in the evaluation. The parent who had mailed the informed consent was one
of the additional parents in attendance. The member who arrived late to and left early
from the previous meeting was also present and signed the consent form. The other
teacher and parent SCC members agreed to participate and signed the informed consent.
Of the 11 members of the SCC, nine members participated in the evaluation. One
of the teachers listed was never in attendance at a meeting observed by the evaluator. The
SCC member participants in the study consisted of the principal, five parents, and three
teachers. Each participant was interviewed and two meetings were observed at M1. Two
others school personnel provided informed consent and participated in the evaluation, as
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they presented at one of the observed meetings, but were not interviewed.
On April 15, 2008, I met with seven different teachers concerning their
involvement in the implementation of the school LAND trust program plan and its
perceived impact on student achievement. Two of the seven teachers were SCC members,
and the other five were recommended by the principal based on their involvement in the
program and their availability during the day. The total participation at M1consisted of
the principal (male), the assistant principal (female), five parents (2 male, 3 female), and
nine teachers (1 male, 8 female).
Second middle school. The principal at M2 was contacted in early February 2008,
but the principal requested I not meet with the SCC to invite member participation until
the March 10, 2008, meeting. I presented information on the evaluation and requested
participation by allowing observations of meetings and granting interviews at the March
meeting. SCC members attending the meeting included the principal, a counselor, a
student tracker, and seven parents. Of the ten SCC members in attendance at the meeting,
all were invited to participate and sign an informed consent. Two parents and the student
tracker did not provide a reason but chose not to participate. Five parents agreed to
participate and signed the informed consent. The principal and counselor both agreed to
participate and signed the informed consent. Two teachers who were not SCC members
attended and made a presentation at the SCC meeting. Each of the two teachers provided
informed consent.
One teacher was not present in the meeting, so the principal explained the
evaluation to the teacher and asked her to mail the informed consent if she was willing to
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participate, which she did. At the March meeting, appointments were made to conduct
phone interviews with the five participating parents. One parent member canceled the
appointment because she was moving, and another parent was not home at the designated
time. Multiple unsuccessful attempts were made to reschedule the interviews through
emails and phone calls.
Of the 11 members of the M2 SCC, eight members participated in the evaluation,
and six were interviewed. The SCC member evaluation participants included the
principal, the teacher, the counselor, and five parents. Of the five parents participating,
three were interviewed. One SCC meeting at M2 was observed.
On April 28, 2008, I met with five different math teachers concerning their
involvement in the implementation of the school LAND trust program plan, and its
perceived impact on student achievement. The math teachers were purposefully selected
because the school LAND trust plan designated a mobile computer lab and graphing
calculators to be purchased for the benefit of the math department. Two math teachers
were interviewed privately, and the other three math teachers were interviewed as a group
due to time constraints. The school LAND trust program also provided funding for the
student tracker program, so the trackers were contacted for interviews. One tracker
responded and was interviewed concerning implementation and impact of the tracking
program on May 13, 2008. The total participation at M2 consisted of the principal
(male), a counselor (male), eight teachers (female), one student tracker (female), and five
parents (female).
Third middle school. As a result of the time required for the district approval
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process and the original school declining the opportunity to participate, contact with the
M3 principal was delayed until March 15, 2008. The principal agreed to participate and
provided the date of the next SCC meeting but asked me to make arrangements with the
SCC chairman. The chairman requested I attend the SCC meeting scheduled for 6:00
p.m. on April 9, 2008. At 4:30 p.m. the day of the meeting, I received a call from the
chairman indicating the meeting had been cancelled due to the principal being ill.
Although the meeting had been canceled, I was able to meet with the SCC chairman,
obtain informed consent, and conduct an interview. I requested that a meeting be
rescheduled within the next week, so I could present to the SCC, but it could not be
arranged. The following week, on April 17, 2008, I met with the principal of M3,
obtained informed consent, and conducted an interview. At that time, I asked for
recommendations of any teacher who could provide information on the implementation
and impact of the piano program that is funded through the school LAND trust funds.
The principal recommended the piano teacher. The piano teacher was invited to
participate, provided informed consent, and was interviewed on April 17, 2008.
I was invited to attend and present at the next meeting on May 14, 2008, but the
day before I was called and it had been rescheduled for May 20, 2008. I presented
information on the evaluation and requested participation at the meeting on May 20,
2008. SCC members attending the meeting included the principal, a teacher, a
community partner who played the role of a parent on the SCC, and a parent. The SCC
chairman was absent from the meeting. The SCC members were invited to participate and
each signed an informed consent. There were a total of six participants in the evaluation
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at M3 including the principal (male), two teachers (female), two parents (one male, one
female), and a community partner (female).
Data Collection Procedures
There were three primary sources of data gathered—interviews, observations, and
documents. The same general procedures were followed at each site, but the number and
type of interviews, observations, and documents varied from case to case.
Instruments. Three different instruments were used for interviews. A compliance
checklist (Appendix A) was used while interviewing each principal to provide a
description of how the school complied with legal requirements. The compliance
checklist was created by the school LAND trust program administration to be used as a
self-evaluation for SCCs in June 2007.
Interviews with SCC members utilized a standardized open-ended protocol
(Patton, 2002). The interview guide (Appendix B) was used for each SCC member
interview. An appreciative approach to questions was used in the development of the
protocol. The appreciative approach served to (a) provide a richer picture of the context
of the SCCs studied, (b) reduce leading questions, (c) increase trust with participants, (d)
reduce bias, (e) produce results that are less threatening, (f) reduce fear of evaluation, and
(g) produce meaningful data (Preskill & Catsambas, 2006).
The interview guide was developed to facilitate a comparison between the
strategies of effective site-based management identified in the literature and the strategies
used by the selected exemplary middle level SCCs. Table 5 shows the correlation
between the strategies and the appreciative prompts. “Because appreciative interview
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Table 5
Correlation Between Strategies Identified in Literature and Appreciative Prompts
Characteristics/strategies

Reference

Appreciative prompt

Stakeholder confidence

Johnson & Pajares (1996)

Can you tell me about an instance when you
felt great confidence that the work of the
SCC would make a positive difference in
student achievement in this school?

Professional learning
community

Briggs & Wohlstetter (2003)
Talley & Keedy (2006)

Think back on the experience of developing
the school improvement or School LAND
Trust Program plan and tell me of an
instance when you felt the council was
working with the school as a professional
learning community that was focused on
positive change for the students.

Shared school leadership/
principal support

Briggs & Wohlstetter (2003)
Johnson & Pajares (1996)
Talley & Keedy (2006)

Share a time when you were particularly
impressed with the principal’s support of
the SCC, and the way leadership is
distributed in the school.

Student data used to focus
on student achievement

Talley & Keedy (2006)

Tell of a time when information on student
achievement has been shared and how it
influenced the decision- making process.

Mechanisms for collecting
and communicating
information well
established

Briggs & Wohlstetter (2003)

Tell me how you have learned about the
implementation of the plan and the impact it
is having.

Adequate resources

Johnson & Pajares (1996)

Please share with me a time when you felt
the resources provided were adequate to
accomplish what the SCC planned to do.

Collective accountability
of entire staff for student
achievement.

Talley & Keedy (2006)

What evidence do you have that would
demonstrate that the entire staff accepts
responsibility for student achievement?

questions focus on instances of success, peak experiences, values, and wishes, they tend
to look and feel very different from non-AI questions” (Preskill & Catsambus, 2006, p.
79).
To illustrate the difference, one characteristic that related to improved student
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achievement identified in the literature was the level of confidence members had that the
work of the SCC influenced student achievement. A traditional interview question may
ask, “How confident are you that the work of the SCC will influence student
achievement?” or “What are some examples of SCC practices that have built your
confidence in the program?” In contrast, the appreciative prompt used was, “Can you tell
me about an instance when you felt great confidence that the work of the SCC would
make a positive difference in student achievement in this school?” The appreciative
prompt is then followed with an invitation to the participant to express his or her wishes
for the program. Although the difference between the traditional and appreciative
questions may be subtle, the appreciative questions prompt more detailed examinations of
both successes and desires for improvement (Preskill & Catsambus, 2006).
The third instrument was unique for each school. As each SCC had the freedom
and the responsibility to develop a plan that meets the needs of its school, each school
required different protocols of data collection to help determine plan implementation and
perceived impact. This is in keeping with the emergent nature of qualitative designs
(Patton, 2002). The following paragraphs will describe the rationale for each protocol.
M1’s school improvement and school LAND trust plans identified several
different strategies to improve student achievement. Three primary strategies identified in
the plan included implementing (a) the International Baccalaureate (IB) Middle Years
Programme (MYP) schoolwide, (b) an after school tutoring program called the
Homework Club, and (c) curriculum mapping in all subjects to enhance the curriculum.
Based on the three strategies identified, a few open-ended questions were developed
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(Appendix C).
M2’s school improvement and school LAND trust plans identified several
different strategies to improve student achievement. The two primary activities were a
student content mastery program and the purchase of technology. The content mastery
program and specific technology purchased will be described in detail in Chapters IV, V,
and VI. Based on the two primary activities and the supporting strategies, open-ended
questions were developed (Appendix D).
The SCC did not develop the school LAND trust plan or the school improvement
plan at M3. The piano program funded by the school LAND trust plan was viewed as
supportive of the school improvement plan, but the school improvement plan did not
include the piano program anywhere in its goals or strategies. To gather information
regarding implementation and perceived impact of the piano program open-ended
questions were developed (Appendix E).
Interview timeframe. Interviews were conducted in person or by telephone.
Interview guides were emailed to SCC members prior to the interviews, so each member
could think about their experiences and be prepared to provide the most meaningful
responses. Each SCC member was interviewed one time for 30 to 45 minutes using the
interview guide. The principal interviews lasted another 15 to 30 minutes to
accommodate the time required for principals to describe the legal compliance issues
from the checklist. The interviews related to the school LAND trust plan implementation
and impact lasted 15 to 25 minutes. Most of the interviews were conducted by telephone.
Whether the interview occurred in person or over the telephone, each interview was
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recorded and transcribed.
Transcriptions. The transcriptions were read while listening to the audio
recording to verify accuracy. Transcriptions were emailed to interviewees who responded
with any corrections or clarifications. The typical response was, “I read over the
interview and I don’t think any changes need to be made.” A few participants made
minor corrections to the transcription. For example, one transcription read “that is my
design” and the participant corrected it to read “that is by design.” One participant took
the time to go through the document using the editing tool in Word and provided
clarification of pronouns used in the interview transcript. The following is a sample of the
way she added clarification in square brackets. “If that [No Child Left Behind
consideration] was taken out of the equation I think SCCs in general all over…would
possibly come up with some more creative things [for their improvement plans].” There
were some participants who did not respond to the request for a review of the transcript.
When quotations came from transcripts that were not verified by the participant, the
audiotape was reviewed again to verify the accuracy and context of the quotation.
Observations. Observations of SCC meetings took place at each site. Observation
notes were taken at each meeting, and the audio of meetings was recorded and
transcribed. Descriptive and reflective notes were taken directly on the agendas provided
during the observations. Additional reflective notes were added to the recording
immediately following the observations. These notes were transcribed along with the
transcription of the meeting.
Documents. The documents collected at each site varied depending on SCC
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activities and document availability. For all schools the School LAND Trust program
plans for the past three years were obtained. For M1 the SCC bylaws, the literature
provided to parents concerning the MYP and Homework Club, and results of a school
community survey were obtained. For M2 SCC meeting minutes from the past four years
and teacher survey results concerning use of writing software were obtained. For M3 the
minutes from December 2007 through May 2008 SCC meetings and the school
improvement plan proposed for 2008-2009 were obtained.
Evaluation Data Analysis
For data analysis, an inductive approach was utilized. Creswell (2002) outlined
the steps for analyzing qualitative data: (a) organize data, (b) explore data, (c) identify
themes, (d) represent and report findings, (e) interpret findings, and (f) validate findings.
Although these are listed as steps, the analysis process is both “simultaneous and
iterative” (p. 257). The processes overlapped, and cycled back and forth through the
entire analysis. The following sections will describe the procedures used for each step of
this process.
Organize Data
The raw data for the evaluation consisted of (a) audio cassette recordings of
interviews, (b) written or audio notes from and audio cassette recordings of observed
meetings, (c) documents such as agendas or handouts provided at meetings, (d) School
Trust LAND Program plans available on the internet, and (e) SCC provided documents
such as SCC meeting minutes and school improvement plans. If not already in a digital
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format, the raw data were all digitized either through transcriptions of audio-recordings
or scanned to convert to portable document format (pdf).
The digital files were organized on the computer, and a backup copy was printed
and organized in a 4-inch binder. The digital data were organized by individual site. An
analysis folder was created for each evaluation question relative to each site. Figure 2
shows the file structure of the data organization. Each question folder contained the
complete data set relative to the specific site.
Explore Data
The data were read through in their entirety to get a sense of each case (Creswell,
2002). Data were then explored relative to each evaluation question independently. For
each question, the entire data set was read and memos were written to identify data
relevant to the SCC law, the effective practices identified in the literature, and the

Figure 2. Data organization file structure.
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implementation and perceived impact of the developed plans. Each memo consisted of a
marginal note summarizing a piece of bracketed text along with a code identifying the
memo to a particular category. The memo writing was conducted using the reviewing
tools in Microsoft Word and Adobe Acrobat. A sample from the M3 principal interview
transcript with memos related legal compliance issues is provided in Figure 3.
Identify Themes
Although Creswell (2002) acknowledges there is not a definite procedure for
identifying themes, he does outline some steps that were followed for the evaluation
analysis. The steps followed for each site and each question independently included: (a)
rereading the bracketed text relative to each memo in conjunction with the memo, (b)
reevaluating the code assigned to each text segment, (c) organizing codes with
corresponding memos into a table, (d) comparing codes and memos and clustering
similar codes together, (e) comparing the clustered list back to the original data, (f)
reducing the codes to a number of themes, and (g) constructing a narrative description of
the findings.
Due to the nature of the evaluation questions and protocols used, some initial
categories were predetermined while others were emergent. With regard to legal

Figure 3. Sample memo from M3 principal transcript showing bracketed text, memo, and
code identifying the memo as the eighth memo in the elections and membership category.
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compliance, several categories were being sought, but they were not named until the
category emerged in the data with at least three occurrences. For example, elections are
an important component of the legal requirements, but the election category was not
identified until data regarding elections appeared three times. Once the category was
named, other data related to elections were placed in the election category.
With regard to the second question, concerning characteristics and strategies
identified in the literature, the predetermined categories were (a) stakeholder confidence,
(b) professional learning community, (c) principal support, (d) data use, (e) resource
adequacy, and (f) staff accepting responsibility for student achievement. Evidence was
sought within the data that related to each category. In the case of the third question
concerning implementation and perceived impact of the SCC plans, memos were
originally categorized in each school by different components of each respective SCC
plan.
Once the memos were initially coded, the memos were organized into a table by
code with a hyperlink back to the digital source data. When the same memo and
corresponding source data fit into multiple categories, a duplicate of the table entry was
made and the entry was coded into the different categories. For example, at M1 with
regard to legal compliance, two of the categories that emerged were related to data and
continual review of the school improvement plan. One memo reads, “Continually using
data in the redevelopment of the school improvement plan.” The memo fit into both the
data and the review of school improvement plan categories, so it was placed in both
categories and coded separately as it related to other data in each category.
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A table was created for each site and each question, so there were a total of nine
different tables of categories and memos. Figure 4 shows a sample of the table created to
analyze question two at M3. The sample shows a portion of the table related to SCC
member confidence. Initially the table had the category code and the memo. Each memo
within each category was given a subcategory code description, and similarly coded
memos were compared and adjusted to capture the essence of how the different memos

Figure 4. Sample analysis table organized initially by codes, which serve as hyperlinks
back to the source data, then by categories and themes.
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related to one another in subcategories. In the sample shown the subcategory descriptions
of hiring new principal and parent involvement emerged as common subcategories codes.
All the memos within each category were compared to the emerging codes, reorganized
to bring similarly coded memos together into meaningful clusters, and recoded to
establish themes within each category.
Throughout this constant comparative process, a reflexive journal was kept to
record thoughts and insights related to the emerging themes. A journal entry related to the
sample in Figure 4 says, “It is interesting that the sources of confidence at M3 are very
clear cut. The parent members were very quick to site the process of hiring the new
principal. That was an especially powerful experience for the parent members.” Once the
data were organized through the constant comparative analysis described, the analysis
continued as a narrative was constructed that allowed the evaluation participants to tell
the story of the three SCCs.
Represent and Report Findings
The purpose of the evaluation was to provide stakeholders with a picture of
compliance, processes, and perceived impact. With the stated purpose, it was determined
in consultation with the stakeholders that the most useful presentation would organize the
results and analysis narrative by evaluation question. Chapters IV, V, and VI each
provide a narrative of each school site relative to the evaluation question addressed in the
given chapter. Throughout the writing process, to best capture the participants’
experience, I went back to the audio recordings and again verified both the statements
and the context of quotational material to provide a thick description of each SCC.
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Interpret Findings
Throughout the analysis process, the findings were compared and contrasted
between cases and with the identified literature. The cross-case comparison and contrast
was conducted throughout the process to identify the themes that emerged at all sites as
the characteristics that are common among the middle school SCCs. As the final
reduction of themes was conducted, several data characteristics influenced the
interpretation of findings. As a result of the variation in sites a theme was strengthened as
the data at all three sites concurred with multiple data points. For example, the strong role
of the professional control was a concern in the literature, yet the principals served as a
source of confidence to SCC members at all three sites.
Another data characteristic of emergent themes occurred when what served as a
strength at the exemplary sites was expressed as a desire at the new SCC. For example,
there was a strong contrast between the way data were used in the SCCs at M1 and M2
compared to M3.
Validate Findings
Creswell (1998) identified eight procedures for verifying results and recommends
that qualitative researchers engage in at least two of them in any given study. Four forms
of verification were employed to ensure trustworthy results. Triangulation was used to
corroborate information between multiple sources of data (Creswell, 1998; Stake, 2000;
Weiss, 1998). A peer reviewer provided an external check. Thick description was
provided, and member checking was used as findings were verified with multiple
participants.
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Triangulation. Triangulation took place in three different ways throughout the
analysis process. First, triangulation took place among the data provided by three
different participants such as principals, school personnel, and parents. For example, at
M1, to verify the perceived impact of the Homework Club, perceptive data from three
different parents, four different teachers, and the principal corroborated the positive
perceived impact.
Second, corroboration between forms of data were also utilized (Creswell, 2002).
For example, at M2 the confidence built through the involvement in the decision to
continue funding for a writing program was triangulated between the SCC meeting
minutes, participant interviews, and the observation of an SCC meeting. The three
different sources of data all revealed the process and the participant perceptions of the
process.
Third, triangulation occurred as the three middle school SCCs were compared and
contrasted to one another. For example, a key issue with regard to compliance was
proper elections. By comparing and contrasting the practices of the three SCCs it became
clear that the SCCs identified as exemplary have well-established procedures for the
election of parent SCC members. The new SCC provided a contrasting example to
strengthen the establishment of the election procedures as a characteristic of an
exemplary SCC.
Peer review. A fellow doctoral student, Cari Buckner, served as a peer reviewer
for this evaluation. Cari is trained in qualitative research and is also engaged in a
qualitative case study of her own. I provided her with digital files containing my
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transcripts with memos, documents, journal entries, tables containing themes and codes,
and multiple drafts of Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII. Cari and I exchanged almost daily
emails for 2 months discussing the categories and emergent themes. In addition to the
emails, we had phone calls to clarify themes and follow the audit trail. Cari and I
discussed the research process as well as my analysis of the data. The rigor was improved
as a result of her input. For example, she questioned the characterization of the elements
that built confidence and helped me get at the essence of what built confidence in SCC
members. Cari was an independent and objective reviewer as she looked at my narrative
and findings to ensure it was representative of the raw data. Cari asked hard questions,
listened to explanations, and assisted greatly in creating a meaningful and trustworthy
presentation of the data (Creswell, 1998).
Thick description. Thick description and rich quotations were used throughout the
results and analysis narrative. Dialogue from the SCC meetings in conjunction with the
participant quotations allow the participants to tell the story. “Thick evaluation
descriptions take those who need to use the evaluation findings into the experience and
outcomes of the program” (Patton, 2002, p. 438).
Member checking. Once the themes were established, participants were contacted
for verification. Participants were presented with the themes and descriptions in an
interview and asked for opinions on accuracy and fairness. During this member checking,
disagreement with themes and descriptions was negligible. The comment of one
participant was, “It is amazing how accurate you can be with just Polaroid shots of the
process.”
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Ethical Issues
Ethical issues were addressed by adhering to the propriety standards of the
program evaluation standards (American Evaluation Association, 2007). The
ethical criteria were satisfied through a thorough explanation of purpose provided
to each participant. Participants were assured of confidentiality through the
informed consent process. Further, names of school districts, schools, and
individuals have not been used in the evaluation. The IRB informed consent is
included as Appendix F. The approved interview questions in the standardized
open-ended protocol were followed, and probing questions focused on revealing
the nature of SCCs and their influence on student achievement. As observations
and interviews were conducted during the third stage of the data collection, the
questions and observations recorded were limited to those directly related to
implementation and impact of the proposed plan. Following these ethical
standards resulted in an evaluation protected human dignity and was complete and
fair in its examination and recording of strengths and weaknesses of the program.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF SCC LEGAL COMPLIANCE
As stated in Chapter III, the results and analysis narrative is organized into three
chapters by evaluation question. This chapter will address question one: Are Utah middle
SCCs identified as exemplary implementing the law as prescribed? Specific aspects of
the law received heavier emphasis in the data than other aspects of the law. With the
nature of question one being based in the legal requirements, qualitative evidence was
identified while analyzing how each school’s SCC implemented the legal requirements.
The evidence was gathered to provide a narrative view of procedures used by each school
as they relate to legal compliance.
This chapter is organized under the headings of the major legal requirements. The
two major headings are: (a) elections and membership and (b) plan development and UPASS data. A third heading is communication. I include communication as an additional
heading because of the increase in specific requirements in the latest legislation (Utah
Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108). Each section will begin with a description of the legal
requirements related to the general heading. Then a narrative for each middle school SCC
will be presented relative to the legal requirements. To protect the anonymity of each
participant, I will not use any names. All participants will be referred to by their general
position in the school or on the SCC rather than by name. SCC members will not be
distinguished from one another except for the designations such as parent, teacher, or
principal.
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Elections and Membership
The legal requirements governing SCC membership place a heavy emphasis on
elections, terms of office, and representation on the SCC. The legal requirements for
elections and membership have been expanded since this evaluation began. The
legislature has added details that were not included in previous versions of the law. The
core legal requirements have not changed, but specific procedures have been added. The
core legal requirements are: (a) Membership on the SCC must include at least two school
employees and the number of parent or guardian members must exceed the number of
school employee members. (b) School employee members and parent members shall be
elected for a two-year term by the majority of voters in their respective groups with the
principal serving as a permanent ex officio member. (c) If a position goes unfilled, a twoyear appointment may be made by the respective members. (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A108) The procedures used by each middle school SCC to satisfy the legal requirements
relative to membership and elections will be described in the following sections.
M1
One of the primary requirements of an SCC is that the number of parents exceeds
the number of school personnel. M1 satisfies this requirement as members are listed on
the M1 SCC bylaws and the School LAND Trust website. There are six parents, four
teachers, and the principal who are full voting members on the council. M1 also has a
counselor sit in on the SCC meetings, but the counselor does not vote. The bylaws also
list the student body president as a nonvoting member of the SCC, but the student body
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president was not present at any observed meetings nor was the student body president
mentioned in any interviews.
As an ex officio member of the SCC, the principal is not elected to the SCC. The
other school employee members are to be elected by school employees and serve a twoyear term. Over the past several years the election process for school employees has not
taken place. One teacher member described the process of becoming a member as taking
place in a faculty meeting, “There was a need for a couple of people and if we were
interested we pretty much just raised our hands. I don’t think we had enough interested to
vote for it.”
Another teacher said, “Well, the principal approached me and asked me if I would
be interested in this and mentioned that it might be something I would be interested in.
I’m always looking for ways to be more involved with the rest of the building.” When
asked if there was a faculty vote, the teacher replied, “You know, I’m not really certain.”
Given the indication of a lack of interest by faculty members, an appointment to the
position is a valid avenue for becoming a member under circumstances outlined by the
law. Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108 (2008) states that if there is a vacancy in a school
employee position, then the other school employees shall fill the position by appointment.
The principal said the process for a faculty member to become an SCC member is much
less formal than the process for a parent to become an SCC member.
The parents of current students elect parent members for 2-year terms (Utah Code
Ann. § 53A-1A-108). All parent or guardian candidates and individuals voting in the
election must have children attending the school during the elected term of service. The
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M1 SCC bylaws provide a very general description of the election process. “The ratio of
teacher:parent representation and the formal election process will be maintained as per
Utah and [school district] guidelines.” For parent representatives the bylaws specify,
“Parent vacancies and School Community Council seat elections will be announced
through the PTO newsletter, the school website, and the Powerschool Daily Bulletin.” In
an interview the principal outlined the procedure used for past parent member elections.
Principal: We reach out to the—I will probably cover a bunch of stuff. In the
spring as part of the registration process, we also concurrently shape up the
balloting process for rising sixth grade families.
Jackie: How is that done?
Principal: Somebody on the council—I think we advertise through PTO
newsletters that we have an election and that we are seeking nominations. And
then they [candidates] either self-nominate or someone in the school nominates
them, and we get those names in the spring of the kids’ fifth grade year. And on
that we get a school community council member to do a telephone interview, and
they get a brief bio [biography]. So we form our ballot, which looks like a brief
bio with a slate of candidates. And then we run the elections for a period of time
at that school. And then I also have some parent orientations, and I think we say
that you can cast ballots that night as well. We’ve gone back and forth on that. So
we either run it at the school and/or at some rising sixth grade parent assemblies
that we do.… That’s how we get them, and then they roll over the second year.
We shape it up as an expectation of a two-year service and generally they serve
out that two-year term.
Jackie: Okay, so you start them [parent SCC members] as a parent of a sixth
grader, and then they carry over when they’re seventh graders?
Principal: Exactly, and that all begins in the spring of the kids’ fifth-grade year.
Parent members confirmed the election process described by the principal as they
described their experiences of becoming SCC members. One parent member shared:
First off, I heard about it at orientation night for my then fifth grader, and they
were just running us through all the different ways to be involved at the school
and different things. It was just, “Drop your name into this box if you are
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interested in being on the school community council.” So I thought that in
addition to the PTO, it was one of the only volunteer opportunities of the school,
and I like to have the kind of hands on look at my kids’ life during the day, so that
was my motivation for putting my name in the box. And then I found out that it
was an election, and you had to run for district [school] wide election. I said, “Oh
well, never mind. I don’t want to do that.” But the lady said, “Really, it’s no big
deal. Just give me a short bio, and I’ll send it out.” So, I thought, “Okay”. It was
really just simple. I emailed her my little bio. Every fifth grader got the ballot in
the [school] and you checked who you would like and somehow, I got voted. It
wasn’t too hard.
Other parent members shared very similar stories. One other parent member said:
It was a self-nomination process. I nominated myself and as part of that we then
wrote a little bio—50 to 75 words on ourselves, why we wanted to be on the
School Community Council. And an election was held among all the parents of
incoming sixth graders from the four elementary schools in…[city and district
name] school district. I won.… It’s a reasonably casual election process that we
have. Also, I may have won because not a lot of people ran from the school where
I was from, and I hate to say it, but I think people just vote for people from their
own neighborhoods for this sort of thing.
At M1 the parents or guardians of the incoming sixth graders have been the only
ones solicited to declare candidacy and vote in the election. Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a108 states, “Only parents or guardians of students attending the school may vote at the
election.” The principal indicated in a follow-up interview that there had been concern
expressed that the incoming students are not yet attending the school, but the law defines
a parent or guardian member as “a parent or guardian of a student who is attending the
school or who will be enrolled at the school at any time during the parent’s or guardian’s
initial term of office.” Having the incoming sixth-grade parents or guardians declare
candidacy is in keeping with the law. The principal feels that because the students are
only in the school for a 2-year period, and SCC membership is a 2-year term that the
incoming sixth grade parents should be the ones who run and are voted for, so the parent
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or guardian can serve for the 2 years the student is at the school. However, Utah Code
Ann. § 53A-1a-108 also stated, “Any parent or guardian of a student who meets the
qualifications of this section may file or declare himself as a candidate for election to a
school community council.” By only soliciting membership from incoming sixth grade
parents it is possible that interested parents or guardians could be excluded from
candidacy, which would be out of compliance with the legal requirements.
The M1 SCC pays close attention to the election requirements. During the SCC
meeting in March following the conclusion of the state legislative session, the SCC
members had a lengthy discussion concerning the election for the next year’s SCC parent
member elections and the additional election requirements. A small segment of the
dialogue demonstrates how the SCC responded to new requirements of providing a 14day notice and using a secure ballot box in conjunction with the established procedures.
Parent 1: But it sounds like the only thing we’re not doing is the secret ballot—
like a box. Isn’t that the only thing we’re not doing that it says? I read the thing
that you sent out.
Parent 2: Well, the 14 days in advance—“Provide notice of the council election
fourteen days in advance of the vote.” Now when do the kids register? That’s
when the vote is taking place.
Principal: Monday and Tuesday.
Parent 2: At these orientation meetings, they register?
Principal: They get their registration forms on Monday and Tuesday and then they
are due back to their teachers on Thursday. What I’m seeing on Monday and
Tuesday is a place where we are not necessarily voting, but we are soliciting for
interest.
Parent 2: Can we put it on the school web site too?
Principal: MmHmm.
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Parent 2: Let’s do that and then have the voting two-weeks hence.
Parent 1: Two weeks later.
In the same meeting SCC members also discussed whether candidates should be
representatives of geographical areas.
Parent 3: Last fall we talked about how it would be good to have a parent
representative from each school. With these new rules we don’t have to aim for
that resolve?
Parent 2: No. As I recall reading the rules last fall when they had that discussion,
the rules basically say it’s an at-large election. And if you get three parents from
[feeder elementary school area] that get the largest number of votes then those are
the three people that serve. But when you fill vacancies, the parents can fill the
vacancy any way they darn well please, and we have in filling—if someone
resigns during the year—and this year two people resigned. We have attempted to
sort of spread it out through filling vacancies. That’s where we get that
opportunity.
SCC member vacancies can occur as a parent position goes unfilled in the elections or if
something happens to a parent member (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108). When a parent
position needs to be filled, the parent SCC members make the appointment. The M1 SCC
determined that they would try to obtain parent members from particular locations to
achieve a representative balance of the entire school area. This is a procedure that has
been used in the past.
One parent discussed the process she went through to become a member of the
SCC.
The school that I come from, the elementary school is very small, so it doesn’t
have as many kids feeding into M1 as some of the other schools have, so when we
had an election, I didn’t get picked. I was like the next person who would have
been picked if there had been one more spot open. So what happened was a
couple of months after the school year had begun, one of the SCC members
decided it was too much extra work, so she resigned, and they bumped me up
onto the council.
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The principal described how parent SCC members were currently filling a position of a
member who had moved from the area. The principal went on to explain that even though
the policy does not state that parent members should come from specific neighborhoods
or areas, the M1 SCC will try to fill a parent member vacancy with candidates from areas
that are not represented.
The law did not mention anything about maintaining election results until the
recent 2008 legislative session (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108), but the principal
commented:
The [election] results sometimes, well, there always seems to be some snafu
whenever you do a vote. Whether it’s kids or adults and so hanging onto that stuff
was a lesson I learned. So I try and keep my hands on it or make sure the
president [SCC chairman] has their hands on the actual ballots. I want to be able
to go back and revisit it. And every year, there has been something that has come
up. Whether it’s a question on the number of votes or whether we have somebody
decline or somebody move. We always need to see that stuff.
M2
The membership published on the Utah School LAND Trust Program website of
M2 consists of six parent members, three school employees, and the principal, which
satisfies the legal requirements. The members were active members as evidenced by
attendance recorded in meeting minutes. Two school employee members is the minimum
legal requirement, which is satisfied, and the parent membership exceeds the minimum
requirement for a middle school. M2 SCC has also chosen to obtain representative
membership from the different areas within the school boundaries, which is not required
nor mentioned in the law.
To obtain the required parent membership M2 has an annual election. The
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minutes for the January 2005 SCC meeting establish the pattern of soliciting candidates
at the beginning of the year and holding an election along with parent teacher
conferences.
To hold School/Community Council elections in conjunction with Spring
Parent/Teacher Conference, April 13th…will have the council in place for next
school year. A table with information available for Parent/Teacher Conference on
February 9th will start the ball rolling. A member available for questions and
answers would help create interest.
A similar entry is recorded in the January or February SCC meeting minutes each year. In
2008 the January minutes record how the process has continued to evolve to include a
specific timeline for the election process.
On January 31, 2008, there will be a phone message go out, letting all parents
know elections are being held and we are accepting applications for the spots that
are available. At our next SCC meeting on January 11, 2008, those applications
will be reviewed and a ballot will be made for the general public to vote during
Parent/Teacher Conferences on February 21, 2008.
Applications for SCC candidacy are available on the schools web site or at the
office. The application (see Appendix G) is a one-page introduction to SCCs including
time commitments and available positions. The application simply asks for candidates to
submit their name if they are interested. The current members contact the interested
parents and provide more information and submit their name on the ballot. The
application provides all the information required by the law except the date and time of
elections.
In spite of the invitation going to every parent, very few parents express an
interest in participating in the SCC at M2. As a parent SCC member explained, “I think
it’s a really good opportunity, and I think very few people realize what impact they can
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have on their kids’ schools.” The parent member was serving on her third consecutive
term on the SCC and indicated, “For me, there hasn’t been anyone else in my area that
has been interested.” Another parent explained:
Parent: So as they were last year getting ready for elections and trying to get
people—sometimes you have to recruit, if people don’t hear about it. So they
called me and asked me if I would be interested.…
Jackie: So they actually called you and said, “Could you help us out?”
Parent: “Would you be interested in having your name on the ballot?” Anyway,
they still went through the process of the voting and all that.
Jackie: Was there another name on the ballot that was representing the same area
as you?
Parent: I don’t think so.
The third parent interviewed had served on an SCC at the elementary school, and as her
child moved to M2 she was encouraged to submit her name as a candidate.
One of my neighbors was on the School Community Council at [M2]. When she
was done with her term she wanted to know if I would like to continue because I
had already been involved with School Community Councils and knew about
them. So I submitted my name. I don’t know if we had an application back then—
I just know I submitted my name at one of the parent teacher conferences. And
that’s how I was brought on. There wasn’t anyone else that wanted to—they just
aren’t very well known yet.
The principal described the parent election process at M2 and then said:
Now what the down side to this is—it still is trying to find enough parents that are
really desirous to be part of that School Community Council. So out of the four
years we’ve been running, I’ve had an actual number of two candidates running
against each other in a district [a represented geographical area within the
school’s boundaries] three times. Other than that it is the one parent that has
submitted their names. No one else showed an interest. I had at least one parent
show an interest, so they were put on.
The faculty members do not show any more interest in being a part of the SCC
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than the parents do. The principal said he is surprised he cannot get more interest because
he encourages teachers every year, “The decisions they get to make and the voice they
get to have in the building is unbelievable.” In spite of the encouragement, there remains
little interest. One faculty SCC member shared the experience of becoming a member.
[The principal] suggested that I be a part of the School Community Council and
he brought it up in our first faculty meeting and told the faculty that this is who he
would like. “Is there anybody else that would like to run?” Nobody else wanted to
run, so I was elected. It was kind of a democracy but kind of an appointment to an
extent. Everyone supported me. And we have had elections since then, and
nobody else really wanted it, so I was elected again for it.
The other faculty member told a similar story. “I was chosen and then voted in by the
faculty. My principal came and approached me and asked if I would be interested in
being on the SCC.” The two faculty members have been the faculty representatives for
four years and the faculty did vote for them, but there were no additional volunteers to be
a part of the SCC.
M3
M3 is in a lower socioeconomic area, which was cited by several SCC members
as the reason for not having a functional SCC before this year. The principal said:
I understand the law wanting to get parents involved especially on the shared
government and decision-making on the school level because that community
council is where all the stakeholders are present and that is a very vital function.
But most of my parents are so engrossed in the day-to-day survival mode that it’s
difficult for them to get here. Just getting people here and that are willing to serve
and help me organize everything—I think I have finally found the right
combination of parents that will help me spring board this.
The principal expressed excitement that there are a couple of parent SCC members who
are committed to making the SCC work. The principal said that in the past he would just
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get anyone willing to serve, and meetings had never been held regularly. This year there
are two parents committed to making the SCC work. One parent member of the SCC had
previous experience being a member of an SCC at another school and was moving her
son from private to public school and enrolled at M3 for the 2007-2008 school year.
When we got to [M3], I right away wanted to know when the SCC meetings were
and what was going on. Just so that I would have a feel for what was going on at
[M3] because I have older kids that had been there ten years earlier. Right away,
when I started asking about meetings and when do they meet and where is it?
There was none. Immediately everybody that I spoke to said, “We don’t have an
SCC—do you want to do it?” I said, “No. No, no, no, I really don’t. I just want to
know what’s going on.” As time, it was probably the third month of school
maybe, then I had started asking about PTA, SCC all of it, and [M3] decided to
kind of roll it up into one. They had a meeting. They actually scheduled a real
meeting, which the school hadn’t had one in years. I went to the meeting and that
night, [the other active parent member] was there, and I was there, and it was just
kind of sixes at the time. They [others at the meeting] said, “Who wants to be the
chair?” And at that time, I didn’t really know if I was staying at [M3] because my
son had been there a few months and wasn’t really being challenged.… I wasn’t
real happy with what was going on and at the time, I wasn’t sure I was staying. So
I kept saying, “Boy, I don’t want to chair. I don’t want any of that because I don’t
know when I’m going to be here.” So really quickly elected [the other active
parent] and we went from there.
The other parent member who was elected SCC chairman in the meeting had concerns of
his own that led to his participation in the SCC.
My daughter came home with stories from school about things going on in class
that I was not impressed with at all, and it caused me great concern. So I came to
school and met with the vice-principal, and he directed me to a meeting. I
attended that meeting…and then I was elected chair of the council.
It was reported in the meeting minutes that the others present at the meeting
where the chair was elected consisted of the principal, three teachers, someone from a
University outreach program, and a representative of the Utah PTA, who is working to
help get the PTA and SCC functioning at M3.
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The PTA representative does not live in the local community, nor does she have a
student at M3. She referred to herself as a “community partner” and does serve as a
parent SCC member and will remain a member until there are enough parents that she
would not be needed. The community partner explained:
It’s not that they [M3] don’t have parent involvement because they have a lot of
parents come to teacher conferences, and they bring their kids to school and all
that stuff. But when it comes to the leadership part of it, that’s the part that is
really lacking. Trying to figure out how to do some leadership development is
basically what I was looking at. So that I could back off in a year and then let
them kind of keep going and just remain as a support.
The community partner said, “State PTA and national PTA are aware of what I am doing
and support it, and basically if we can come up with some sort of process or frame work
then maybe we can duplicate it in the other Title I schools.” The community partner
serves as the PTA president and as a secretary to the SCC. She prepares agendas and
keeps minutes for the meetings. She has also served to provide the SCC chairman with
direction on what he needs to do as the SCC chairman. Speaking of the influence of the
Community partner SCC member, a teacher SCC member said:
The reason…we’ve had a more functioning SCC is because we have a PTA
president who is here also as the state board PTA to support parents, and I think it
takes a lot of outreach to get parents here involved.
The law required each school to have an SCC, but because of the lack of interest or
availability, the parent involvement in leadership at M3 has not been sufficient to have a
fully functioning SCC. The teacher SCC member reported:
I think that [the principal] has gone out of his way to try and get parents involved.
I know that he has done hat tricks and taken parents out to dinner, and I think
there is certainly a motivation or effort to try and get it functioning, but I also
think that when you have such a non-functioning body, it’s very difficult to go
through the steps and procedures when there’s not a body in place to go through
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the process.
The current situation with two involved parents has provided a committee that,
according to an SCC teacher member, was more functional in the 2007-2008 school year
than it had ever been.
One parent member expressed a sincere desire to satisfy all the legal requirements
for SCCs and wants to get other parents more involved. At one point the parent member
gave some ideas for getting more parents involved such as setting up a booth at parent
teacher conferences or making specific invitations to people, but he expressed
apprehension by saying, “I am still uncomfortable in the role that I hold with the council.
I want to be able to answer questions that might be posed to me, [but] if I can’t answer
them, I’ll feel uncomfortable.” As chairman, the parent had received some training, but
he commented that he needed more experience in addition to the knowledge because he
had never done anything like chairing an SCC before.
Between the school’s desire, the support from the PTA representative, and the two
interested parents, the SCC at M3 is beginning to function. A parent member explained,
“There are a ton of things not happening that should be happening through the SCC, but
it’s finally feeling like it’s an entity.” Analyzing the data in relationship to the legal
requirements of SCCs, the parent’s assessment is verified.
Membership and elections are a significant component of legal compliance. The
first requirement related to membership is that the parents must be in the majority (Utah
Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108). As reported in the school LAND trust program plan,
membership includes six parent members and five school employees including the
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principal. However, in reviewing the attendance in all the meetings, five of the eleven
members attended the meetings regularly and two parent members listed never attended a
meeting. A couple of the school employees attended only one meeting. The PTA
community partner is included as a parent member, which is not supported in the law.
Although membership in M3 is growing, and the number of listed parent members did
exceed the number of school employees, the compliance with the membership
requirement is primarily administrative. In practice, relative to the total membership, few
parents and school employees were involved in the meetings.
Elections as described in Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108 have not taken place at
M3. A parent member described the process of becoming a member as simply attending
the meeting. The community partner reported that all parents had been invited, but only
two parents actually attended. The only type of election that took place was a nomination
for one of the parents to be the SCC chairman, and everyone present at the meeting
approved the nomination. One parent said, “The school had operated so long with no
parental input and no real SCC; they were just lucky to have meetings and have people
show up – let alone worry about having enough people to establish it correctly.” The
principal explained that the SCC is announced every year, but this is the first year there
has been any interest, but interest is still so minimal that anybody who wants to serve can
be a part of the SCC.
Faculty representation on the SCC was handled by taking members from the
School Improvement Committee (SIC). Both the principal and teacher member
interviewed said there had never been an election process for SCC teacher members.
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Plan Development and U-PASS Data
Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108.5 stated that the SCC will evaluate the U-PASS
test results in conjunction with the development of the school improvement plan (SIP).
During the evaluation process, the SCC may not have access to data revealing student
identity. The law outlines that the SIP should be focused on increasing student
achievement and be closely related to the school LAND trust program plan and
associated funds. In addition to the SIP and the school LAND trust program plan, Utah
Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108 outlined the SCC involvement in the development of the
professional development plan, and child access routing plan.
A key word used in the law is develop. The most applicable definitions of the
word develop in this context are “to bring from latency to or toward fulfillment ... to
expand or enlarge…to aid in the growth of; strengthen…to improve the quality of;
refine…add detail and fullness to; elaborate” (Picket et al., 2000, p. 496). Utah Code
Ann. § 53A-1a-108 does provide the SCC the option of delegating the development
process to a subcommittee, but the SCC must approve the developed plans. The
following sections will outline general processes and some specific examples of what the
development process looks like at each of the three middle schools.
M1
At each M1 SCC meeting, chart paper containing a summary of U-PASS test data
from the past 5 years was tacked on the walls. The principal explained how the U-PASS
data are presented. “We chart them [U-PASS results] too. We kind of stuck with the old
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paper chart, and we keep them on the wall in there, so they are always there as a
backdrop. And we’ve been tracking it since 2000.” A teacher SCC member confirmed the
use of charting to present data by saying, “It was all put down in paper and the principal
made a graph.” In an interview a parent SCC member said, “You’ve been in the room and
know that there are just charts and charts all over the walls, test scores, and all sorts of
data we use to influence our goal making strategies.”
The data presentation is not limited to the charts on the walls. Another parent
member said:
We get the data broken down by all the breakdowns that they have. And we get it
early. I think we probably get stuff that the public doesn’t get to help us
understand better how the situation is. I think that helps a lot. There is no
shortage, whatsoever, of data that we get. We occasionally don’t know exactly
what something means.… But we tend to find out later.
A third parent confirmed the use of data.
It’s [data] shared every time it becomes available. I don’t know how the rest of
the world can get it. I know it’s public information because there are no names on
this stuff. You only get percentages.… We get it in the meetings, and we look at it
every time.
The use of data at M1 is closely associated with the development of the SIP. In
one observed meeting, the M1 SCC went back to a discussion that had occurred in a
previous meeting concerning the goals of the SIP, and how the SCC can develop the SIP
to help them identify the impact the plan implementation is having.
Principal: We were playing around with some pretty exciting things, but I haven’t
looked at this since. Maybe we could talk about these goals a little bit.…
[Principal projects the goals discussed in a previous meeting onto the screen.]
Parent 1: [Looking at the document projected on the screen] I would add to A that
sees where they are at, at the end of the academic year and then see where they
are at in the ensuing academic year. Do we get two shots at them [non proficient
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students]?
Principal: Yeah, [reading from goals from previous meeting] “Identify population
non-proficient students in math, language arts, and science in May. Track that
non-proficient group during the school year. See where they are at the end of the
academic year.”
Parent 2: You’re going to do that with the incoming sixth graders?
Parent 1: [Talking over the other parent] But then hang on to whoever you get in
that non-proficient group for the following year, and take it another year.
Principal: Yes, up until this year, I couldn’t have said that with much confidence,
but the reporting and the online testing has come along to where we think we can
actually identify them earlier and earlier. Why do we have two here [referring to
two different goals that had been discussed in the previous meeting]? We’ve got
an A and a B? Maybe we had a little debate going on.
Parent 1: Yeah, B was [names a parent SCC member who was not present at the
current meeting] wanted us to get the level two kids to level three and the level
three kids to level four, and the debate had to do with whether this was an
achievement level test or a proficiency level test. The whole idea of this program,
frankly, is to get kids to where they’ll be capable to work in our industrialized
workers’ society that we no longer have in America.
The dialogue from the SCC meeting demonstrates the involvement of SCC
members in the development process as they discuss not only how best to set goals that
are going to have the greatest impact on student achievement, but what data will help
them determine whether the implemented plans are having the desired impact.
In an interview, the principal discussed how he has worked with the SCC in setting goals
that are based on data, and some of the challenges encountered.
We’re now playing around making the goal [improving student achievement]
even more specific and providing feedback on certain sets of kids that we have
identified. I think that’s been pretty powerful. My role was to just try to get the
data out. How do you just make it work?… We would know who we were talking
about down to the individual name, but we couldn’t use that kind of report with
the school community council. So I think the main thing was just trying to find
ways to get the information that was in an acceptable fashion so the School
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Community Council members could understand a bit of what we were trying to
do. From outside the SCC that involved district office personnel, the testing
people, the human resource director that does the testing and how do we get that
information and it’s still a challenge. [With] the online testing, we’re going to
have more immediate results from the CRTs, and then hopefully we can move
past just the CRT reliance and can start getting some curriculum based measure
that tells us on a day-to-day basis and a week-to-week basis on how they’re doing.
When I asked the principal what he thought would help the council make more
effective use of data, he responded:
The timeliness of it, and at some point, I think schools are going to get away from
the autopsy, and we’ll start having some formative data.… I think it’s timeliness.
Then it’s always difficult, we want to know names, and we name names,… but I
can’t have that level of detailed discussion with the council. Level of detail;
timeliness.
As the principal and parents discussed the use of data they revealed compliance
with the law restricting the level of detail that can be legally discussed with the SCC.
There were several indicators that revealed compliance to the student confidentiality
component of the law. When discussing how the SCC reviews test results, the principal
indicated that they could not get into any details that might jeopardize student
confidentiality. One teacher questioned this requirement because it was often a single
student or subgroup that skewed the results. She questioned the effectiveness of the
discussion if individual students could not be identified. “How can we help the one that
skewed the results, if the one can’t be identified?” A few parents mentioned specifically
that names were not included in the data they saw. When other parent members discussed
the data that were available to them, they referred to subject scores like math or science
or categories of students like Hispanic or special education. Not referring to individual
student names served as an indicator that names were not shared while reviewing test
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information.
Utah Code Ann. § 53A-16-101.5 stated that the school may develop a multiyear
School LAND trust program plan, but the plan shall be reviewed annually. M1 has taken
a multiyear approach to their SIP that includes the school LAND trust program plan.
They have also chosen to take each of the required plans and create one single plan that
meets the needs of each of the different plans (i.e., SIP, school LAND trust program plan,
professional development plan, literacy plan). The purposes of the various plans are so
closely related that combining them into one consolidated SIP is well within the legal
parameters. As the principal said, “We’ve been able to make the school improvement
plan fit all these other templates as they’ve come up over the years.”
The M1 SCC does not merely review the multiyear plan on an annual basis, but it
is under continual review, and each meeting throughout the year is dedicated to
developing the SIP. As one parent member said, “We put our signatures on it once a year,
and then the very next day it goes under review again. It’s constantly being reviewed and
changed.” Another parent member described the plan development process, “It was
created from scratch a long time ago, and it’s a dynamic document that changes as
needed.”
The development process does not always look the same. A teacher member
described one discussion in an SCC meeting.
We were evaluating one of the top goals.… Everyone was bringing ideas to the
table. Does this 3% really mean anything? Parents, teachers, and the administrator
were all sharing their perspective. Everyone [was] contributing, and…we started
to find a different way to phrase the goal.
Several other strategies were used by the SCC that demonstrate SCC involvement in the
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development of the school improvement plan and will be discussed in detail in Chapter
V.
One statement in Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108 is that the SCC may create
subcommittees for the purpose of advising or for development of plans on the condition
that subcommittee work be subject to SCC approval. When asked about the use of
subcommittees, the M1 principal described several individual assignments but could not
cite any subcommittees involving parents. From his reaction, I received the impression
that there were no formal subcommittees at M1. However, when I read the bylaws, I
discovered there was a formalized list of final decision authority for all the administrative
duties of the school. In the opening statement the bylaws state the SCC has “allocated
final decision authority on those issues designated to the school as follows.” The bylaws
then go on to provide a list of responsibilities and persons responsible for the final
decisions. This list serves effectively as a formal declaration of subcommittees for the
school. In the list all the responsibilities of the SCC are assigned to the “SC Council with
Faculty.” This arrangement is in compliance with the legal requirements.
M2
The M2 SCC uses U-PASS data frequently in meetings. SCC meeting minutes
report that the principal began one of the first meetings of the school year with a report
on the previous year’s end-of-level test results. He reported that the school had passed the
national and state requirements. A parent member stated:
Anytime he gets any state testing or school testing or anything like that, we are
given the feedback on that. We are given the statistics either on the board or a
power point. We are then able to not only see if what you did is working, but then
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from that look for ways to see if you can improve it more, or what you did wrong
and then fix it.
The data provide crucial information that assists the M2 SCC to make important
decisions for further school progress. The principal stated:
Everything we have been doing and every decision we make is data driven. I am
always feeding them the data, so to say that there was a time when it swung their
decision or not, I don’t know that I can answer that because I believe that all of
our decisions are based off of the data.
Statements by parent and teacher SCC members supported the principal’s
statement. A teacher member said, “The main concern with us is the overall test scores
and overall student achievement with their grades.” Sharing how data inform the
decision-making process a parent member said, “We have purchased these mobile labs.…
Here are our CRT scores…. They’ve gone up. It could be having those labs and access to
those resources [has influenced the increase].” The parent member went on to say that the
goals in the SIP were a direct result of the data presented. “That’s how we decided how to
use the trust land money. That’s how we chose to increase by this many percentage points
next year—let’s make that our school improvement plan because of the data that we all
are privy to.”
Although the U-PASS data were used frequently, U-PASS was not the only
source of data used by M2. The U-PASS data were referred to several times by the
principal and SCC members as an autopsy (i.e., a metaphor demonstrating that the UPASS results simply state whether the school passed or failed and the causes for the
failure but do not diagnose a problem that can be treated because the U-PASS tests occur
at the end of the year). M2 developed additional forms of assessment, which provided
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ongoing data to inform decisions.
M2 has developed an elaborate system of assessment to help identify strengths
and weaknesses in students that can then be targeted for improvement throughout the
year. A system of practice CRTs has been developed and is used quarterly to measure
progress throughout the school year. The school has also developed a system of
assessments called Walkaways. Walkaways are grounded in the state core curriculum for
each subject taught. A Walkaway must be passed by each student with 80% mastery. The
system of testing is designed to ensure that every student has a minimum level of mastery
of the core objectives required to pass the class. If the student doesn’t reach the required
level of mastery by the end of the term, they receive a grade In Progress (I). An I grade
means the student has the opportunity to continue working with the teacher until the
student can demonstrate mastery of the concepts. The M2 principal provides data
documenting Walkaways, practice CRT assessments, or U-PASS data at meetings.
The SIP and school LAND trust program plan are developed through ongoing
discussion at each meeting through the year. SCC members or M2 faculty members
investigate programs that could be implemented, continued, or discontinued to improve
student achievement. For example, an SCC decision to continue funding a writing
software program will be discussed in detail in Chapter V. The discussion and subsequent
decision to continue funding the writing program demonstrated how the SCC is involved
in shared decision-making.
A teacher SCC member provided another example of SCC involvement in the
development of the plan. She explained:
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He [the principal] wanted a mobile cart lab because there are so many teachers
and kids that computers are hard to come by, but the SCC put the money on the
Read 180 program. So he shorted on the mobile lab. But he was like, “If that’s
what you guys want to do, that’s fine with me.” I have never ever felt like—when
we are in the meetings—this is what I really want and then tried to persuade us.
He’s been willing to say, “This is what’s on the table, and what do you guys want
to do?” It’s been really nice.
The meeting minutes from the time period do not mention the proposal of the
computer lab, but through a series of meetings the SCC meeting minutes showed the
discussion concerning the reading software continued. In the March 2005 meeting the
SCC received a report from the English department head, who had visited other schools
using the program. In the May 2005 SCC meeting, the minutes show that the SCC
approved the reading program. The reading program was included in the 2005-2006
School LAND Trust plan.
The principal makes most plan proposals, but parents and teachers are also
encouraged to contribute. The counselor member explained that the principal usually has
specific ideas for the plans, “but then parents or teachers or whoever can question that.”
In different SCC meeting minutes, it was reported that the principal specifically asked
parents to come to the next meeting prepared with ideas for the school LAND trust
budget. The January 2008 minutes report, “[The principal] has asked the council to come
with ideas of how to spend the 2008-09 Trustland monies.”
Although it is rare, parents do occasionally bring proposals to the table. The
principal cited one instance.
They [parent SCC members] have pushed this right from the very moment we
opened the building—is to run a late bus run. Where we are 100% bussed and a
lot of them live 30 to 40 minutes away, if those students miss the bus, they can’t
get home. They’re not getting home, so they really pushed…to use some of our
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money out of the Trust LANDs to help run a late bus run on one day a week. And
that was something they were passionate about. They had to convince me more—
I wasn’t big on that one to start with. But they really believe in that, and it’s
finally happening.
Meeting minutes verify the late bus proposal. The principal was reluctant to spend
funds on busses, not being convinced it would be beneficial. Through the process of
discussion and investigation, concerns were addressed and district funds were secured to
ensure that teachers would be available after school to help students who stayed late. As a
result, the late busses were included in the SIP, the budget was adjusted, and the school
LAND trust program for the 2007-2008 school year funded the late busses. The funding
sources for making teachers available after school were not available to continue the
program for the next school year, but as a result of the program’s perceived success, the
SCC determined to dedicate a large portion of the school LAND trust program budget to
fund the busses and the teachers for the after school program for another year.
Parents were appreciative of being included in the school improvement process. One
parent expressed sincere appreciation as she shared:
[The principal] presented the Walkaway program and asked for our input, and
what did we feel about it, and he explained the program and made me feel like a
part of—should we do it, or should we not. Would this help our students achieve?
Another parent talked about being a part of the process and appreciated when the
principal would comment to the SCC that certain things could not go forward without
SCC approval and said, “They do value our input.” Comparing current experience to a
previous experience as an SCC member a parent said, “The comments seem to be taken
more seriously.” During an SCC meeting, observation the principal made a comment
illustrating how the development process works in practice at M2. While discussing
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proposed items for the next year’s school LAND trust program plan, the principal said,
“The proposals are still up for discussion. I’m just showing you my proposal. I am
willing to look at other things–it’s about all of us on the community council, it’s not just
me.”
Although there is significant evidence of SCC involvement in the development of
the SIP and the school LAND trust program plan, there was little evidence of
involvement in helping with the development of the professional development plan.
The focus on student achievement is also a legal compliance issue as the law
outlines the use of U-PASS test results to identify the most critical academic needs and
that funds be used to improve academic excellence (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108.5;
Utah Code Ann. § 53A-16-101.5). In the meeting observed the principal said, “The
school improvement plan is that we are going to raise our CRT scores by 2%. It does not
sound like a big jump, but it is. That is our goal.” The focus on increasing the test scores
as a measure of student achievement is evident in interviews, meetings, and document
review. The goal of raised test scores is repeated often in meetings, and the preparation
status of students for the tests is a common topic of discussion. The Walkaway program
is based in the core curriculum and helping students achieve objectives measured by the
CRTs. In an interview the principal explained that the focus on improving test scores is
not limited to core subject teachers.
Even though you are using the CRT data [limited to science, math, and language
arts] as one of your reporting mechanisms, as a whole school if you will raise the
academic level in the history classes, in the shop classes, in the fine arts classes
that failure is not an option, that you just can’t sit and fail here gracefully, and
we’re not going to bother you. If you raise that expectation that there’s [a]
standard in all those subject areas to be met, it will raise your math scores along
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with it, okay. If it is only math, English, and science fighting the battle, it’s not
going to work. It’s got to be a school driven, so those elective teachers are every
bit as important in reaching those academic goals as any of the others because a
lot of times it is in those elective classes where they put to practice the theory that
is being talked in those core classes.
In support of what occurs in the classes, the SCC focus on student achievement
has motivated support for the after school program, the Walkaway program, and the
investment in computers and calculators, which are all focused on the objective of
increasing student achievement as measured by state end of level CRTs.
M3
The evaluation data related to how the M3 SCC learns of and uses U-PASS data
are not totally clear. There is evidence that the data are shared with the SCC, but the
sharing of data does not appear to inform any SCC decision-making related to the
development of the school plans. Although the principal said SCC members were given a
draft copy of next year’s SIP, which contains a report of U-PASS data, there was no
evidence that the SCC members had provided input on the plan. When I asked one parent
SCC member to share an experience of developing the school improvement or School
LAND Trust plan, the parent member responded, “Yea, we haven’t really done that yet.”
Although there hasn’t been an involvement of the SCC in the development
process of the school plans, student data are shared with the SCC. A teacher reported,
“Student achievement is shared on a regular basis at SIC [school improvement council]
and SCC. It really has been a constant discussion about programming and plans and
student achievement and that certainly has never been a lack of discussion.” The SCC
meeting minutes from December 2007 show the principal presented reading levels, which
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are a school level assessment and not part of U-PASS. A parent member reported:
The counselors that have shown up several times to let us know about school wide
testing, and where our scores are coming in versus where they’ve been in years
past. But I think most of the information has been presented mostly to orient and
to let the council know what is going on, but not so much to do with any sort of
decisions.
M3s school district has an annual SIP process that outlines specifically the steps
for developing the SIP. In the outline, one step is to determine whether the SCC or
another site team will write the SIP. The law provides the option for subcommittees to
develop the required plans. A teacher SCC member described the process:
I remember speaking about the trust lands [and the SIP] a couple of times…in a
meeting—not just signing off on it…but I don’t recall having meetings where
[we] were really working on those plans in SCC and not even in SIC. There might
have been a subcommittee that gave input on the SIP and then it was put together.
The parent members were unaware of the development process, but during an
interview the principal said, “They [the SCC] are looking at the draft [of the SIP] right
now, and as the year winds down, I’m going to be asking for support and input.” The
meeting minutes also show that the SIP was introduced in the February 2008 SCC
meeting as the minutes read, “School Improvement Plan has 4 goals: a. School
Improvement b. Literacy c. Math d. ELL e. Optional Goal????” The principal described
the development of the school improvement plan as involving everyone.
The three main goals that the district wants us to really focus on are a math goal, a
literacy goal, and an ESL goal. And then you have the fourth one, which is
optional. We have opted to redesign our Special Ed program. And this is all part
of the school improvement plan. The math goal came from the math department;
the literacy goal came from my language arts team. I’ve given all those graphs to
the entire faculty so they can all provide input.
One result of this approach was expressed when a teacher SCC member said:
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I guess I don’t see it as a school improvement plan, although I might be off. I see
it as, like, individual goals that we have and that probably are in the school
improvement plan, but I guess that’s how I see it. For example if we have a CRT
goal or a bubble group of kids that we need to get up or we’re trying to get
reading scores up, I see those as individual reports. We might address those
particular goals—if that makes sense. It’s just not my recollection that we did it in
the sense that this is our school improvement plan.
The SIP that was given to the SCC did contain 2 years of historical U-PASS data for the
core subjects of math and language arts broken down into subcategories of regular or
special education or English and Non English language learners, and an action plan for
each of the four SIP goals. The SCC did approve the SIP, but did not actively serve in the
development process.

Communication

Communication is a characteristic of SCCs that will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter V, but it will be discussed in this section as it relates to the legal requirements.
Data emerged related to legal issues of communication for both M1 and M2. As a result
of the stage of development of M3s SCC, there were not a significant amount of data
related to law compliance issues of communication beyond those discussed related to
membership. The SCC is required by law to communicate information to the parents
related to SCC activities. The core requirement for parent notification includes a
summary of the school LAND trust program report, time and location of elections and
meetings, and posting of agendas and minutes. These requirements have been made more
specific in the most recent version of the law Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1a-108.
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M1
A theme emerged at M1 that is related to this issue of communication. M1 SCC
had a keen awareness of legal requirements coupled with a desire to comply with those
requirements. The SCC chairman was a parent member of the SCC who closely
monitored the progression of the legislature relative to the SCC law. During the SCC
meetings observed, the legal requirements were a common topic of discussion. One
discussion related to the new requirement to post information to the website.
Parent 2: We have to make notice of our meetings available to the public 14 days
in advance. We have to do minutes a week after our meetings or before our next
meeting, whichever is later.
Parent 3: So where do we put these minutes?
Teacher 1: On the website.
Parent 2: We can put them on the website. They probably don’t need to be very
detailed. You know, one sheet I’m sure would do it.
The discussion went on about several different requirements but went back to the new
requirements in the law for using the website.
Teacher 1: Ooh, scroll down some more. [An email containing the legal
requirements is posted on the screen.] What is that we got to provide?
Parent 2: That’s the school improvement plan and the mid-year summary and
meetings schedule. It has to go out with each kid.
Principal: It’s doable. It’s just getting it done.
Parent 3: What a total waste of paper.
Teacher 1: No, it’s the website.
Parent 3: So we can just post it on the website or email it to everybody? And like
you said, how many don’t have emails. So then do we have to send it out by
paper, or do we go, “Well, we did the best we could”?
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Teacher 1: It just says the website.
M2
M2 primarily uses their website to keep the parents informed concerning SCC
activities. The website is updated continually. The school’s home page advertises the date
and time of the next meeting and states that the public is welcome. The SCC minutes are
posted on the website promptly after the meeting, and anyone can access the minutes for
every SCC meeting held at M2. The minutes of the meetings include hyperlinks to data or
programs referred to in the meetings. When U-PASS data were shared in a meeting a link
to the school data was provided in the minutes. In another meeting a letter was referred
to, and a link was provided in the minutes where the letter could be read. The website is
updated by the secretary and is used as a primary source of communication with parents
and the community. The latest version of the law states, “The school community council
shall provide the information…[on SIP and use of School LAND Trust funds] by: (i)
posting information on the school’s website.”
Conclusion
Question one is: Are Utah middle SCCs identified as exemplary implementing the
law as prescribed? The evidence was presented to provide a narrative view of procedures
used by each school as they relate to legal compliance. Each school demonstrated
conscientiousness towards legal compliance. The data analysis demonstrates that, though
not perfect, M1 and M2 are compliant with the law. An election process for parent
members is well established and routinely followed at both M1 and M2. Both M1 and M2
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SCCs make strong use of U-PASS data, which always excludes student names. Both M1
and M2 SCCs are also heavily involved in the development of the school improvement
and school LAND trust program plans. Although M3 is not compliant with the law in
many respects, M3 demonstrated an increasing capacity for legal compliance.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF SCC STRATEGIES AND PROCESSES
Question two moves on from the legal requirements and into an examination of
the actual strategies and processes of the SCC. As the strategies and processes for each
middle school evaluated are discussed, overlap between legal requirements and practical
processes will be evident. Question two asks: Do Utah middle schools community
councils identified as exemplary utilize the strategies of effective site-based management
and shared decision-making identified in the literature? Which strategies do SCC
members report using, and how are these strategies implemented?
The observations, interviews, and documents were examined seeking evidence of
the strategies and processes identified in the literature. The strategies and processes are
(a) building stakeholder confidence, (b) using multiple levels of leadership and working
together in the context of a professional learning community, (c) having strong principal
support of the process, (d) using data to focus on student achievement, (e) collecting and
communicating information effectively, (f) possessing adequate resources, and (g)
accepting responsibility for student achievement evident in the entire staff.
Chapter V is organized by providing a full description of each middle school. The
strategies and processes used by each middle school will be presented as they relate to the
strategies identified in the literature. As the processes are presented for each school, it is
difficult to separate the entire SCC process into the discreet strategies because there is
overlap between the implementation of the different processes and strategies. The overlap
is particularly evident for M2.
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M1

At M1, each of the identified strategies was evident in some way. Although the
strategies implemented in the M1 SCC are not purely discreet, the data will be presented
by category designated in the literature.

Build Stakeholder Confidence
When asking whether a member was confident that the SCC was making a
difference, a common response was, “I wouldn’t choose to be involved if I wasn’t
confident it would be meaningful.” Yet, when asked to give specific examples of
experiences that have helped build that confidence, members struggled to share a
personal example. When pressed, members sited three main types of experiences that
serve as sources for their confidence.
The opportunity to spend money. A first-year SCC member commented:
I’m just now getting to the point where I really understand and recognize what it
is we are doing and our purpose. … Sometimes it’s rather intangible what the
community council does, but when we have been able to vote and purchase tools
that will help be in place and help next year’s kids, I would say that made—the
more hands on experience there—probably is what gave me more confidence that
we were helping the kids.”
Another parent member was reluctant to admit that the money made a difference
when she commented, “I almost hate to have this be my confidence thing, but this is the
times that I have felt like, ‘Yeah, we’re going to make an impact.’ It truly is when we
have spent some of the Trust land money.” The comments demonstrate that taking action
builds the most confidence in the process.
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When I asked a third parent member to name an instance when she felt great
confidence that the work of the SCC would make a positive difference in student
achievement, she responded, “What we spend the bulk of our Trust LAND money on is
an after school Homework Club.” A teacher member also spoke of the process of
deciding to devote a large portion of the available funds to an after-school tutoring
program called the “Homework Club”. In response to the same question a fourth parent
said, “We devote a lot of our SCC funds to what we call the Homework Club and that’s
an after-school club monitored by a couple of teachers.”
As an instance that built confidence, a teacher member described how the
Homework Club got started.
Teacher: There was a couple of teachers that—we had a Homework Club started,
and it was pretty much through volunteer. A little bit of money behind it from the
district, but it just wasn’t working it—how we wanted it to work, and some of the
teachers came to a couple of our meetings and asked if this would be something
that the council would want to take on or could take on with some of the Trust
LAND’s money. That went through, and it has been a great success. So I feel like
that was a positive.
Jackie: How long has the School Community Council been funded through the
Trust LANDs?
Teacher: Probably just a year, I think.
Jackie: Is this the second or the first year that it has been funded by the Trust
LAND?
Teacher: The second. I can’t remember if the school is fully funding it or just
contributing. I can’t remember.
Jackie: …I appreciate knowing that it was something that was started and sounds
like it was started, but was kind of floundering before it got the support of the
School Community Council.
Teacher: Yes. Well, and then I think we were able to entice teachers more—you
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know, good teachers to stay after school.
Jackie: Before was it kind of voluntary?
Teacher: Pretty Much.
Jackie: They were donating their time?
Teacher: They were donating their time. It was, you know, something else would
come up, and then they wouldn’t have Homework Club for that night. Just
different things like that. It was supported with a bus from the school district. A
late bus and that was about it, so I think teachers were pretty much just really
stretched.
At one SCC meeting, the assistant principal, not an SCC member, proposed that
the SCC purchase a reading software program. The software would be utilized primarily
in the Homework Club but would also be used in language arts classrooms to help
struggling readers. At one point during the presentation, one member was convinced that
it would be helpful and said, “Do we have the money?” The presentation was important,
but the confidence came from being able to take a proposal and provide the funding
necessary for it to become a reality. In an interview, a parent member referred to the
assistant principal’s presentation and said confidence was gained as “we viewed a demo
and could see exactly what they would be doing with these tools.”
In addition to responding to questions about what experiences have built
confidence, SCC members were also asked what they thought would increase their
confidence further. The suggestions included funding issues. One member stated, “I
would like to see us use our LAND Trust money in a way that hits a broader cross section
of the kids.” Another member discussed how programs could be developed beyond the
core academic subjects that would still have a meaningful and important impact on
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student achievement if more funding were available.
Investing time and energy. A second contributing factor to building confidence is
investing time and energy in the process. One parent SCC member talked about the
process of developing the school improvement plan.
That’s one of the more tedious parts about the Community Council. It’s really
slow work, and we do this continually. We always have the school improvement
plan in front of us, and we all turn in our copies at the end, and we get back a
different copy each meeting time, and they’re chuck full of notes, and sometimes
we only do so much as we only make one word. You know like, “Oh, the wording
of that would just be a little different.” But sometimes too, [the principal] will say
or maybe the vice principal, [vice principals name] will come in and they’ll say,
“This is really an issue.” And we’ll say, “Okay, that is something we could
implement in goal number three.” Or, “That would fall under this.” At first, I was
feeling like—very tedious, slow work. Now, I can see it is a really great base of
guidelines for all of us to work around. When a parent comes in with a request or
a complaint or something we can go, “Oh, we have that in our works. That’s one
of our goals.”
As this parent explained, the actual work the SCC conducts might often seem
tedious and time consuming, but at the same time the process actually builds confidence
that the work is meaningful. There is the observed evidence that these SCC members
work extremely hard discussing goals, reviewing survey results, and listening to
proposals to inform their decisions. For example, the SCC spent 45 minutes of an
observed meeting reviewing the results of a survey of students, parents, and faculty.
During this time, the members were actively engaged in the discussion of survey results.
A teacher SCC member cited another discussion that built confidence.
We examined test scores and spent a lot of time talking about the achievement
gap between our ELL students, low-income and the rest of the student population.
At some point, we said, “Okay, we are doing almost everything we can to help
these students and close the gap a little bit. What else are we doing to reach all
students?” And that was very encouraging to me that we could have that shift in
the conversation where it just wasn’t doom and gloom while looking at these
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numbers but also saying, “Hey, things are actually going well in all these other
brackets.”
The same teacher member cited an open and honest dialogue that took place in an
SCC meeting as building his confidence in the process. The teacher wanted to know what
evidence existed that the decisions being made by the SCC had any impact on improving
student performance.
“Do all of these programs that we are investing so much time and money in really
effect student achievement directly or is it just something that is a stamp on our
letterhead and makes us feel better about ourselves?” It was at that point that [the
principal] started to bring up research and showed us that all these programs and
things that we are doing do actually tie to student achievement. At that point there
was a little more buy in from me. At that point I was ready to think, “Let’s
support this”. Because in the past, I just felt like, “This is a waste of time and
money.”
Through open and honest dialogue, confidence in the process was built. Another parent
member looked at this type of dialogue and concluded, “The principal has a very good
command of how the students are achieving. His knowledge has instilled great
confidence in the process.” The SCC members gained a great appreciation and respect for
the principal’s knowledge as they spent time in the long meetings.
Other evidence that the investment of time and energy in the process builds
confidence comes from the suggestions the members made for building confidence.
Several members cited the need for training. A teacher member said:
I think it would have been nice to have maybe an initial meeting that was kind of
a training session and said, “This is the purpose. This is what we are doing. This
is what we have done in the past. This is possibly your role on the council.” I
think that would have kick-started everybody and everyone would have been a
little bit more confident to share ideas.
A parent member explained:
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If I had come in here a little bit more knowledgeable about the community council
and the school LAND Trust funds, maybe I would have started off feeling a little
bit more empowered with ideas and where to go and what we are doing instead of
spending this year learning what it is we do.
Several times members would say that it took half of their first year to figure out
the SCCs purpose and procedures. They not only need the video presentation provided by
the state (Utah State Office of Education, 2007b), but they also would like to be oriented
on the local purpose, what has been done in the past, and future hopes and expectations.
One teacher member added that not only is training needed, but members coming to the
meetings prepared would also build confidence. It was suggested that having an agenda
several days ahead, so members could be prepared would really boost confidence that
they were as productive as possible. “I want an agenda and hard facts and information. I
just want to be prepared to come to the meeting with ideas and opinions and
information.”
Seeing program impact. A third category that builds SCC member confidence
comes from seeing the impact of the SCC decisions. In the third category, SCC members
commented on how seeing decisions impact students had built confidence, and several
members suggested that seeing more evidence of how SCC decisions were impacting
students would build more confidence.
The principal talked about how the confidence has come in making decisions that
show great promise for impacting student learning. One of the programs included in the
school improvement plan is the IB MYP. The principal said:
The SCC saw the value of the IB MYP…and that’s an approach and philosophy
that over time is going to make a lot of difference for a lot of kids.… They are all
going to be taught once we get these things truly engrained in mindset and
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practices. They will all be taught with that philosophy and framework, and I think
that’s going to be a really good thing.
The members expressed a strong desire to know if the plans they are
implementing are having an impact. “We can’t track individual students but are hoping to
start tracking groups of students over the next few years. I think that would help a lot to
see if what we are doing has any effect.” Several talked about the need to track a group of
low achieving students over time and see if the programs being implemented at M1 are
having an impact on student achievement.
One parent member indicated that the evidence of impact needed to go beyond the
numbers on a report. She first indicated that she wanted to know how particular programs
were helping students. She also expressed a need to see the impact in a more personal
way by actually seeing programs and tools implemented in the classroom or talking with
teachers and students and hearing how their teaching and learning were personally
affected. She said, “It’s all numbers and paper, and it just seems a little hands off. I feel
more productive if I’m more involved.”
There were various incidents cited as building confidence, but spending money to
implement programs, investing time and energy in the process, and learning the impact of
the programs are the general themes that brought the specific instances together.

Working as a Professional Learning
Community
The second strategy employed in effective site-based management relates to how
the SCC works together to effect positive change for students. The common language
used in the schools studied is professional learning community. Dufour (2004) explained
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that the term professional learning community is used to describe groups of individuals
with a common interest in education. Professional learning communities can consist of a
school committee, teacher teams, departmental teams, a school district, state office of
education, or professional organization. According to Dufour, the core principles of
professional learning communities are (a) holding student learning as the top priority, (b)
fostering a collaborative culture, and (c) using results to judge effectiveness. All three of
these principles were evident in the M1 data. One theme is the focus on student learning,
and another is the way the SCC and faculty work together to create the school
improvement plan. Using results to judge effectiveness will be discussed later as it relates
to the use of data.
Focus on student learning. Student achievement is a primary focus of the SCC
(Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108). The faculty and SCC at M1 are committed to helping
students falling short on CRTs. The principal indicated that the commitment of the
faculty and SCC to raise student achievement is significant. The principal, speaking of
community member attitudes towards less proficient students, said:
They’re not necessarily as egalitarian as the faculty will be, so when we had a
group of parents say, “Yes, this [raising achievement levels for lower achieving
students] is going to be one of our priorities, and we’re going to set that as a goal”
and then that goal has stayed in place for five years…. We’re now playing around
making the goal even more specific and providing feedback on certain sets of kids
that we have identified. I think that’s been pretty powerful.
Although these goals are focused on the students with low achievement, the
principal indicated that many of the strategies chosen for implementation are selected
because they will not only benefit the low achieving students but will raise the learning
level of all students. In the principal’s words:
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When I look at all the strategies that we’ve adopted, though we have a goal of
identifying and supporting struggling students, kids that are ones and twos
[proficiency levels on state core CRTs]. When I also look at the strategies that are
underneath that, whether it be six traits or differentiated instruction or the MYP,
those are rising tide type of approaches that are meant to be good and helpful for
all the students. Whether you are low ability or the middle of the pack or a high
achieving kid, we have strategies that are at the level that are going to be helpful
for all of the students.
The focus on learning was evident in several instances related to the strategy
outlined in the school improvement plan to use technology to raise student achievement.
On several occasions, a number of SCC members discussed the possibility of investing in
a high computer access program that would provide one computer for every two students.
The program was going to be implemented at the fifth grade throughout the school
district the next year, and the district was looking at possibly implementing the program
in the middle school the following year. In one observed meeting the following dialogue
took place, which emphasizes the concern that learning be the focus.
Principal: The backside to all this hardware is a 190 hours of professional
development. And that’s just not on computers and scanners. That’s teaching and
learning strategies.… They’ll get going once every two weeks four hours after
school. That carries over for two school years, so it is a huge professional
development commitment for the teachers. We don’t want to roll these in and
have them turn into big huge expensive paperweights.
Parent 1: So you are talking about here possibly a year from this fall.
Principal: Yes.
Parent 2: What do the teachers think about doing another 180 hours of
instructional learning?
Principal: This is tough. That is part of why.…
Teacher 1: I would get paid for it.
Principal: There is a stipend, and dinner, and goodies. A tablet [a laptop
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computer].
Parent 2: What we heard at the first part of the year was we have these great ideas
but the poor teachers are bombarded with implementing all of these things. There
is just only so many hours in the day, and they have things to do with their lives.
Principal: It’s another one of those that you hope to see as we start to progress and
whatever twenty-first century school is that instead of it turning into one more
thing, we start to find ways that we are doing things differently and they start to
see some outcomes that are different and better outcomes, so that they feel better
about it.
The members expressed a genuine interest in the program because of the way it
focuses on using the computer as a learning tool. SCC members have been involved as
they have made site visits to other schools and investigated Internet resources about the
program. There were no decisions made relative to the program at the meeting cited in
the dialogue above. The dialogue demonstrates the process the SCC engages in to
maintain a focus on learning as they inform their decisions. The questioning of how the
program would be implemented to have the greatest impact on student learning was an
important consideration before the investment is made in the program.
Foster collaborative culture. The second significant theme relates to the way the
SCC members work together to develop plans and set goals. M1 has created one plan to
satisfy all the legal demands. The M1 school improvement plan is used as a driving
document for the decisions made by the SCC. To introduce the discussion about the high
computer access program, the principal commented, “We have a strategy in there [the
school improvement plan] about instructional technology.” At another point the SCC was
introduced to the concept of digital portfolios and as the discussion began, the principal
referred back to the MYP to show how it would enhance the program, “Let’s go back to
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the octagon.” An issue with the advisory program was introduced in a meeting by saying,
“When we read goal two, there is left over evidence that the SCC put advisory into the
school improvement plan, but there is a lot of upheaval with the teachers right now with
the advisory program.” During a discussion related to advisory, the implications of
eliminating advisory were considered as they relate to the school improvement plan. “If
that [advisory] is pulled out of part of the program, there are pieces of the MYP that are
built on top of that. There are pieces of this kind of school attitude pulled on top of that.”
Each time a new proposal was introduced in an observed meeting, the discussion led back
to the goals and how the particular proposal would serve to accomplish the plan.
Making proposals and reviewing the plan is not an annual event but occurs each
time the SCC meets. The school improvement plan continually evolves until it is
approved annually. This type of continual discussion was carried out in meetings with
relation to specific goals as well as procedures for elections as discussed in chapter IV.
Although the M1 SCC members are heavily involved and are continually making
recommendations and discussing goals and making adjustments to plans, there is still a
desire to learn more and function more effectively as a professional learning community.
A parent member emphasized the importance of early training.
One thing they could do to make [developing the school improvement plan] a
more functional process would be to educate those people [new SCC members] as
early as you can and as quickly as you can as to what the school plan is about and
indeed what the SCC is about.… It took me a while to figure out what it was.
The discussions related to the school plan are evidence of the commitment to
professional learning community characteristics. There were several instances when SCC
members participated beyond meeting attendance. Members attended conferences, made
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site visits to other schools, participated in the MYP review, and reviewed legislative
changes to the requirements. The members are actively engaged in seeking ways to
improve the school program for all students. Through this entire process there is an
immense respect for the professional educators, but the parents’ input is still considered
very valuable. One parent described the relationship.
You do have these two groups with a lot of mutual respect, and the school is
basically the retailer, and we’re basically the customers, and we’re telling them
what we think will work. They are genuinely looking for new insights, new
approaches to the problems that have been there in education for quite a while,
and they are very responsive when we come up with a respectable idea.
Principal Support
At M1, the principal is committed to supporting the SCC and principles of shared
decision-making. The M1 SCC bylaws state, “[M1] is committed to shared decisionmaking.” The bylaws also outline that while the final decision rests with the principal, it
is always in consultation with faculty. In this context of shared decision-making at M1 a
parent member commented, “I don’t think that the principal ever makes a dictated
decision. He always gets input and then makes his decisions based upon the input. I
really, really appreciate that and admire it.” The principal is highly respected and there
was no evidence of his leadership being questioned. One teacher member commented on
the way leadership is shared in the school, “I believe it is a ‘shared decision making’
model. However, as one who studied leadership, the ultimate decision, whether presharing or post-sharing, lies in the hands of the principal.” With this understanding,
parents and both new and veteran teachers are involved in important decision-making
opportunities through different processes of the SCC and other faculty responsibilities.
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Invests time. One of the most significant indicators of the principal’s support of
the SCC process is the way he invests time in the process. There were many references
made, as well as evidence at the observed meetings, that the process takes time. One
parent member commented, “Our meetings are three hours, which I believe should be the
minimum amount of time.” Information is freely shared with the SCC, and time is
dedicated to discussion. A teacher member described an instance that resulted from a
willingness to invest time.
Earlier in the year we talked about the SCC bylaws, we had four elementary
schools in the district and do we want a representative from each of those four
elementary school districts or neighborhoods. Or do we just want parent
representation from wherever. Rather than stifling the conversation or saying, this
is what we decided last year and this is what we are going to do, [the principal]
allowed the conversation to happen, and, I think, created an environment where
people felt free to disagree. Which is just as important as agreeing. If you are
comfortable to disagree then that opens up something new.
Shares leadership and knowledge. In addition to investing time in the SCC
process, the M1 principal also shares leadership and knowledge. The shared leadership is
outlined in the bylaws. A teacher SCC member appreciated that “the environment at the
school is such that new people are given a chance, but at the same time, the more
established experienced educators, they also have their roles as well.” Not only does the
principal share leadership, he also shares his personal knowledge. One parent
commented:
[The principal] is very knowledgeable and always helps guide us and answers any
questions we may have. He really does seem to have a great grasp of all of it and
has been able to answer all of our questions.
Another parent member praised the principal’s knowledge as she spoke of the principal’s
role on the SCC.
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I think he is crucial to the whole SCC. I always walk away in awe of how much
that man knows.… I really don’t think we could have our meeting without him
because he knows everything. He is just a walking bank of knowledge.

Use of Data
Another important strategy of effective site-based management and a professional
learning community is that student data are used to focus efforts on student achievement.
Data of some type are used in every SCC meeting at M1. SCCs are required to use
UPASS data, which the M1 SCC uses as described in chapter four, but it also uses
coursework data and data from surveys of students, parents, and faculty. Proposed
programs were also heavily investigated and research data were presented prior to
decisions as demonstrated by the assistant principal’s presentation on the reading
program. The SCC members looked to the principal as a major provider of the different
forms of data. As one parent SCC member explained:
[The principal] is always flooding us with test results and survey responses and
stuff like that. … We always have more than adequate information.… There are
charts all over the walls, test scores and all sorts of data we use to influence our
goal making strategies.
Communication
M1 has several mechanisms for collecting and communicating information. One
important mechanism is to ensure that there is an SCC member who is connected with the
school Parent Teacher Organization (PTO). Another mechanism is the process for how
the whole faculty provides input to the development of the school improvement plans. As
the principal described:
[The teachers] have a biannual review of the school improvement plan, and
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they’ll sit by either department or academic team, and we…spread out those who
are on the council among the different groups or teams. They will annotate the
copies of the current school improvement plan, and then we use those annotated
copies in our school community council meetings.
Teachers and assistant principals provide periodic reports to the council. For
example, one parent said, “We do get a report every year on the Homework Club.” A
newer parent member of the SCC said, “We had the reports that this year they [the
Homework Club] are really getting a good record number of students attending.” The
principal explained:
Something that has worked with keeping them [the SCC] informed is, like having
[assistant principal’s name], the assistant principal come in and report. Or the
Homework Club teachers come in and say, “Here are the problems we are facing
or this is the success we are having.” So having people who are implementing
come in to the meetings and that’s a tool that is useful with helping to build that
consensus on the council.
The communication within the SCC at M1 is strong, but there were several areas
for improvement cited by SCC members. There was a desire for agendas to be set and
posted well in advance as well as minutes kept more consistently. Beyond the business
type communication, however, there was a great desire for more information on the
impact of the programs and decisions determined by the SCC. A system was established
as a parent explained:
I wish I had a copy of the plan in front of me because for every goal there are
always people who are just to follow up with that goal. Who would be in charge
of maybe that particular item, and then there is an action step. To that action step
we can see that happened and this happened as a consequence, so we can gage if
that goal worked at all. I can’t even think of one single goal right now, but there is
a good plan, and we do see results to our goal or consequences to them. And
we’re able to tell whether or not they are working. Whether or not we need more
people over this particular one. If they are influencing the kids. If they need to be
amended. If some different kind of action step would help. So we are constantly
discussing this kind of stuff. And I feel like it’s a good way to tell. And [the
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principal] keeps on top of all of that, every single one of them. And follows with
all these different subcommittees on them.
Although an organized system of reporting results of school programs had been
established, the same parent went on to say:
It would be nice if those subcommittees, the people in charge of those action
steps, if they reported back to us, so in each meeting we had something to look at
other than what [the principal] has gathered and what he provides us.”
Another parent member was asked about how he learned of the impact of the
plans and he replied:
Well, that’s an interesting thought. We spell out the plan. We see it being
implemented—it’s right there and in the school. So that’s not a problem. But as
you’ve raised the data, I don’t think we’ve been given a whole lot of data on the
results of the plan. And I’m not too sure why that is.
Several suggestions were made for improving the communication of the work of
the SCC to the public. One parent member suggested, “I would like to see more
information on SCC on back-to-school nights.” A teacher SCC member said concerning
informing the public:
I think it could be online.… I want more parents to be aware of the kind of things
that we are doing for the students.… I think we need more information out there.
If that means more meetings or sending home a flyer in Spanish to get more of
that population to come to those meetings or getting stuff on the Internet.… At
least having the information out there, so they [parents] know how to support their
kids.
The prevalent perception related to communication with the larger school
community was expressed in the following comments. One parent member said, “I don’t
think very many people know we [the SCC] exist.” Another parent member commented,
“To be honest with you, I don’t think the average parent at any school knows about
SCC.” A teacher SCC member said, “There is probably a lot of teachers that may not be
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aware of it [the SCC] or community members.”
With regard to communication, one parent expressed a desire for not only
providing the community with more information, but also obtaining feedback from the
community.
I would be interested in, and we would appreciate some parent feedback and
student feedback. Things like, it really means a lot to me that you have this item
in a goal, or this is an action step, or this would be really important to us, so
maybe a little more feedback and response from the community. There is a desire
for feedback from parents and students on how they feel about the expenditure of
funds as well as the general school program.

Adequate Resources
At M1 there was wide variability in opinion as to whether the resources were
adequate. There were some who felt the resources were adequate, but others felt they
were grossly inadequate. The resources were greatly appreciated and allowed the SCC to
design and implement plans that would have an impact on student achievement. The
principal expressed his perception:
Well, in [M1 school district], the challenge to me has never been whether there is
enough money or staffing. It’s been whether we have been doing a good job with
what we have. Trust LAND for us is like icing on the cake.… An example of
where the Trust LAND budget [helped was] the Rubicon Atlas for curriculum
mapping. That was a nice little pot of money that we could say, “Yes, $3,000
annually, we can roll that out of Trust LANDS.” … I didn’t have to try and
dedicate some of the regular software budget or fundraise or anything like that.
The common perception was that resources were in fact adequate to implement
the plans as designed; however, the available resources were known during the design
process, so the resources available served to limit the extent of the plans. When asked
whether the funds were adequate to implement the developed plan, one parent SCC
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member said:
Yes, and that is by design. We spend every dime of it [School LAND Trust
funds], and if they gave us more we would spend every dime of that.… We make
sure that the strategies that support our goals are within the limits of the money
that we are given. And I don’t want to say it’s enough or more than enough. We
will always take more, but we are very careful to budget.… We make sure we
have the resources available to support our plan.
The availability of the funds enabled the SCC to make and implement plans, it
also served as a limitation to how extensive and elaborate those plans could be. Another
parent SCC member commented, “We would like to do a lot of stuff that we know there
isn’t enough money for.”

Collective Responsibility for Student
Achievement
M1 bylaws outline, “The School Council is responsible for the development of a
long-range/strategic school improvement plan which encompasses three years and is
focused primarily on setting, monitoring, and assessing goals to improve student
achievement.” The IB MYP program requires the staff to unitedly take responsibility for
student achievement. As the principal said in the March 2008 meeting, “The IB
philosophy is going to hit every kid in this school whether or not he gets the certificate,
and he’s going to get a much better education for it.” An Indicators of School Quality
survey of students, faculty and staff, and parents produced by the Center for the School of
the Future at Utah State University was conducted at the beginning of the 2007-2008
school year; the survey results show that a “focus on academic achievement” is a top
priority among 73% of parents and is believed to be something M1 does best by 61% of
faculty.
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A few specific teacher practices were identified that are particularly appreciated
by SCC members. A teacher member reported, “Almost the whole staff is involved in
either a special reading class or a study skills class.” The principal shared:
We have PE teachers that regularly assign writing, and they will utilize elements
out of the six traits to assess the students writing. So right there, I would think, not
that typical that you would find your PE department trying to get underneath and
support student writing with an understood set of rubrics for assessing that
writing.
In addition to the individual departments supporting other curricular areas, M1 has
academic teams that work together in cross-curricular areas to support one another’s
curriculum with common students. The way the faculty works together is both evident
and appreciated by the SCC members. As one parent member said, “I am really
impressed with [M1] and the majority of the staff there.… The teachers all work together
as a team, and then they work as a grade, and then as a school.”
The faculty concerns appeared to cast a shadow on the commitment of the faculty
to serving all students. M1 has a daily student advisory program where students meet
with a teacher in a little smaller class size during the last half hour of the day. Advisory
programs are highly variable from school to school, but middle level advisory programs
are considered an important strategy to help adolescent students obtain individual
direction in personal, social, and academic development (National Association of
Secondary School Principals [NASSP], 2006). The assistant principal and principal
reported at one SCC meeting:
Assistant principal: Advisory came up in our building leadership team [BLT] as
being, there were some concerns with advisories with the time of day, the way it
was being utilized, the consistency of advisory. So since it came up in BLT and
seemed to linger at a couple of our meetings, we decided to take it to the whole
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staff. We started a process with them the Friday before break. We met as a staff,
and we gave everybody the chance to let us know what is working with advisory,
what’s not working, and then went into what do you need from advisory, what are
your needs here? And went through that whole list. The next step is, another
afternoon staff meeting and they are going to sit down and have it broken down
into sixth grade team meeting, seventh grade team meeting. They are going to
come up with a couple of options or possible solutions that meets people’s needs
for advisory. What they would like it to look like. Then we’ll meet as a whole
staff and kind of go through those and discuss them. And see if we can come up
with some sort of consensus on what will work best for everybody. We had a little
wrench thrown into it and that’s kind of what we’re working on now. We had
kind of an impromptu poll taken about how people felt about advisory.
Principal: A faculty poll
Assistant Principal: A faculty poll. And so it kind of put a little kink in the
process. I guess, so that’s where we’re at with advisory.
Principal: The last item on the poll—I think we had 27 respondents and there are
42-44 teachers. 27 respondents, and the last item was, “Would you prefer to have
advisory or not to have advisory.” And 2 to 1 on this—not a vote—said “We
don’t want to have advisory.” So okay, what do we do with that now? And as far
as the school improvement plan goes that has been a feature of some of those
goals to climate—pieces that have been in the schools improvement plan.
One thing that SCC members expressed both appreciation and desire for was that
teachers show concern for each student individually. Individual student advocacy is
directly related to advisory (NASSP, 2006). A parent SCC member expressed
appreciation and a desire for more teachers “just taking a little bit more time.”
When a teacher SCC member was asked what practice she would request all
teachers adopt to benefit student achievement, she specifically mentioned advisory.
There is a group of teachers who use their advisory period every day.… They
print up grades and then allow the students to use them as a resource to complete
all their homework, all kinds, so during that period, the teachers are available as a
team to help the students with extra time.… That would be nice if teachers
thought that was real valuable as a faculty.
Although the advisory program was a significant SCC and faculty discussion item
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in the January meeting, and was mentioned during several interviews, the resolution to
the issue did not come up in the original M1 data. I followed-up with the principal during
the process of verification and asked what had come of the advisory issue. He responded,
“The school was questioning the length and the placement of the advisory period. It was
moved from the end of the day to the beginning of the day, and shortened from 25
minutes, Monday through Thursday, to 15 minutes, Monday through Thursday.”
M2
M2 processes are very difficult to separate cleanly into the discreet strategies and
processes. The presentation of findings in this section will follow a more fluid structure
that demonstrates the interconnectedness of these strategies.

SCC Member Confidence
There are two broad yet interconnected sources of confidence expressed by
members of the M2 SCC. The first is the principal’s leadership, and the second is the
SCC members’ involvement in the entire process. SCC Members expressed great
appreciation for the principal of M2 and for the privilege of making decisions based on
data, seeing the programs implemented, witnessing the results, and being free to question
the practices. The entire SCC process at M2 demonstrates how the principal’s support is
closely tied to the use of data and working together in a professional learning community.
Principal support. A parent SCC member spoke of the principal, “We usually, I
think, as a whole of the SCC have great confidence in his [the principal’s] ideas because
he lets us know so much about what is going on in the school that we are all on the same
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page.” Another parent member said, “I have to say, [the principal] is really good and
what he brings to us and the freedom he lets us go with what we want to do or what we
feel is best.” The counselor SCC member also spoke of the confidence that comes from
the principal by comparing his experience with a previous SCC experience at a different
school.
Well, let me do a comparison here. At [another middle school] they [school
administrators] would present different options and different things like that, but it
was more of a head nodding session of this is what the principal wanted to do.
This is what they were interested in doing, and basically, this is what we are
doing, and you’re here to give approval on it. There was no dissension, basically,
allowed. Any time you dissented, it was not necessarily a favorable type of
situation. Hence, one of the reasons why I came to [M2]. With [the M2 principal],
one of the things that I have a lot of confidence in is that he is willing to put out
there, “This is what I think, but you know what, you guys can vote me down on
this.” And a few times the community council has said, “You know what, can we
look at a different avenue? Can we look at different money that we can spend this
money on for the trust LANDs money? Can we look at doing a different thing
here?” Or they question, “Is this an effective program?”
As members discussed how the principal supported the SCC, they elaborated and
identified several principal practices that resulted in confidence that the work they do as a
SCC does make a positive difference to student achievement. Three principal practices
that increased SCC member confidence are (a) the principal shared data, (b) the principal
supported the SCC even when he did not initially agree, and (c) the principal respected
the SCC members as leaders.
In a review of the minutes for the SCC meetings over the past 4 years, one can see
that data were presented in nearly every meeting. Several tables are illustrated in most
SCC meeting minutes. The data presented included U-PASS data, but the principal also
shared other sources of data as well. Data shared by the principal include: (a) the number
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of I grades issued as a result of students not passing their Walkaways, (b) practice CRT
results and quarter grades, and (c) a historical perspective as current years are compared
to previous years. Figures 5-7 are samples of data shared in SCC meetings taken from the
SCC meeting minutes.

Figure 5. CRT data from minutes of M2 SCC meeting August 2007.
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Figure 6. Practice CRT data from minutes of M2 SCC meeting October 2007.

Figure 7. Report of number of I grades from minutes of M2 SCC meeting November
2007.
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The counselor SCC member described how the principal uses data.
Oh, we are huge on data in this school. I run weekly reports as far as the I
[incomplete grades] list, and [the principal] will go back and he has shown this
where he has several years of how our students have done, and he will present that
very regularly to the community council. Talking about specifically these
Walkaways, “This is what we did before we had Walkaways; this is what we did
with Walkaways; this is what we have done this year with the addition of the
advisory period and the late busses on Tuesday” and things like that. We are a
huge data driven school. In fact, I never realized how useful the data can be until I
was here, and I saw how effectively [the principal] used it because he will. He’ll
go into the community council and he’ll say, “This is what we did.” I remember
that first year we were open, he went to the community council and said, “Here’s
where we are with our testing scores. We stunk. We are at the bottom of the
district.” We were tied with the last place Junior high of the district. “Here’s
where our numbers are.” And he didn’t pull any punches, and he said, “We need
to do something about this. We need to change, and we need to make serious
changes.” And that’s when we started looking at putting the Walkaway system in,
that’s when we started looking at some of those changes that we’ve done. He
presented it straight up and said, “Here’s where our data is.” And he didn’t sugar
coat it at all.
Knowing the principal is giving the complete data pictures, the SCC members
gain confidence in the principal. As a parent member put it:
We know that he isn’t going to lie to us how well they are doing. He puts the data
up there, and this is what it is. This is what happened if a score went down. He’ll
go to the teacher, “What happened here?” and get an explanation and reports it to
us.
Several members pointed out that the principal never hides information. Whether
the data show improvement or not, he shares the information. The use of data in the SCC
leads to decisions concerning programs. One teacher member described an instance that
demonstrates the process.
I would say after we saw that the Read 180 program had actually improved our
student scores. The council then decided we needed to bring in the science labs,
So that [the improved reading scores] was able to help influence that [the decision
to purchase mobile computer labs for science]. So there was improvement in the
English department, which is one of the major cores, so then we could work on
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another core.
As a result of the data, The SCC determined to continue the Read 180 program but not
expand it. A parent member confirmed the process.
I think that we know so much that is going on in the school that when it comes
time to spend money on the Trust LANDs, we can say, “In all of this data you
have given us, we still see that science is low and science isn’t coming up as fast
as the other ones, so let’s get a mobile lab for the science classes.”
Another parent member explained, “As you see the improvements, you think, okay it’s
working, so it leads you to take the next step.”
The way data shapes decisions is demonstrated in the implementation of the
Walkaway program at M2, which will be described in detail in Chapter VI. At the
beginning of the 2006-2007 school year, Walkaways were a brand new idea to the school,
and the members of the SCC were unsure about the program. They had decided to
implement it based on the philosophy that grades should reflect achievement of core
content, but a great deal of uncertainty remained. As the Walkaway program was
implemented, the principal shared how teachers were responding to the creation of
Walkaway assessments. Initially it was not required of all teachers, but nearly 80% chose
to participate. The principal shared data on how Walkaways were impacting students.
When Walkaways were first implemented, over half the student body had I grades at one
point. The data informed the decision to send a letter of notification to parents to clarify
the program and clear up misunderstandings (Appendix H). The Walkaway data led to
other decisions such as the addition of the advisory program to provide students the
opportunity to work with teachers to remediate the Walkaways not yet achieved and to
provide enrichment activities for students who had achieved their Walkaways. In addition
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to the advisory program, the SCC funded a late bus one day a week so students could stay
longer to work with teachers if needed. As the Walkaway program was implemented,
various forms of data were continually shared and more decisions were made such as the
decision to implement the advisory or late bus program.
The discussion in one meeting was focused on the advisory program and possible
changes that need to be made to the current practice. An SCC parent member expressed
her confidence by saying to the principal.
Parent: I really like that you are open to change and you are very open to when
something is not working you are really open to fix it. You’re not saying this is
how I want to do it and I don’t care what you say.
Principal: The one thing we are though. We are going to ride this broken train
clear to the end of the track this year. We’re not going to mess with any
schedules. It’s broke. We know it’s broke. We are going to band-aid it, but we’ve
got them trained at least right now.
Parent: That’s smart.
Principal: Good, bad, or indifferent, we are going to ride the train this year.
Parent: You couldn’t change it right now.
Principal: We could, but it wouldn’t be wise.
The principal also builds confidence in the SCC members by supporting their
decisions. The minutes demonstrate that the principal makes most of the
recommendations for programs and purchases, but the principal makes it clear that the
SCC has the liberty to make the final decision. The examples cited in Chapter IV with
regard to the reading program and the late bus program are good examples of how the
principal supports the SCC members in the decisions made. Providing this kind of
support to a program initiated by the SCC increased the members’ confidence that the
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decisions they make can influence student achievement.
The third way the principal builds confidence at M2 is by respecting the SCC
members as leaders. The minutes from the February 2007 SCC meeting read:
As we are beginning to look forward to the 2007-08 school year, [the principal]
has asked for the council to start thinking of possibilities for the Trust LANDs
money and how it should be spent. He has requested for the council to come with
ideas to be presented at the next meeting in March.
The counselor SCC member explained:
Now with that money, [the principal] usually has some ideas, “This is what I
would like to use it towards.” And he’s pretty specific with that, you know, “This
is what I would like to use it for.” But then parents or teachers or whoever can
question that, “Well would it be better…”
A parent member said, “I have to say, [the principal] is really good and what he brings to
us and the freedom. He lets us go with what we want to do or what we feel is best.”
Parent members were able to express concerns and know that the principal takes
their concerns very seriously. One parent SCC member noticed a difference from when
she was on the SCC the first year the school opened.
I think [the principal] can be a little defensive sometimes, but he has gotten better,
definitely, from the first year. He would bring up something and immediately leap
to defend what they were doing, and I think he [the principal] has learned, and
we’ve learned that we are all out there for the same reason. We are just trying to
make sure that our kids are learning.… I think he’s really come a long way in that
area and not as leaping to explain and to defend what they are doing.… I think
he’s doing really well at supporting us.
The principal explained:
You have to have shared leadership. You are going to have the best results when
you really do have shared leadership. On the council, I know and in some of the
other schools…the principal set the agenda, the chair showed up and said, “That
looks good,” and they moved forward. Even though mine might be just phone call
talk and message. It’s important that that chair knows they have a voice. And if
they don’t like what is on the agenda as the parent chair, and I always want my
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chair to be a parent, I don’t want it to be the school person. And I know you can
have it either or. But I believe that it is important that that chair is a parent. So
when the agendas are set there is a parent perspective and a school perspective
being looked at as we are setting the agenda. He listens to parent SCC member
concerns understanding that they are the voice of the people they represent. The
SCC members in turn have more confidence in the principal and the SCC process
because of the mutual respect with the principal.
The principal plays an important role in the M2 SCC. He is the primary source of
confidence as he is open and honest in providing data to inform decisions. The principal
supported the process even when the SCC members led things in a different direction
than he proposed, and he respected the SCC members as leaders.
Engaged in school improvement process. The process of school improvement in
which the SCC engages is the second main source of confidence. This is closely related
to the principal’s support as he facilitates the way in which M2 works together as a
professional learning community. The M2 process is best demonstrated through an
instance described by SCC members in interviews and documented in meeting minutes
and observations.
In the 2006-2007 school year, the SCC funded the Go My Access software
program used to assist teachers in grading student writing at a cost of $2500. The school
LAND trust program designated funds to continue the program for the following year,
but the state funded the program through other sources for the 2007-2008 school year at a
cost of $10,672. The state funded the program for only one year.
The February 2008 SCC meeting minutes include proposals for the 2008-2009
School LAND Trust plan including, “$13,000 to continue the Go My Access software.”
At the conclusion of the proposals, the minutes continue, “Council members also
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questioned the accuracy of the Go My Access program. A follow-up discussion with
[names of teachers], two English teachers, concerning the Go My Access program will be
reviewed at our next meeting in March.”
At the following meeting in March 2008, the English department chair and an
English teacher visited the SCC meeting as representatives of teachers who use the
writing program. The teacher representatives had surveyed the teachers who used the
writing program and prepared a handout of teacher responses (Appendix I).
The potential for conflict was evident by the postures of parents sitting forward
attentively even when quietly listening and the teachers coming prepared with a handout.
As the teachers began their presentation, they passed around the survey results and as
they did, the principal said, “You look a little nervous there. Breathe deep. [laughter]
There will be no beatings here today, so you’ll be fine. Just share what you have.” The
teachers began by describing what the program does and its value to the teachers. They
explained that the program helps teachers by giving students immediate feedback; it helps
students realize they must revise their writing; it gives the teacher more time to work with
students one-on-one. Science and social studies teachers also use the program. As the
teachers spoke, most parent members sat back a little in their chairs, and some nodded
their heads as teachers explained how the program is used. A couple of parents had most
of the questions, and the teachers provided most of the explanations with occasional
comments from the principal.
One concern expressed by a parent member was how the teachers were involved
in the grading process and what were the expectations.
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English Teacher 1: What do we do with the scores? They are a starting point, we
require that the students to reach a certain level. Once they reach that level, we
review it, and if we find it acceptable, then we assign a grade for the essay. We
review the scores and give it a grade based on that score, and we also adjust the
grade if you don’t agree with the score. For example, I’m doing an essay right
now and one of my students, her score that was given was very border line with
what we consider passing. I took her essay, read it, reviewed it, and I actually
disagreed with what it said, so I overrode the score and said that her essay was
acceptable.
Parent: Which means you have to read all the essays even if you’re still having to
read ….
Principal: Once you’re saying it’s an acceptable essay.
English Teacher 1: Yeah, once I see that they are acceptable, I go through them
and make sure that they really are acceptable. So I don’t just rely solely on the
program. I still use my judgment.
English Teacher 2: But I think one of, third to the bottom bullet under positives
kind of I think addresses your concern or your comment. That it just weeds out a
lot of the mistakes so that we don’t have to deal with those little picky things
before they come in, so I think that is helpful.
At another point in the meeting a parent expressed another concern.
Parent 1: Yeah, and another question is, is it realistic to expect, if it’s a six-point
scale, to get a six?
English Teacher 1: Yeah, I have had students get sixes before.
Parent 1: To expect a six?
English Teacher 1: Not to expect a six.
Parent 2: To require a six? [talking over the top]
English Teacher 1: We don’t require a six.
Parent 1: There are some.
English Teacher 1: But there are some who you probably should require a 6
because they are…
Parent 1: You mean there are some teachers?
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Principal: They are saying that to show mastery you’ve got to get a six.
English Teacher 1: I haven’t heard that in our department meeting.
Parent 1: Well it’s the GT [gifted and talented].
English Teacher 1: Oh well, yeah. GT should be getting a six. They should be
getting that high because they are completely capable of getting that high. So
when we say mastery is 80% that is just basic just across the board. It’s like what
we are requiring for the Walkaways that students only have to get up to 80%. But
a GT student is above that.
Parent 1: What would say, [another parent] and I were both talking about this. We
both have GT seventh grade students and we’re both college graduates, and we
have a hard time. We went in just ourselves to do it. Because our students
couldn’t do it. And…
Parent 2: We couldn’t get a six.
Parent 1: We couldn’t get a six ourselves.
Parent 2: And we’re not the only two, just so you know.
Parent 1: Yeah. We talked with the other parents. And so we just felt. We had a
problem with it because we thought if we can’t do it, how do we expect our
students to do it.
English Teacher 1: Did you discuss it with the teacher?
Parent 2: I haven’t talked to the teacher.
English Teacher 1: I would suggest that because I don’t know—I am assuming it
is a she because we only have she’s. I don’t know what she required, or what she
set up or taught them.
The principal mainly stayed out of the discussion, but served somewhat as a
referee to keep the discussion focused.
Parent 1: I also I have an older student too in high school who uses the Go My
Access too, and I’ve just had other problems with the Go My Access with him
too.
Principal: At the high school?
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Parent 1: At the high school too—with just the program.
Principal: With that though, and I’m going to step in on that part. If the issue is
here and how it’s grading here that’s something that I think is a fair discussion. To
bring concerns on how it works in another building is an unfair look because they
could be not spending the time to set it. So your problems could be that.
At another point in the discussion a parent who had come in late asked the
English teachers if they were aware that different students typed in the exact same essay
and received different scores.
Parent: Did we address that issue with the eighth graders that each typed in the
exact same essay and each got different scores? Some passing and some not.
English Teacher 1: From what I understand through the district. I mean that
doesn’t happen. My kids. I’m not saying that at that time but generally it doesn’t
happen. My kids are all, 270 of them, typing in the exact same not the exact same
essay, but they’re typing to the same prompt and the scoring so far has been
accurate on the ones that were scored. So that’s not really a concern that I have
with the overall program. Because I am not seeing that happen very often. This
example that you are giving-from what I understand is it grades also off what the
student has done previously.
Parent: Oh, so it knows.
English Teacher 2: It looks at what they’ve done in the past, so actually, it’s
almost forcing them to improve their writing as they go along. So it’s like “You
scored this. Well, you should have learned more writing skills and your score
actually should be higher this next time.”
Parents [talking at once]: Oh, I hadn’t thought of that.
English Teacher 1: I’m pretty sure then that’s why that happened.
The English teachers initially presented the data from the survey of teachers.
Later in the discussion they presented the results of the Direct Writing Assessment
(DWA) for M2 ninth grade students over the past three years. The first year M2 did not
have the program. Since M2 implemented the use of the writing software, scores have
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gone up one point each year since. When the DWA results were shared, several parent
members nodded their heads.
A final concern was raised towards the conclusion of the discussion.
Parent: I just don’t think it should be a final grade. I don’t think it should carry a
lot of weight. But I do think it’s a great practice because I’ve seen great
improvement in writing, and I think it can be a great tool practicing. I think it can
be a great tool for practicing because like all the things you said. It can really
improve their writing. It can really help them revising and everything. I just don’t
think it should carry a lot of weight on a grade. And when you have kids who are
perfectionists or something, and they really try. And you have kids who don’t care
about it; I think it can really help them make them strive to get up there. I think
it’s a great program; I just think it could really hurt some kids if that’s their grade
and it’s messing…
English Teacher 1: So let me clarify, when you say final weight you don’t think it
should be used as a Walkaway?
Parent: Yeah. I don’t think so.
English Teacher 1: Okay.
Parent: I think it could be. I think it could be, you know, if there is flaws in the
system I think it could really mess up some kids if they have written an essay
and…
Principal: Or the ability for, if let’s say, the student really felt they passed it and
the system didn’t say they did.
Parent: Yeah.
Principal: Then they request a reading at that point.
Parent: Yeah.
English Teacher 1: Okay. So. Yeah, that’s what I wanted to clarify.
Parent: And it should be known that they—you know because maybe they don’t
know and maybe parents don’t know that they can come in and talk about it. Like
I didn’t know. I thought it was just a generic program and that once the grade is
there, there’s no one to talk to. I didn’t know you could actually go in and talk to
somebody. I thought, you know, the teacher’s going to get the score and that was
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it.
English teacher 1: Okay.
Parent: And I should know. I communicate with the school all the time, for some
reason it didn’t click with me that I could actually come in and talk to somebody
about it.
English teacher 1: Okay.
Although there were points of increased tension in the conversation, the
discussion was mostly congenial and accompanied by frequent laughter. The next month
at the April 2008 SCC meeting, the funding of the writing software was approved
unanimously. The process of questioning the writing program, hearing the teachers’
perspectives, reviewing the data, and then making an informed decision to continue the
program was cited by several SCC members interviewed as a positive example of how
the SCC and faculty work together as a professional learning community to improve
student achievement. A parent member expressed appreciation that, “The teachers were
able to give us as community and parents a view of this program, how it works and why
we should keep it.” Referring to the discussion on the writing software another parent
said, “That, I think, was a good instance of us working together to find the best thing that
we are going to spend this money on and is it worth it.” The counselor member of the
SCC described the whole process as building confidence.
I really liked that the community council two times ago, “We have some
questions about the Go My Access program. We don’t know if it’s testing what
we think it does. We don’t know if it’s helping our kids.” So to be able to discuss
that better, [the principal]…brought in the two teachers. So that they were able to
discuss—“This is what we have seen from this program.” That’s when I have
great confidence. If there are questions, [the principal] doesn’t necessarily say,
“Well, this is the best way. Instead he says, “Well, let’s bring in some people who
are experts here and see what is the best way here.”
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Other examples of the shared leadership and working together in a professional
learning community include the invitation to attend and actual attendance of parent SCC
members at teacher collaboration meetings. The principal has encouraged the parents to
attend, and it has been reported in meeting minutes that parents have attended and
provided reports of what they have learned. The process of developing and continuing
programs while persistently reviewing data is also evident in the Walkaway, advisory,
every day algebra, and late bus programs.
There were also isolated instances cited by SCC members that could interfere
with the process of a professional learning community. The counselor SCC member said:
In the SCC, one of the biggest problems that we fall into is representing our own
children as opposed to representing a group of citizens. I sit in the community
council and a lot of times parents will say, “This is what my daughters experience
was and this is what I would like for my daughter or my child.” I think we need to
move away from that. I think we need to realize that when we are sitting in that
council, yes we are representing our student but we are also representing an entire
area. I’m not representing a counseling department. I’m representing a faculty.
The discussion of the writing software also provided evidence of this tendency as
parents gave isolated examples related to their children. In spite of potential weaknesses
members indicated that the process of being involved in the SCC served to build their
confidence. The teacher SCC member summarized how the respect everyone has for one
another facilitates the work of the SCC. “And we all, it’s really amazing; we all have a
common interest and that common interest alone, which is the students being able to
achieve, that common interest has really helped us all work together and get along.”
Communication
A strategy that is closely related to the process of working together as a
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professional learning community is the mechanisms for communicating information. The
primary mechanism in place for the SCC members to receive information is through the
school professionals. Other forms of communication used by M1 include the school
website and an automated calling system.
As demonstrated in the process of continuing the funding for the writing software,
teachers make presentations of programs. One parent SCC member expressed
appreciation by saying, “It has been so nice to have the clarification, with a real person
standing there and giving immediate feedback as to what the program is doing.”
Although teacher presentations were appreciated, it became apparent that teacher
presentations did not occur with all the programs. One parent member expressed a desire
to have a math teacher present. “We could have a teacher come in, the math teacher, and
tell us how they are using those [graphing calculators]. What kind of a difference it
makes if they have them.” Another parent expressed similar sentiment, “I would love to
have someone from the math and science department come in and tell us why they need
these hugely expensive calculators for their classes.”
In addition to the teacher presentations, the principal continually presented
information at SCC meetings and also made visits to elementary schools to make
presentations on the Walkaway program. SCC members were very satisfied with the
communication within the SCC. However, a common concern was expressed that in spite
of established communication practices, the larger community was not aware of the
activities or even existence of the SCC. During an interview a parent SCC member
expressed her concern.
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Parent: I have people that know that I am on here because they are in my
neighborhood. But I am over this entire city center area. And I don’t know how
many people know that and know how to reach me. So getting the word out to the
public somehow. And then maybe I would have more contribution as I come to
the meetings.
Jackie: Do you feel like as a representative of that area, do you feel like you know
and understand what their concerns are?
Parent: Yes and no. Yes, for people that I talk to that I discuss issues with, but that
is with people that I know well.
The SCC meeting agendas and minutes are posted in the school building and
published on the website. Anyone can view them. The SCC has a prominent place on the
school’s website, which is updated regularly. There is an SCC link on the schools home
page, which takes the user to a page that has a picture of the SCC and the published
minutes for every SCC meeting the school has had in the past four years. The date and
time of the next SCC meeting is announced on the webpage with a notice that the public
is welcome. The application for membership is downloadable at the site. Although this
information is readily available, several SCC members expressed a concern that the
larger community did not know anything about the SCC. One parent member said, “I
think very few people realize what an impact they can have on their kids’ schools.”
Another form of communication that has been tried lately is the automated phone
calling system. The calling system was first reported as being used at M2 in a January
2007 SCC meeting. The automated phone messages have been used mainly for general
school announcements, but the phone system was used this year to call every home to
request potential candidates to fill out applications for the available SCC positions. One
parent member said:
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One of the things they did that—this will help—they did implement the calling
system. They didn’t do that before. They do a phone call to every household in
the areas where they needed the elections.… They send out a phone message
saying, “This is the spots that are open and this is when the elections are, so if you
are interested contact the school. I think that is going to be helpful.

Adequate Resources
The resources granted through the School LAND Trust program facilitate the
professional learning community that exists at M2. One parent SCC member said, “Is
there ever adequate money to do everything you want? There could always be more.” A
teacher SCC member spoke of how the School LAND Trust funds were not sufficient to
cover the cost of the student trackers. “He [the principal] has actually had to cover some
of that money with our school budgets.” Another parent described how the available
funds influence the SCC process.
We have had the ability to look at the important things and weed out the ones that
aren’t as pressing, and then there have been a couple of times when our trust lands
haven’t covered everything, but [the principal] has made the decision that it’s
important enough that he’ll take it out of other areas of the budget that he can
allocate to that.
Speaking of the adequacy of resources the principal said, “You never feel like you
have enough adequate resources, but I’m going to tell you, considering we’re a fourth
year building as you walk around—we’re doing okay. You can always want more.” The
principal went on to talk about a few different things the School LAND Trust funds had
provided such as computer labs and graphing calculators, “which we wouldn’t have had
otherwise.” Although the general reaction to the question was that funds were not
adequate, one parent summarized the consensus, “I think we’ve been able to do
everything that we’ve needed to—even with it being a new school.”
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M3

The SCC at M3 is just beginning to function, so it is evident that the strategies
identified in the literature are not fully developed at M3. Evidence regarding progress and
process from M3 for each strategy will be presented individually.
During the evaluation period, the M3 principal accepted a position in another
school district for the following year. The SCC participated in the hiring process for the
new principal. The principal hired during the process of the evaluation was not a part of
the evaluation. Each time the principal is mentioned, it is in reference to the principal at
the time of the evaluation.

Stakeholder Confidence
There is relatively little experience among members, so when asked to identify
what has built the most confidence, and what would build more confidence the responses
were very similar among all members. There was one specific activity cited as having
built confidence and one desire expressed for building confidence in the future.
The involvement in the hiring process of the new principal was the activity most
mentioned as building SCC parent member confidence. The community partner SCC
member explained:
At first, they [the school district] were just going to appoint a principal and not
allow the parents and the community to go through the interview process. My role
as the parent person was—because of the knowledge and the understanding of the
process was able to work with the School Community Council chair to request the
process be given to [M3] because all the other middle schools had been able to go
through that process rather than have a principal appointed. So indirectly that
impacts student achievement because if we can’t find somebody to follow in [the
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principal’s] footsteps—because he has brought the school so far. Our
achievements will go down because he has brought that school a long ways and
the parents want the same type of principal coming in.
The SCC minutes for March 2008 show that the SCC formed a principal selection
committee of 10 people including parents and school personnel. They also worked
closely with the principal and district personnel to establish important criteria for hiring
the new principal. A parent SCC member spoke of the confidence the hiring process
built. “As that process [hiring new principal] started, and a committee needed to be
formed—that was the moment when the SCC was recognized and was actually
functioning and doing something.” Another parent member when asked about an instance
that built confidence said:
Our principal is leaving, and we are having a new principal come in and the
School Community Council being involved in the selection committee for the
new principal is hugely important. I don’t know what could have a bigger impact
on the school than a new principal, and we’re going to be a part of that. That is
definitely the answer I would have for that.
When asked what would increase confidence, the most common response at M3
was more parent involvement. A teacher SCC member discussed the challenges to greater
parent member involvement in the M3 SCC.
I think this year, and one of the reasons is that we’ve had a more functioning SCC
is because we have a PTA president who is here also as the state board PTA as a
liaison to help support parents, and I think it takes a lot of outreach to get parents
here involved. I think we actually do have a couple of parents who are now at this
time really willing to take on the responsibility and make it functional. I think
it’s—middle school in general is very difficult because it’s just such a short
period of time. The parents don’t have a lot of vested interest in it. I think as far as
the staff it’s just been so hard to get it up and functioning that it’s just kind of a
process that is not being used because the process hasn’t really been in place. I
think there is certainly a willingness to allow that process to happen and
encouragement of parental involvement. I think that we’re just in a really stressed
environment in our area and it takes a toll on people’s personal time to be able to
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commit to do that. And I also think that a lot of parents want to participate but
they don’t really know how, and I don’t think a lot of them have the skills or the
confidence to be able to take a role like this on and really know what their role
would be and how to function in that role.
The principal confirmed the perception when he said:
I understand the law wanting to get parents involved, especially on the shared
government and decision-making on the school level because that school
community council is where all the stakeholders are present and that is a very
vital function. But most of my parents are so engrossed in the day-to-day survival
mode that it’s difficult for them to get here. Just getting people here and that are
willing to serve and help me organize everything.
With those challenges, when asked what he thought would build confidence, the
principal said, “I think the numbers of our parents. I need probably about three or four
more good parents. That is [the SCC chairman] and my goal and then I think we will be
set and I think it’s going to happen.” The teacher SCC member who explained the
challenges went on to say.
I think that if the parents come on board that the school—the school probably
isn’t 100% on board because there hasn’t been, like I said, the environment for
them to go through the process, but I think that having opportunities for parents—
to know that this opportunity is available and to be able to support and train them
and make leadership opportunity available for them would help the SCC.
When a parent SCC member was asked what she would like to see happen to
build the confidence that the SCC was really helping students, she replied:
That’s a tough one. Just more parent involvement. There are a thousand kids in
that building, and right now the most involved parents in that school is maybe
three. And that’s not nearly enough representation. I would like to see more
parents becoming involved and having a voice.

Professional Learning Community
At M3, the faculty has a well-established, professional learning community where
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the principal reported, “All of our teachers teach in teams and they have common
planning time.” The Common planning time provides time for teachers to work together
focusing on student achievement. The SCC has not been involved with that aspect of the
professional learning community as one parent member said in response to a question
regarding working together as a professional learning community to develop the school
plans, “Yeah, we haven’t really done that yet.” The evidence of how the SCC works
together and with the school staff demonstrates that the M3 SCC does work together as a
professional learning community in some regards, but the SCC collaboration is primarily
laying a foundation for future involvement in the school improvement process.
An example of how the SCC worked together with the school was the selection
process for the new principal, which was discussed as building confidence. Another
example of how the SCC and school worked as a professional learning community was
the decision to change the school uniform policy. The teacher member of the SCC
described a triangular structure of decision-making for the school.
SIC is the School Improvement Council. We have SCC and SIC, and then the
faculty and all is sort of a triangle that sort of goes around. Like an issue can start
in any group, but it has to encompass all of those approvals before something can
go through. So if you have a parent that brings something up in SCC, it would
have to go to SIC to get approved and then to the faculty. The SIC is actually the
schools governing council during the day, and then the SCC is very similar to that
but it brings the parents into it.
The teacher member indicated that the SCC had not been involved except in the
case of the uniform policy. There was a feeling among the faculty that the current policy
needed to be strengthened to further prevent gang attire and immodesty. The teacher SCC
member explained the process of changing the student uniform policy in an interview:
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That particular issue was an issue that was brought up by faculty. Faculty put it on
the SIC agenda. SIC went through the process of bringing it up and getting input
and getting approval, and then that approval went to SCC to get its final approval
with comments from that group and then it was passed there at SCC.
The SCC minutes from March 2008 show the policy was discussed in the SCC
and approved. The revision of the uniform policy was not directly focused on student
achievement, but it does demonstrate how the SCC can work with the school to unitedly
work towards school improvement.
Personal agendas can serve as a detriment to the SCC working as a professional
learning community. The two most active parent members of the SCC both became
involved because of very personal agendas. Looking after the needs of their own children
was the priority of each parent. One parent SCC member shared the process of becoming
a member, “My daughter came home with stories from school about things going on in
class that I was not impressed with at all, and it caused me great concern.” Another
parent member said, “Personally, I think anyone that gets that involved has their own
agenda, and I’m a mom and my agenda is my son.” Once the parents have become
involved, attitudes have evolved. The community partner SCC member commented:
So basically my goal in working with the school has to do with a cultural
awareness process—where our parents learn the public education culture and the
school culture, so that they can really effect change versus just coming in and
whining and ranting—that kind of stuff.
A teacher SCC member observed:
I think that you have faculty that have a clear agenda, and I think when parents
first start out they have a very different agenda. At times it is very narrow-minded
towards their own particular circumstances or children. I think that as the group
grows together, and there is more of a trust then it really does become more of a
cohesive collaborative effort for the benefit of all as a school.
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One of the primary responsibilities of an SCC is the development of the different
plans focused on school improvement (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108). The
development of the school improvement plan at M3 was primarily accomplished by the
faculty. The principal described the process as involving everyone. He said the
departments responsible for accomplishing each goal write the different goals. The
teachers work collaboratively during regularly scheduled time and focus on how to
increase student achievement. The collaboration has not crossed over to the SCC, but
confidence was expressed that the SCC will be involved in the future. The principal gave
each SCC member a copy of the school improvement plan to review. The SCC has
received training on how to be involved in the SIP process, but by the principal’s
admission, “it hasn’t happened yet.” A parent member expressed determination that next
year the SCC would be more involved in the process. “Next year I think we will have
more parents involved, and my sights are on that [developing the school improvement
plan]”

Principal Support
The principal support of the SCC is evident in his enthusiasm as he expressed
appreciation for having an SCC that is actually functioning. The principal’s attitude was,
“We’re getting there. We’re not there yet. The more dialogue we have with them [the
SCC] the better.” The teacher SCC member said:
I think that [the principal] has gone out of his way to try and get parents involved.
I know that he has done hat tricks and taken parents out to dinner, and I think
there is certainly a motivation or effort to try and get it [the SCC] functioning, but
I also think that when you have such a non-functioning body, it’s very difficult to
go through the steps and procedures when there’s not a body in place to go
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through the process.
An SCC parent member recognized the principal’s support when he received
formal training from the district.
Basically, I realized that when they were showing us what we needed to do, I
realized that the principal had already been laying the groundwork for all of these
things ahead of time in a subtle way so not to seem overbearing. I just know that
the principal was outlining the path and the goals—things that were needed to be
reached and done by the SCC, and in his talking with me—our meetings of the
PTA and prior to SCC meetings—that I was a little surprised that I remember
what he said and how well it fit in with everything. I think our principal has been
awesome in his support and his guidance.
The parent member described the principal’s support using a metaphor, “stirring
the pot without touching the spoon.” The metaphor provides a vivid way to describe how
the principal provided information and training without the members realizing they were
being trained.
Speaking of the SCC needing to find its way, the principal said:
[The SCC has] got to have focus and execution.… We are in the process right
now, and this is where the SCC needs to play a vital role.… That’s a big aspect of
the SCC. Where do you want to be in five years? The execution of that is to have
the discipline to do those things each and every day that will help get us there
where we need to be.
The principal also strives to provide the SCC with access to the school and his
own attention. The SCC members wanted a room to set-up an office for the SCC and
PTSA to increase visibility and parent involvement. When asked to share a time when
she had been impressed with the principal’s support, a parent SCC member responded:
I couldn’t tell you a time that I wasn’t [impressed with the principal’s support].
He has been so excited that there is one [SCC] finally, and that things are finally
going. There hasn’t been anything that he has not allotted us. Here at the end of
the year, we are having discussions of office space for next year, so that we have a
home and a place to land and a place to do things. He requisitioned a computer for
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us. He really wants the SCC and the PTSA to be strong. I think he has been really
frustrated that there hasn’t been one. But yeah, he’s been completely supportive.
The May 2008 minutes reported, “The committee has asked [the principal to] see if he
can find space that is more visible for parents, rather than behind in the auditorium.”
When the SCC discussed the visibility of the room that had been provided in the May
meeting, the principal made several suggestions that would be explored.

Data
Without being involved in the development of the school improvement plan, the
data shared did not serve the purpose of informing decisions, but it did serve to inform
and orient the SCC members on what was happening at the school. As reported in
Chapter IV, SCC members reported several instances of different types of data being
shared. The December 2007 SCC meeting minutes report, “There is a survey being done.
[The district evaluation director] is conducting it for M3. There are surveys for students,
parents, and administration.” At the next meeting in January, the principal “distributed
and reviewed the results of the survey.… There is a need to find a way to get girls to
better communicate with each other. There are a lot of fights. Need to have students
respect each other.”
The school improvement plan was also given to the SCC members to review, and
the plan contained U-PASS student data for the past 2 years. The most prominent form of
data shared with the SCC were related to the school’s literacy program. Data on reading
levels were reported in different SCC meetings and the data related to the reading
program will be discussed in detail in Chapter VI.
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Communicating Information
The M3 SCC is very new to the process and is working to figure out the best ways
to approach the communication within the SCC to inform the decision-making process
and to inform the parents and community. As the SCC is newly established at M3,
several things have been done to increase the level of communication within the SCC.
First, training has been provided. SCC meeting minutes for December and January
indicate the district provided training during the school year specifically for M3 SCC. A
parent SCC member explained in an interview what training had been done and her hopes
for future training along with the new principal:
Parent: The school district is going to do a shared governance training, and the
SCC members along with the new principal are going to attend that together as a
team.… There has been some training for the SCC board, but I’m a big believer
that there is never enough training. We have decided that we are going to all go
and take part in that as a team.
Jackie: And that is put on by the school district?
Parent: The district does that, yes. They do it several times a year. They offer it,
so it’s open. Also as our SCC board was coming together, [SCC chairman] hadn’t
had any experience in the shared governance process, and we really needed to get
some training, so they actually sent specialists out to do training with just our
board on site. But the school district offers it a couple of times a year at the
district.
When I asked the principal what he felt his role was in supporting the SCC, he
explained that his role is:
To provide information and provide training in our shared governance model and
process, which we have done. Be very accessible and not just accessible to the
council but to be accessible by the community in addressing concerns of students,
teachers and community and that type of thing. And I think being there and
visible is so critical. Having an open door policy. You saw just a few seconds ago
this mom came in and I didn’t know what she needed—and that type of thing.
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And honestly, rather than us continuing our dialogue, I took care of this Mom
first, and that type of thing. Because and I didn’t know what she wanted but I
went to her first, “How can I help you?” Because obviously she was needing to
speak with me and that type of thing. My parents know—I hope they know
anyway—that they come in and they can see me unless I’m embroiled in some
stuff like I was yesterday when I had to reschedule our meeting and that type of
thing. But for the most part they can get in 24/7 usually and they’ll be able to get
access to the principal.
With the different trainings provided, there was still evidence that more training
was necessary. The School LAND Trust report indicates that the SCC had not viewed the
training video. A parent SCC member explained how he had learned about the School
LAND Trust program.
Initially, I learned about the Trust LANDs from the PTA president. She explained
to me that that was why the community council was set up to manage. I asked the
principal directly how the trust LAND money had been allocated previously. … I
went on line and found the school trust LAND website and found information
about how the funds had been allocated in years past. I pretty much did that on
my own without any guidance. The only thing outside of handouts that I’ve
received that led me to understand the trust lands. Well, I have this big handout
here. The handout that I got from the meeting that I went to with the members of
this school district showed some guidelines and timelines and I think I had seen
some timelines on line as well on the website. Nobody really directed me to look
into it. I understood that that was pretty much the most important role of the
council. I didn’t understand how to go about playing that role. The history of
actions that would have taken place in other councils to make sure that that role
was filled and how it played out. The history is not there. I really feel like I’m
treading on an unbeaten path even though it’s pretty much laid out in several
different ways. It’s laid out from several different areas they’ve shown me.
Guidelines, but even with those guidelines it still seems to me—it’s kind of a dark
area. It’s kind of gray [laughing]. So like I said, we’re new, so I haven’t been
through all the processes. After having been through it once or twice, I’m sure it
will seem like it was nothing.
It was documented in SCC meeting minutes that the principal and teachers
provided reports at SCC meetings, for example: (a) “[The principal] talked about No
Child Left Behind” (December 2007). (b) “[The principal] shared the reading levels at
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[M3]” (December 2007). (c) “109 students achieved grade level from beginning of the
year. We still have about 200 students left to reach that goal” (January 2008). (d) “Make
up packets. They will be finished on Friday and will report at next SCC” (January 2008).
(d) “Packets resulted in 75 less failures during the second quarter” (February 2008). (e)
“School Improvement Plan has four goals: School improvement, literacy, math, ELL
[English Language Learner], optional goal” (February 2008). (f) “CRTs were done
online. [M3] was a pilot school for it. All CRTs will be done online next year” (April
2008). (g) “We have 60 kids registered for summer school. They are planning on 100
(May 2008).” At one meeting, the SCC received a report on the school response to a
recent student suicide. The minutes report, “There was discussion on the suicide.… Kids
were bringing money from their piggy banks to donate. All the donations were sold. [The
principal] and some of the kids attended the funeral and presented the check. It allowed
the students to move on” (Mar 2008). With each of these reports there was not an
expectation that the SCC would make any decisions related to the information, but the
SCC members were appreciative of the reports, and the reports helped increase member
understanding. One parent member said:
The coordinator for the after-school program has been wonderful in letting us
know about the packets that they have to do—kids that are failing.… She has
been really good at giving us the percentages of kids that have actually completed
the packages and fulfilled their contracts and have amended their grades. The
counselors that have shown up several times to let us know about school-wide
testing, and where our scores are coming in versus where they’ve been in years
past. But I think most of the information has been presented mostly to orient and
to let the council know what is going on, but not so much to do with any sort of
decisions.
Although not directly related to student achievement, there were a few examples
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of communication within the SCC that did inform decision-making. The April 2008
meeting minutes report:
Discussion on the need to address cell phones.
a. [Teacher member] will check with [another school district] to determine how
they addressed and report back at the next meeting.
b. [The principal] sent email out to principals in district to get feedback on how
they have addressed the issue. [The principal] will forward results to [SCC
chairman].
c. Had discussion on possibility purchasing lockers for cell phones and charging
for use and/or upgrading existing lockers, so items cannot be stolen out of
them.
d. Input was received from [assistant principals].
Later in the minutes in bold and all upper case:
CELL PHONES: MOTION MADE BY [PARENT MEMBER] AND
SECONDED BY [TEACHER MEMBER] THAT A POLICY BE DEVELOPED
THAT CELL PHONES ARE TO BE STORED DURING THE DAY AND NO
USE OF THE SAME UNTIL STUDENTS ARE OUTSIDE THE BUILDING,
AND THAT THIS BE IN PLACE BY REGISTRATION 2009.
MOTION PASSED
In the December 2007 meeting, the minutes report an issue with the traffic flow in
front of the school. The principal and SCC chair planned to attend a city meeting to
discuss the issue. In the January 2008 meeting, the SCC chairman’s report is recorded in
the minutes. “[The principal] and [the SCC chairman] met with the engineer and they are
making signs. Parents are starting to follow the recommended changes. Kids are being
picked up by the buses out back.” The cited discussions did lead to decisions, but the
decisions were not related to the development of the school plans for which the SCC is
responsible.
Communication with the larger parent population is required to encourage parent
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involvement as well as simply informing the public concerning programs and progress.
When the teacher SCC member was asked how information is getting out to the public
she replied:
I think that the only information that I am aware of that the public gets is probably
the newspaper when they write who made the annual progress, but I don’t think as
far as to the community and to the public—I’m not aware of any efforts that we
have made.”
The principal said there was a public outreach every year to get parents involved
in the SCC, but “it’s been hard just getting parents to participate.” The principal indicated
the new school building has had a positive influence in the local community, which could
influence more parents to take an interest. A parent SCC member wanted to generate
more interest in the SCC by using, “parent-teacher conference night—excellent
opportunity for me to get people to commit to showing up.”
To improve communication with the public, several different uses of the Internet
were suggested. When asked about informing the public about school programs being
implemented the principal said, “We would like to post that on the web when I figure out
how to do that.” To help stimulate more involvement from the community the SCC
chairman said, “I actually put together a blog to share what I could without releasing
names and stuff like that.” The January 2008 SCC meeting minutes reported. “[The SCC
chairman] created a blog to determine if we can have a community dialogue center. He
will continue to work on it. He will also attach resources and post our minutes to the
website.” During the May 2008 meeting, the SCC discussed collecting parent e-mails.
Minutes from the meeting state, “Email addresses will be gathered during school
registration.” As previously discussed, the SCC and PTA have also asked the principal
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for a permanent room that is visible to parents, and he has provided it. This room is to be
a place where parents can go with concerns or to receive information.

Adequate Resources
The principal indicated that the resources provided through the school LAND
trust program and the matching grant provided the piano program, which would not have
been possible otherwise. The piano program will be discussed in detail in Chapter VI. In
spite of that specific instance, the SCC members consider the resources inadequate. When
asked about the adequacy of resources provided, the principal said:
It’s terrible, and I’ve let my legislators know it is terrible. There is no way on
God’s green earth we should be fiftieth in the United States with respect to WPU.
It’s a shame what we do here in this state.
When asked if she felt the available resources were adequate, a teacher SCC
member said, “I’m just going to be up front and no, it’s not. We could use more resources
and less district and more assistance at the buildings where the learning should be
happening.” The teacher is also responsible for the after-school and summer school
programs and indicated that the programs were contingent upon funds that may or may
not be available in the future.

Staff Support of Student Achievement
Parent members cited the interactions between teachers and students as
demonstrative of their commitment to student achievement. The community partner SCC
member talked about a particular teacher who had opportunities to move to other schools.
“One of the teachers there has been asked to go to other schools, but he will not leave
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because he loves that school, which says a lot for a hard school.” A parent member said,
“I think the teachers are the ones the kids look up to the most and respect.” And another
parent observed, “I have watched everybody from the teachers to the dean of students to
the ladies that work in the office take…ownership with the kids—their successes and
failures.”
When asked about evidence that the entire staff accepts responsibility for student
achievement, the community partner member’s first response was, “I think that first class
where they do all the literacy stuff together.” The principal indicated there had been a
five-year program of literacy development at M3. Every teacher teaches a full period of
reading each morning and “that’s been a good unifying catalyst for our school.” The
teacher member said the focus on literacy is not limited to that class in the morning.
“There is a good cohesiveness and a fairly good plan for … teachers to come together. …
For example, how reading could be improved not just in reading but also in science and
other activities.”

Conclusion

The information gathered through observations, interviews, and documents reveal
the processes and strategies used by the SCCs at M1, M2, and M3. Although all the
strategies identified in the literature are evident in some way at each school, there is
variation in forms and implementation.
At M1 and M2 a primary source of confidence was the investment of time and
energy to become fully involved in the school improvement process. With much more
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limited experience the experience cited at M3 as building confidence was closely related
as confidence was gained through participating in the hiring of the new principal. The
desire for more parent involvement at M3 and the desire expressed to be involved in
developing the school plans also emphasizes that confidence is developed through full
engagement in the process.
All the schools had functioning professional learning communities that focused on
student learning, used data, and fostered a collaborative culture. The difference between
the exemplary middle level SCCs and the fledgling SCC was the involvement of the SCC
as an active participant in the development of the school plans. What the professional
learning community looked like was unique to each school and was heavily influenced by
the principal’s support and leadership style in conjunction with the local communities’
current and historical involvement. At M1 and M2, there was a strong historical
relationship of trust with well-established patterns of collaboration. At M3, there was a
desire to build support but without the historical participation, the SCC was primarily
laying a foundation for full involvement in the future.
A few specific strategies were used by all three SCCs. All three principals openly
and frequently shared data that went beyond U-PASS. Although the principal served as
the primary source of data at all three schools, at M1 and M2, the data were used to
inform the development of the school plans; but at M3, the data were used merely to
orient SCC members rather than to inform decisions regarding the school improvement
plans. All three SCCs expressed appreciation for teachers who came and provided
reports on programs being implemented at the school, but all three SCCs had a desire for
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more reporting of information directly from the teachers involved in implementation. All
three schools had developed programs unique to the needs of their school. At M1 and
M2, the SCCs were fully involved in the decisions to implement those programs such as
the MYP and homework club at M1 and the Walkaway program at M2. At M3, the SCC
was not involved in the development of the piano or reading programs but trusted that the
programs were valuable.
The evaluated schools each utilize the strategies identified in the literature at some
level. The results and analysis has provided a narrative view of the strategies used and
how they are implemented at each of the three middle schools.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF SCC IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT
The third question relates to the implementation and impact of the SCC plans. The
question asks: To what degree are the plans developed by exemplary middle school
community councils fully implemented, and are they perceived by council members and
school personnel as having a positive impact on student achievement?
Each school evaluated had the same goal of improved student achievement in core
subjects, but each school developed a very different plan. The general processes used by
each SCC have been discussed. Chapter VI presents the data that demonstrate whether
the plans have been implemented and the perceived impact.

M1

M1 combined all the plans the SCC is responsible for into one school
improvement plan with two main goals. The first goal is to improve student achievement
in core subjects, and the second goal is to foster and promote healthy and respectful
relationships among school, family, and community. To accomplish the goal of increased
student achievement the SIP specifies six strategies:
1. Strategy: Implement Full School International Baccalaureate Middle Years
Programme.…
2. Strategy: Identify and provide academic support for all students who do not
score 3 (sufficient) or 4 (substantially proficient) on Utah CRTs, and for
students who are failing core academic classes.…
3. Strategy: Emphasize the Six Traits of Effective Writing in all subject areas.…
4. Strategy: Utilize dynamic (online) curriculum mapping process to enhance 6th
– 9th grade curriculum.…
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5. Strategy: Differentiate classroom instruction to meet the needs of all
students.…
6. Strategy: Utilize instructional technology to increase student learning.
The impact of each of these will be discussed in turn.

Middle Years Programme
To become an IB MYP world school M1 has to go through a process of
authorization that includes a demonstrated commitment to the MYP and authorizing site
visits from the international organization (International Baccalaureate, 2008). M1 had an
IB authorization visit in March 2008, and the principal reported:
They [the visiting authorization team] left us a verbal report of commendations,
recommendations.… None of the matters to be addressed or the recommendations
were anything new or surprising. We have been working toward this in a way for
eight years, specifically the whole school model for 24-28 months.
The MYP program in M1’s school district spans two schools, as one school works
with sixth and seventh grades then students move to another school for eighth and ninth
grades [M89]. A non-SCC teacher interviewed had spent time at both schools and
described the implementation process:
I think a fair number of teachers feel that it was forced upon them, and they didn’t
have a choice—as happens sometimes, this is what you are going to do. That has
made it much more difficult than if there had been more buy-in at the beginning.
So it was implemented completely incorrectly from the beginning. Its vision was
different. It was to be a school within a school. Not a bad vision, but not an MYP
vision. There was some misunderstanding about what the MYP program is. It was
decided by a group of teachers as well as administration. They went and visited
the schools, IB schools, but they visited DP schools—so the IB has a PYP
program—it’s a primary school program. It’s meant for kindergarten through fifth
or sixth grade then they had the MYP program, which is meant for six through
tenth grade with some flexibility; then they have a DP, which is not flexible and it
would be the closest thing that came with a set curriculum—AP program is the
closest thing that America understands. It’s almost always a school within a
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school for a very select group of students. So my understanding is that the
teachers went and visited a DP school, so they saw this one program, but decided
to implement a different one without really having a good understanding of what
they were doing. For the program they were implementing it was fine, but it
wasn’t an MYP program. So I think once that realization occurred, the
administration saw that it wasn’t a real MYP program. MYP is about getting all
students to become good…learners not just a select few, and it should be a school
wide thing.… I think we have come so far in the last two years. I see a huge
difference in just these two years. I look around at what teachers are doing and
their understanding of the concept of MYP. The change in two years has really
been great.
When I asked this teacher about what had created the change she responded:
[The principal] had a lot to do with that. He reads a huge amount and has bought
into it and has done some really good training and has been willing to go to
whatever levels necessary, so he looks and says, “Okay, this is what they need. If
they need basic understanding, we’ll do basic understanding,” and he’s been
really trying hard to make connections. All the little connections help our school
become what we want to become.
I went on to ask if she felt the vision of the MYP was clear to all the teachers to
which she responded:
No, but it’s like teaching a classroom of students. I can be the best teacher in the
entire world, and at any one point a student could not be getting what I’m saying
because you just have too big of an audience, and you don’t have enough time to
spend with each individual person. That’s a problem in the classroom, and that’s a
problem in professional development. It’s lack of money, and in Utah it’s worse.
It’s a lot worse than in previous places I’ve been. It’s better in [M1’s city] than
elsewhere. Given the amount of resources that we’ve had to put into it, and the
issues we’ve had to deal with, I think we have come really, really far, and I’m
positive about the benefits. I think we already have benefits. I think I’ve seen
them. I think we are getting teachers who are seeing it. But like any organizational
change people would like it to go away tomorrow, and they’d be happy because
people are afraid of change.
A second non-SCC teacher described the MYP implementation at M1 this way:
The MYP is a philosophy about student learning. It’s not a curriculum. And so we
are wanting our students to be independent thinkers and problem solvers. Just
good educational practices basically. To get the title that goes with international
MYP, there is just a lot of little steps that that program [is] looking for so that they
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have uniformity across all their programs. So we are in the process of becoming
authorized. As far as teaching practice, it’s not a lot different, and the teacher
impact I guess is labeling things. I am already doing this, but now I need to look
at what the MYP philosophy is, and I’m already doing assessments because I
wanted to know where my students are before I teach them something and where
they are after I teach them something, and I want to prepare them for the state
assessments. They [MYP] also have expectations and assessments, so what I need
to do is look at those assessments that I’m already using as part of my practice
and see how that fits with the MYP expectation assessment, and put new labels on
what I do because what I do I call formative and summative but maybe they call it
something else. So that would be one example of how it impacts me as a teacher.
Of course there will be teaching practices and other things as well. I am going to
be looking at the value of what I am teaching for the students and labeling that
with their [MYP] terminology. But it doesn’t really change what I do. I just need
to give it a little more thought and say, “How does what I’m doing tie into the
terminology.” I think it’s a really valuable thing because I think we as teachers get
caught up in our day to day. So when something causes us to look at it—identify
it and label it we improve it too.
When asked what kind of training she had received, the teacher replied:
I have been to a three-day training on the principles and philosophies and basic
background of what MYP is. I have read all the material that pertains to first
language and second language instruction that they put out and try to put that in
my head as I am teaching since I’m teaching English to non-English speakers.
A third non-SCC teacher interviewed described her perspective on the
implementation of the MYP:
Implementation goes back a couple of years, and the district said that we would
be an MYP school, so implementation-wise, maybe not the best reception. But
now that it’s here—because I will say I was not one that received that news very
well. Now that it’s here, it’s actually the best teaching practices. For me
personally, I like it because it allows me or gives me the justification to do some
of the things that I have always done with my students that I felt were important
for them to have, in order for them to have a good understanding of things but
wasn’t necessarily in the core from the state, and with the MYP they want those
things talked about and discussed and understood. Bias would be an example. I
think it’s very important that if the kids are going to become critical readers—as a
reading teacher that’s an issue for me—it’s important for them to understand what
bias is; so that as they read a newspaper or a magazine or even reading their
novels, if they understand bias they can be better informed because they can pick
out the biases and go straight for the facts. That’s in the case of newspapers. In the
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case of novels, they can understand why some characters act the way they do, and
what the motivation is. So to me something like bias is hugely important, but it’s
not mentioned in the core but is part of the MYP wants discussed in terms of
literature. So for me it’s been kind of liberating in that way. As I’ve said it is the
best teaching practices. One of the misconceptions some of us had was that it was
a set curriculum—so…I’ve got this curriculum and this curriculum and now what
do I do? It’s more a concept. Here are the types of things the students should
understand and reflect upon it rather than you will teach this and this. So I have
found in my part of the world—the language arts reading side—I found it to be
actually a big help to me in terms of adding depth and getting the kids to think
about things that they might not think about otherwise. So for me it has been a
wonderful addition in the end. Implementation not great but the actual piece is
good.
When I asked what kind of training the teacher received to help her through this
process, she responded:
For me, it’s been mostly reading and talking to people who have been to trainings.
I have yet to go to a formal training. That is something I will do in the next year,
but I’m fortunate that the team I am on—there is a person who has been
experienced in the MYP, so she has been wonderfully helpful. And I’m just the
kind of person—okay, this is what my job’s requiring me to do, so I will do it the
best I can. So I do a lot of reading and try to figure things out.
A fourth teacher who serves as an SCC member spoke of her perceptions of the
MYP.
The MYP, I think we have had some rocky spots here. I was on the community
council way back when—“Should we? Should we not?” I was definitely, “We
should.” Coming from a huge school district and looking at it more of a school
within a school model because I felt, with an endorsement in the gifted and
talented, that a lot of these higher achieving students—not necessarily gifted but
higher achieving—I didn’t see all their needs being met all the time. And sure, we
could try and separate the differences, but when you have kids all over the
spectrum, I felt the little group at the top maybe that this would be something
different. I was on that committee in the beginning and for it. A lot of people like
it better now that it’s working. I think the best way to make that feel like it truly
works and flows can be with mapping, but … also we have to be able to sit down
with our peers over at [M89] and granted, I don’t even have a chance to sit down
with my peers upstairs—but when you are talking about that philosophy with the
caring and engaging, we could use these terms all we want, but until we are
mapping, and we see it vertically and horizontally across our team as well, I think
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we are still going to feel jumbled. I feel jumbled.
I asked the teacher about the training she had received to which she responded:
My MYP training, I really don’t have any. It’s listening to what’s going on and
the school philosophy, and what we’ve done in faculty meetings. I have not had a
formal training. Some of the teachers have gone to other schools to see how it
works, but I have not.… [The principal] has put together trainings, and we have
our little books, but to me that is small, and we don’t get the big picture if all you
have is a puzzle piece here and there. I am one that is very visual, and so I need to
see the whole picture, so I know where I am supposed to go.
When asked about the implementation of the MYP, a fifth teacher who is also an
SCC member said:
We’ve had a lot of professional development and learned a lot about the program,
but a lot of us are still in the dark about what exactly the standards and practices
of IB are and [what] is the difference between an IB school and a regular middle
school down the block. Aren’t teachers supposed to relate student learning back to
real life and the environment anyway? So that’s another situation where more
time to plan together and maybe more time to plan with community members .
The principal’s assessment of the MYP implementation is that:
[The MYP is] bringing another facet to [the students’] education that wouldn’t
have necessarily been there before, because it would have been individual acts
from a classroom teacher rather than a school wide culture of community service,
health and social education, and environment. Before it was just neat when we
had the director of Recycle Utah come, now it’s part of the package.
As I spoke with different teachers it appeared that teacher attitude towards MYP
varied in relation to the training received. Faculty trainings designed by the principal
were described, but that has not been sufficient for some teachers. The more training a
teacher had in the MYP, the more positive and appreciative they were of the program.
Even with the variability in training, the initial resistance to the program, and the
confusion that remains, none of the teachers I spoke with were negative towards the
MYP.
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In one SCC meeting there was a lengthy discussion about the MYP certificate.
The certificate is awarded to students who choose to participate in and successfully
complete the program by taking specified classes and completing projects related to areas
of interaction. The different areas of interaction specified in the MYP are (a) approaches
to learning, (b) community and service, (c) human ingenuity, (d) environment, and (e)
health and social education (International Baccalaureate, 2008).
Parent 1: In reference to the IB program my son would be able to complete it, but
he doesn’t really fit in. There are a fair number of kids like him because for him
band is everything. We made a decision as a family to not have him do the IB
program,…
Principal: Okay.
Parent 1: …so he could take jazz band and concert band and a foreign language at
[M89]. But because he is not taking technology, he doesn’t get the IB certificate.
It’s not a big deal. I am more interested in the honors program in high school, but
I do think it makes a missing link. If he’s not eligible for that because his interests
take him elsewhere, and he’s not the only one who falls into that.
Parent 2: Well there are a lot of them, but that’s just the way it works.
Parent 1: Well, no, no, I’m not saying…
Parent 2: I think we are way too hung up on the IB certificate and not enough
involved in the IB philosophy. The IB philosophy is going to hit every kid in this
school whether or not he gets the certificate, and he’s going to get a much better
education for it.
Parent 1: Yes, but what I am saying is, I agree, but…
Parent 2: The whole idea is—go ahead.
Parent 1: …just because we don’t fit into it, doesn’t mean we shouldn’t look for
other things. If he’s looking for suggestions. That’s what I am saying that there is
a group of kids that are being left out.
Parent 2: They’re not being left out. They’re just not getting the certificate
because they don’t fit all…
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Parent 1: Let me finish. I’m the expert on what I’m going to say next [room fills
with laughter]. Regardless of what we think personally of the IB program, it’s
something that is promoted, and it is something the kids get kudos for if he or she
completes. But if he or she doesn’t complete it because they’re not able to, maybe
we should look for other opportunities for them.
Parent 2: The program disallows…
Parent 1: Yes, exactly. All I’m saying is I’m not saying the IB program is
everything. Like I said, personally, I don’t care, and I had to convince my son
because he is a good student here, and he has been taught that the IB program is a
big deal. I kept telling him, “No, it’s not a big deal”. And because of it, we did run
into a little snafu during registration, which I ended up emailing [the principal], or
at least copying to him when he was out of town, which was resolved before he
got back. But basically what happened with my son in a nutshell—[M89] looked
at him and said, “Oh, I know this kid. He needs to be in the IB program.” So they
took him out of jazz band. I was livid. Without calling me or telling me. He came
home in tears. That whole idea that there isn’t a place for a kid like that in an
academic achievement program ended up being a bit of a problem.
Principal: Do you think that in his freshman year that [SCC member’s son] will
do a personal project? That’s another kind of milestone for the certificate?
Parent 1: I could put him in something like that.
Principal: We’re not going to get International Baccaulareate Organization ink on
our certificate.
Parent 1: No, we’re not West High or – yeah.
Principal: If that makes any sense. It’s a Middle Years Program. We are not going
for moderation or monitoring, which allows you to put IB ink on your certificate.
In other words our stamp is going to be a Park City School District stamp.…
Parent 1: That actually supports my point even more. If the IB isn’t going to get
the official stamp of approval, we can do whatever we want then.
Principal: Within a certain framework, yes….
Parent 3: I’m going to ask probably a really dumb question—I have a sixth grader
this year, I haven’t heard anything about this. Are they told about this?
Principal: By enrolling in the school you get enrolled in a Middle Years Program
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school and some of that should be invisible and some of that should be more
visible, like community and service. Hopefully a Community and Service packet
came home.
The conversation in the SCC meeting among parents who are actively involved in
the school serves as an indication that some confusion about the MYP will exist among
the school community. The teacher interviews gave a picture of how teachers are
beginning to use the MYP as a framework for the curriculum, instruction, and
assessment, but the implementation is somewhat fragmented. Later in the SCC meeting
there was a discussion of digital portfolios, and at one point the MYP framework was
displayed again on the projector, and the discussion focused on how the digital portfolio
would work to enhance both the instruction and assessment of the curriculum within the
framework of the MYP. The principal explained:
Let’s go back to that octagon. When we talk about representing students’ work,
and we look at again the complete curriculum and with all due respect to
teachers…schools, unfortunately, are very good at fragmenting the learning
experience for them in “Now I’m in social studies; now I’m in science; now I’m
in—.” But when we look at that model there, the idea is that the kid is at the
center, and notice how the colors change as we move toward that center. They are
distinct at the edges. Each subject area has its own distinctions and have to be
recognized but as we move toward the center through those areas and the
interaction it’s “what sense is all of this making for [the student].” And then we
ask what would happen if his progress and process was reflected in a portfolio of
work that is available from any computer that is created along with his teachers by
him. You start to see the engagement that comes with the technology.
As the implementation process for the MYP makes forward progress, what type
of impact is the program currently having on students? One teacher explained:
[Students are] not used to finding their own answers and then explaining how they
got there.…I have had the realization that as much as I was doing that with my
kids before the MYP, I wasn’t doing it near as well as I should have been. We
tend to enable kids—we don’t get an answer; we then start spoon-feeding them.
It’s like when you learn a new language, and if someone is constantly telling you
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the word and not making you figure it out, you’re not doing anything to figure it
out. So if we aren’t challenging their thinking skills they’re not going to think.
And that’s the change that I have seen. Not all but a number of the students start
to find that out—“Oh, I can think this out. I can be in control.” So they are
starting to have more of a buy-in to their learning.
A second teacher explained that, “taking the MYP principles and bringing that in,
I get a deeper understanding of the students and it does a better job of teaching.” A third
teacher explained the impact by saying:
The MYP is great at giving you labels and organizing thoughts and information
and middle school students need that and love that. They like it when you say,
“Okay, I want you to be an inquirer right now.” They like the visual and the
words; they like to be labeled positive. The learner profiler…I see that as
something that the kids can really connect to. They like to use the words and label
themselves with those positive characteristics. I see that a lot in the classroom.
MYP principles help teachers challenge students to think and develop deeper
understanding. Not every teacher sees the impacts as readily. When asked whether he
made connections between the class activities and the MYP, one teacher responded. “I
haven’t. I guess I would just have to explicitly just go out and say it. I guess it’s
something I could do. I just haven’t thought of it yet.” The principal pointed out that the
teacher perspective is right up close and is accompanied by the individual interactions
and potential frustrations that go with the close relationships teachers have with students.
The principal’s perspective is just slightly removed, so he sees the results, and his
perception is very positive. “I’m the guy that gets to see it all from 15 feet back.… When
you step back you start to see a little more is happening there for these guys [students] in
terms of their overall education.”
Academic Support
The second strategy listed by the SCC is to identify and provide academic support
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for all students who do not score at least at the proficient level on the Utah CRTs, and for
students failing core academic classes.
Mechanisms are in place to identify students in need of academic assistance, and
there are many strategies used by teachers and staff within the classrooms to meet their
needs. In some cases students take a special academic support class. All students get
additional support by taking a reading class each day. In addition to the academic
support within classes, the SCC has funded, through the School LAND Trust program, an
after-school Homework Club. SCC members commonly cited the implementation and
impact of the Homework Club.
The Homework Club meets after school in the library for one hour on Mondays
through Thursdays. Two certified teachers and a bilingual teacher’s aid work with
students and provide homework assistance. Teachers initiated the Homework Club, but
when it became too burdensome to do on a volunteer basis, the teachers took a proposal
to the SCC, and the SCC decided to support it under their goal to provide academic
support to struggling students. This is the second year it has been funded through the
SCC and perceptions of impact are quite consistent.
A parent member of the SCC said:
What we spend the bulk of our Trust LAND money on is an after school
Homework Club.… My son uses it occasionally. He goes there to study for tests
when he needs to. That is one instance that I know of personally that I feel his
school achievement is directly connected to that Homework Club.… What I like
seeing is more and more of our Hispanic population is utilizing the Homework
Club instead of going home and being alone after school, because a lot of them
come from families with two working parents that don’t get home until six or
seven p.m., so if they go home from school, they’re home for a couple of hours by
themselves probably not doing homework—if they go home at all. What we do in
the SCC is look at who signs in for Homework Club, and [the principal] knows
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which of these kids really need this extra tutoring and which ones are probably
going to be okay even if they didn’t come. We have identified that the word is
getting out among our school population that Homework Club is a good place to
go after school, and the teachers there that staff it make sure that it isn’t a free-forall.… Our roll taken shows us that attendance is increasing across the entire
school population not just with the Hispanic population.
A second parent SCC member cited the Homework Club when he was asked to
name an instance when he felt great confidence that the work of the SCC would truly
make a positive difference in student achievement.
We devote a lot of our SCC funds to what we call the Homework Club and that’s
an after-school club monitored by a couple of teachers. I know the math gal is
very sharp; they use two or three of the sharp teachers. On a daily basis or a
Monday through Thursday basis for kids who need help with school, or frankly in
some cases, just don’t have any other place to go after school, and I think in some
cases don’t want to go home right after school and would like to be there for
another hour. And I think these are the kids that we really need to help in the
SCC, and I’m very pleased that we are investing a fair bit of our resources into
that, and I think it’s working. I have a son who is pretty bright and has been to
Homework [Club]. He is an excellent student, and he’s a very bright kid. But he
tells me he knows kids that do go and get a lot out of it.
Teachers also shared their perceptions of the Homework Club. I asked a non-SCC
teacher “Have you recommended students to the Homework Club? And what kind of
effects have you seen from it?”
I think the Homework Club is fabulous. My son used it when he was in sixth
grade. He would go, and he loved it. Sometimes it was a social thing, but it was
about homework as well. It’s really great for the kids that don’t have support at
home. I think it would be a huge loss if we ever lost Homework Club. I don’t
think it’s always what it can be, but I have very high expectations. I don’t think
anything is what it can be—but the teachers seem to do it because they care. They
don’t get paid enough to do it for the money, and it makes your day really long,
and I think the kids do get a lot of help from it. So I think it’s a very positive
thing, and I have recommended a lot of students to it. And having that bus at the
end of the day, it really helps. I have a couple of girls who normally come on
Tuesday, and I had to leave earlier today, so they didn’t come, and they do
community service with me, and they take that bus home, so it allows students
who don’t necessarily have the support at home to do their community service,
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which is part of the MYP concept, to do it within the school system; and one of
them wants to be a teacher, so she loves to do the teacher thing. So that whole
letting the kids stay at school longer in a safe and supervised environment is a
really nice thing.
The teachers who run the Homework Club were also interviewed and shared their
perceptions concerning the impact the Homework Club was having.
I have been doing it [supervising the Homework Club] two years now and you
know for the kids that take advantage of it, I think it is fabulous. I wish we had
more kids taking advantage of it. I wish we had 70 kids here every night. But for
the ones that come on a regular basis, I think they get a lot.
I asked the math teacher that works in the Homework Club, “What do you feel
this provides?”
They’ve got the support of the three of us going around; they have a quiet place to
do their work if they want to—even if they don’t want to.… And some of those
kids need their hands held and to push them on. If we didn’t have this [the
Homework Club], those kids [points to two students working at a table] would
never open a book I think.… Those kids are doing much better because of
Homework Club.
The Homework Club is continually seeking ways to improve and more effectively
serve the students who attend. One area that needed a greater level of support was reading
instruction for those below grade level. The assistant principal did some research and
presented in the January SCC meeting. A teacher who serves as the technology specialist
for the school accompanied the assistant principal. The assistant principal made the
presentation.
[Speaking of students who were just below grade level in reading] I was noticing
how many of those kids were almost there. They were almost reading on grade
level. And I knew that we had the Homework Club structure already in place. It
would be great if we could figure out some way to incorporate literacy things into
Homework Club. Part of it became a staffing issue and how do you get these kids
one-on-one help with reading, so I started exploring some computer based
programs for them to work on. That’s a way to get them one-on-one and with the
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technology that keeps them interested. I did a lot of research and found a program
called Read Naturally. And everything I read about this program. Everything I’ve
read about this program it is kind of. –it had the best reviews all around. It deals
with fluency; it deals with comprehension; it deals with vocabulary; and I think
[the principal] has got the sample that we can go through and look at.
The SCC went through the demonstration of the software on the projector with
audio. As the presentation was winding down:
Assistant Principal: My hope is that it will be prescribed for students who are
struggling in reading right now. That they would get a phone call home saying,
“Your child is reading below grade level. It has been suggested that they stay after
school with Homework Club and work on it.” They wouldn’t need to spend a
whole hour on this. They could spend part of their time working on this and part
of their time working on regular homework.
Parent SCC Member: How many would be available?
Assistant Principal: We would probably want to do it in one of the labs.
Technology Specialist: The software package can work on any computer in the
school.
Assistant Principal: It’s a server package, so it can work with any computer in the
school. It could also be available during school. All of the language arts teachers,
when I showed them this, said they would use it in their class.
The process demonstrated that the Homework Club is continually evolving to
meet the needs of the students. The Homework Club teachers also make adjustments in
the structure and organization of the Homework Club to improve the effectiveness and
enhance the experience of the students who attend. For example, they found last year that
Homework Club was becoming increasingly social. The Homework Club math teacher
explained:
This year we decided to buckle down on the noise level and the kids just coming
up here to socialize—So many up here doing nothing, and it was causing
problems. It took four people out here to try and keep things under control, and I
was in there [points to another room] doing math.
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They adjusted some rules and procedures and as a result, according to the math
teacher, “Now, everyone is on task.” As one SCC teacher member said, “If something in
Homework Club isn’t working, we change it.” They are continually looking at ways it
can be improved and meet the needs of more students. For example, a parent SCC
member suggested:
I would like to see some—and this is again in a perfect world, and I realize we
can’t pay everybody we would like to do what we wanted—but I would like to
see, possibly, and I’ve brought this up, some special stuff done in Homework
Club where, if all the seventh graders knew they were having a science test,
maybe that seventh grade science teacher comes the week before or whenever, if
Homework Club could actually be used, and the science teacher could take those
groups of kids and go over in a corner, our library is pretty big, and then he can go
over stuff. Not teach the test but to answer questions or lead discussion groups
about how the kids could study better.
The Homework Club serves a variety of students. Because it is an after-school
program, those attending must have parent permission to be enrolled in the Homework
Club. Over one fourth of the student body is enrolled, and on any given day there are
between 10 and 45 students in attendance. It serves students who are struggling and
teachers, parents, or counselors may request that particular students attend, but it is not
limited to students struggling academically. Several parent SCC members’ and teachers’
children attended the Homework Club. Speaking as parents each one was very
appreciative of the Homework Club. As I observed the Homework Club there were
students who would come in and do their homework on their own, as well as those
needing assistance. There were also English and Spanish speakers in attendance. Even
though the Homework Club was established under the goal of academic support for nonproficient students, there are no limitations on who can be served.
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The Homework Club provides students with several services that would not be
available to many of the students otherwise. The Homework Club provides students with
certified teachers to help them, a quiet place to work, computer access, a safe
environment, and transportation home. It provides teachers and parents a place to refer a
student for extra help. It provides students a work environment where an adult will
supervise and refocus their attention when they lose focus. Grades of students attending
or direct impact on end of level tests have not been measured, but the services provided
by the Homework Club are perceived by the teachers and SCC members as having a
positive impact on student achievement for those who attend. The teachers and SCC
members expressed a desire to see more students attend but were very grateful to provide
the service for those who did attend.

Curriculum Mapping
The third primary focus of the SIP that is also supported by the School LAND
Trust program funds is curriculum mapping. The SCC funds a subscription to an Internet
service for teachers to create, update, and coordinate their curriculum maps. These
curriculum maps are all on-line, and they were shared and discussed in SCC meetings.
One teacher expressed her understanding of curriculum mapping as having a three-part
purpose.
The simplest version is that the curriculum maps benefit students because we
don’t all teach them the same thing year after year. This is a middle school, so in
seventh grade we’re not doing a papier-maché globe of the earth and learning the
continents, and then in eighth grade doing a papier-maché globe and talking about
indigenous people. So we’re not doing the same kinds of activities. We’re looking
at “Okay, we want to do something in geography, but not repeat ourselves”, so
that’s one aspect. Another really great thing is when we hire new staff, and
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they’re coming into a team that already exists, they have some documentation—
not lesson to lesson, but big picture ideas—of what those students have gone
through in the past. So when they come in, they have a map that is going to help
them decide what they are going to teach. And of course we have the core
curriculum, and the map is how to get through that core curriculum.
As with the MYP, there is large variation between teachers’ understanding and
use of curriculum maps. Curriculum mapping has been a part of the program at M1 since
the school’s inception; however, the new tools provided by the SCC have taken
curriculum mapping to a new level. During an SCC meeting, the principal logged onto
the web site where all teacher maps are located. He then showed different curriculum
maps developed by M1 teachers. Stipends have been offered to teachers to work during
the summer to develop curriculum maps. The principal discussed the impact he has seen
from curriculum mapping relative to the literature he has read on curriculum mapping.
I [the principal] have had teachers inherit maps and new teachers coming in and
being able to pick up a map that they are able to use. I have had collaborative
maps start to happen after individual mapping has happened. I have had parents
read over and view maps and guide their summer vacation to certain places
because they knew there was going to be a course of study that would involve the
Civil War, so they decided to take a trip to Gettysburg. You hear about all these
things, read about it, or see it in videos you watch, and then boom, boom, boom,
over the years they’ve all come up.
As for the MYP, the enthusiasm for the curriculum mapping seems to vary with
the amount of training teachers have had. All the teachers have received some form of
training in faculty meetings. One teacher said:
My mapping training was, “Hey, you need to work on your map, and here’s the
website,” and I started looking at other teachers’ stuff, and after spending hours
trying to look at it [the curriculum mapping program] and how the program
works, I got something up there.
A group of teachers went to a national training on curriculum mapping in New
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Orleans, and they returned very motivated about the impact curriculum mapping can have
on their students. One SCC teacher member reported the impact the training had on her.
I had heard the term mapping before, and I knew a little bit about it. I sat there at
one point in time a couple of years ago and tried to map but with no real direction.
I really didn’t understand it to do it at a level that was expected. Yes, you could
go to others and ask for help, but without common planning time, I couldn’t really
run to teammates and other things occur during lunch. But it wasn’t until I went to
New Orleans, where I saw exactly why we need to be doing it and gained a
deeper understanding of it, how it could be used as a good tool as just opposed to
one more thing for the teachers to do. That was my perception at the beginning.…
I think it’s a good thing and it’s because I went to New Orleans and saw what it’s
supposed to do and how it could impact students and the other teachers that I’m
working with. It’s more of working together and collaborating. It’s easier to work
with my peers on my team if I have their maps to look at as well. It also lets me
see what the other teams are doing.
One teacher talked about how her perception had changed as a result of the
training. “We didn’t have the whole vision of how this was supposed to work, and now
that more of us have been trained in other areas, like for me it’s a terrific tool.”
Teachers who had not received the same training did not have the same attitude.
One teacher explained:
First of all on the curriculum mapping, we feel a little bit in math, we just spend
hours and hours of mapping this whole curriculum for the whole year and
checking the state standards to make sure. But in math things are so uniformed in
the book that we think it’s not the best use of our time for math. Now I’ve heard
Spanish teachers say and social studies teachers say to make sure they don’t leave
anything out. Where as in math you’ve got those chapters in the textbook, and we
check off which are in the standards. If there is a question mark or if we are short
on time we are able to leave off. Now curriculum mapping in math we sit with the
math teachers, sixth, seventh and pre-algebra. I find mapping frustrating in sixth
grade because I have the Special Ed. kids. And for seventh and pre-algebra I don’t
have those students, and we are right on the schedule. Now again with the other
teachers, so many have said they have really appreciated the curriculum mapping
because it does make sure they don’t’ skip anything.
As teachers have developed their own curriculum maps, there have been several
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different approaches. Some teachers have used the core curriculum as their guide, while
others have chosen to follow a textbook. Some completed a curriculum map because they
were required to do so, while others saw it as a great tool for planning. In some cases,
teachers were using the maps to coordinate curriculum with other teachers.
The primary complaint against curriculum mapping is lack of time. As one SCC
teacher member said:
I think it’s all fine and great, but what we really need is more shared prep time.
Because practically speaking I am not going to go in during my prep time and
look at some math teacher’s assignments on the curriculum mapping software and
say, “Oh, they’re doing fractions, so I’m going to tie that in.” Because I don’t
know if I would be doing it alone—if the math teacher would really care. But if I
could have a face-to-face meeting with the math teacher and the science teacher
and work on the unit together, then I would be all for that. It just takes face-toface time and that’s something we don’t have enough of in this school.
Those few who went to the national training are very motivated, but others still do
not have the full vision of curriculum mapping. The national training made a huge
difference to those who attended. Nearly all of the teachers also expressed concerns about
time. It was not a complaint that it took them time to create the maps, but that there was
no common preparation time to work with other teachers to develop and coordinate
curriculum further. These elements combine to create the overall perception that,
although this program has been implemented for some time, the impact on teaching is
still in development, and perceived impact on student achievement was not discernable.
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Healthy and Respectful Relationships
The second goal of the SIP is to encourage the development of healthy and
respectful relationships. The goal is designed to be monitored through survey data
coming from parents, students, and teachers. Several members made reference to surveys
in their interviews and nearly an hour of one SCC meeting was dedicated to discussion of
results of the Indicators of School Quality Survey. One of the indicators that scored a
little lower was related to school leadership. The principal read the item and said, “We’ve
got a need to improve with students on accessibility.” The principal’s comment began a
dialogue.
Parent 1: I have to make the comment on about that because my daughter who is
in seventh grade, and she gets great grades, and she’s an outstanding student and
never has any problems. She was like that too. She said that. It happened to be
right after I think we got those surveys right after the last meeting I attended. Her
and I were reading it together and so, I think was [counselor] who had just told
me about those little forms that you can fill our confidentially. I didn’t know
about those before. She commented to me, “Yeah mom, there’s no one you can go
to.” And I said, “Hold on. There are these cool little forms that you can fill out.
She’s like, “Yeah, but.” She never has an issue, and I think that might just be
teenage hormones talking.
Teacher 1: They don’t want to be outstanding and filling out forms and things like
that.
Principal: But the student response was compared to responses from other
schools. And in this indicator column they said, “Yes, we need to improve on
that.” So we can do what we can do and just that blue sheet dialog. I have
assemblies coming up Wednesday and Thursday, and I want to throw that up
there and say, “Hey, what’s going on with this, guys?” And maybe revisit that.
We think we’re doing a lot, and we think we have taught them how to report
things that aren’t right, whether it’s academic or not.
Parent 1: I would be curious what they would think what would make it better,
approachable or comfortable, whatever, and I asked her that too. She said, she
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didn’t know. And that’s when I thought, “Okay.”
They went on to look at other questions but came back to the issue of
administrative accessibility.
Teacher 2: We’re still getting the accessibility on that.
Principal: The boys say we could be more accessible, we could improve that. So
do the girls, the Latinos say that and so do the Caucasians. So we are going to
work on it. We notice that. I guess we start by taking it on and saying, “This
survey says you don’t know how to get to us—let’s talk about this a little bit.” We
can use the assembly format for that and lunches too.
Teacher 1: Yeah
Principal: Student council and other places.
Teacher 2: Maybe we can come up with something constructive. [ten second
pause as members look through survey results]
Principal: And [an M1 teacher] probed that a little bit and it was the day after [the
counselor] had visited the classrooms and I think [the assistant principal] was with
her, and I think they were doing, this “Here is how you report things.” When [the
teacher] then explained that to their kids they went, “Oh, that’s what it means.” In
other words there was some confusion on the students part on what was being
asked.
Teacher 2: It almost has to be; I have found that if it’s in an assembly setting, kids
are out somewhere.
Principal: Yeah
Teacher 2: It almost has to be individual classrooms.
Principal: Break it down by classroom?
Teacher 2: Yeah
Principal: I’ll put that down on my calendar. [Principal writes something in his
planner.]
The significant amount of time taken with the survey results and the willingness
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to take action to make improvements was a demonstration of a responsive nature to issues
related to promoting healthy and respectful relationships.
With regard to the SIP, several parent members expressed appreciation for the
reports they had received concerning the implementation of the plan, but would also like
to hear more from the people directly involved with implementation. Some SCC parent
members expressed that they are able to see the implementation of the plan but would
also like to see exactly how implementation is impacting students. One SCC parent
member expressed a desire to see the measurable results, which are difficult to attach
directly to the strategies implemented. This difficulty is illustrated in the comment by one
SCC teacher member, “I see the plan working all the time.… Everything is part of
everything. The plan [directs] how our school runs.”
Although the six strategies for improving academic achievement were all
identified in the SIP, they were not all equally emphasized in the evaluation data. For
example, the six traits of writing have been in the plan for several years now. During one
conversation with the principal prior to an SCC meeting, he commented that it was now
so ingrained in the culture that it no longer needs to be specified. The utilization of
instructional technology came up often in relation to how it was being used to support the
goal of providing academic support for nonproficient students. Differentiated instruction
was only mentioned once in relation to training provided to teachers. As demonstrated in
the presentation of data, the areas that were emphasized the most in the M1 meetings and
consequently in the interviews were the strategies related to MYP implementation,
academic support, and curriculum mapping.
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M2

The SIP for M2 includes the single goal to increase student achievement in
Mathematics, Science, and Language Arts by five percent over the school years from
2006 to 2008. Several different programs and purchases were planned and implemented
at M2 to accomplish this goal. The most prominent program to improve student
achievement is the Walkaway program.

Walkaways
The Walkaway program was designed to help the school determine how the
teachers will know if the students have learned the desired objectives. The teachers use
state core standards to design assessments that will measure how well students have
mastered academic objectives. Students are required to pass the Walkaway with a score
of 80% to achieve a level of mastery. If a student does not achieve 80%, he is required to
take an equivalent form of the Walkaway until mastery is achieved. The class will not
move beyond a given topic until 80% of the class has achieved mastery of the content as
measured by the Walkaway.
A teacher member of the SCC explained:
The big thing in our program right now, and you have probably heard about it, is
the Walkaway program. Basically what that has done for our school staff is a lot
of them have had to go through and rethink how they are teaching. And it is
related to the standards that the state has expected us to cover.… I think a lot of
our teachers were surprised that what they were teaching wasn’t always or what
they were spending a lot of time with wasn’t an emphasis the state preferred us to
have. So it has been interesting to see how teachers react. At first they were hate
it, and now it’s a good program. Now that they have been able to get all of their
Walkaways in place, and the students are now trained on it and everything, It’s
now a pretty good model as to what is going on.
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The principal reported in an SCC meeting that with the Walkaways:
Textbooks are becoming such a thing of the past. And as my staff really digs into
their core and really believes in what they are doing in the work they’re giving
them [the students]—the textbook is becoming less and less of a tool because they
are not using it to drive their curriculum (emphasis added).
During an interview the counselor member of the SCC explained:
Another cool thing about Walkaways is that it helps teachers know who is
struggling in their class. “This student has an I. What can I do to be able to help
them?” [The principal] gives them statistics saying this is how many Is you
have—“What are you doing to be able to help those kids?” …The teachers, they
used to hate it when they did that and now they are, “Okay, let me see that list so
that I can find out which kids really need to take care of stuff from first term. How
can I help them?” The teachers have really bought in…when I started in school it
was said that, “It’s every students right to fail. If they want to fail that’s their
choice”. Teachers have stopped saying that here. They are saying, “What am I
going to do to help this kid succeed? The kids can refuse to do the work, but how
can I help them find some success?” and teachers have really bought into that a
lot.
Parents have also perceived a change in teachers. One parent was impressed with
how willingly the teachers adopted the Walkaway program. Speaking of the changes
teachers had to make to implement the Walkaway program, the parent said:
[Teachers used to say] “I want to make sure my kids get their homework in, and I
want to make sure the kids are participating in class, and that’s the basis for their
grade.” [The teachers would] give [students] a test just to make sure, for the most
part, they understood what’s going on.… [Teachers have] shifted completely, “I
have to make sure all of these students are showing mastery—I’ll give them
homework, and I’ll hope that they are participating in class, but my main focus is
making sure these students understand.” That is a big shift for an entire staff to
come on board with that in a short period of time.
The implementation of the Walkaway program has not been without challenges.
The counselor reported that the initial results of Walkaway implementation were not what
had been expected.
When we first started it, it was, well I’m not going to say it was a disaster,
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because it was good, but we did not get the results we expected. We had a ton of
kids that had incompletes because they hadn’t passed some of these Walkaways.
Two-thirds of our kids had Is in different areas. So [the principal] went before the
community council, and one good thing about [the principal is] he doesn’t hide
anything. He said, “This is what our problem is. Here’s some suggestions that we
would like to look at with this and what do you think of it?” The discussion took
place about Walkaways and are they a positive thing and are they worth keeping?
Are they good for kids, and what can we do to be able to help these kids get back
on track? And that first term going into the second term—it was not necessarily a
great thing for the school. We were in shock a little bit but the SCC with [the
principal] helped—worked together saying, “You know what, these are some
things we need to do as parents, and these are some things that need to happen at
the school.” I felt that that was a very positive process for our school to help make
those Walkaways a good thing here at [M2]. We are having huge success, but that
first term it was scary for a while, but he [the principal] used the SCC to help get
that information.
One thing the school needed to do was train parents and students in exactly how
the Walkaway program worked. The counselor explained that conferences were held with
parents and students in the fall for Student Education and Occupation Plan (SEOP) and
that time was also used to teach parents and students about the Walkaway program. The
principal and SCC members also made the visits to the SCC and PTA meetings at the
elementary schools to explain the program.
Several parents expressed concern, during SCC meetings and interviews, that the
Walkaways may not be sufficiently rigorous. During an interview, one parent shared an
experience she had.
I brought up a concern that I have—wondering if the teachers were dumbing
down their tests just so that they could get that 80% pass so that they can move
on. I brought that up and there was a teacher that was asked about that in the SCC,
and she gave her opinion that there might be some of that going on. So [the
principal] immediately said, “We are going to address that and make sure that’s
not happening.” And since then he has brought that up several times. “We are
going to make sure an A is an A.” I know that is going to be one of their focuses
next year also. To make sure that they are going deeper and not just covering the
top level, the surface level of things but going deeper. So just the one comment I
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brought up. I have seen how it’s resonated, and that they are still following
through on that.
The SCC meeting minutes from September 2007 record:
Items/concerns from the council: Walkaway’s—are students just memorizing the
test and are they really learning the material? This year teachers were asked to
have multiple versions of the same tests they use and encourage students to pass
the Walkaway the first time. This is a work in progress and will continue to work
these things out as time goes on.
In an interview the principal confirmed the concerns when he stated, “I think as
we continue to work with our Walkaways we need to make sure we are just not assessing
for basic knowledge.” To address concerns, the principal indicated that professional
development would be focused on making high quality assessments at a deeper level.
One parent said that at the beginning of the 2007-2008 school year, the SCC
wanted to know whether the Walkaway program was working.
Well, at the beginning of the year, last year as the first year they implemented the
Walkaway program, and so it was pretty important at the beginning of the year to
see what that did and was it working? And there was a feeling that if it’s not
working we won’t do it. So he shared that data with us at the beginning of the
year, and we were all excited to see the program really was working. There was
that feeling that we would have fixed it if it wasn’t working. And there still is.
There are things we are always tweaking with that and other programs.
Another parent SCC member said, “I can see where there are some spots that still
need—it’s still a work in progress. It will continually change and improve. But I have
great confidence in the program.” Using student grades as a measure of the impact of
Walkaways, a parent reported, “They [teachers] can see in their classrooms the difference
between the grades improving with the Walkaways from before.” The principal also
noted in a meeting that course pass rates were increasing with the Walkaway program.
The November 2007 meeting minutes read, “[The principal] reported comparisons
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between first term grades in the 2006-07 and 2007-08 school year. Walkaways are
working.” The perception among the SCC members was that the Walkaway program was
having a profound impact on student achievement.
Although the parents on the SCC perceive the Walkaways are having a positive
impact on student achievement, the larger parent community was not united. At a
Walkaway presentation at one of the elementary meetings, a parent on the elementary
SCC made the comment that she had never heard anything positive about the Walkaway
program. In an interview the M2 SCC parent member that attended that meeting said,
“That one lady that said she heard nothing positive about the Walkaways. Well, I had
never heard anything negative.” The principal saw the comment by the elementary parent
as an issue of communication rather than an issue of program effectiveness.
Although the Walkaway program is not a part of the School LAND Trust
program, it is a strong component of the SIP. The program is fully implemented, as the
principal required all teachers to develop Walkaways for their classes. With the
implementation of the program there is a strong perception among teachers and SCC
members that the Walkaway program has had a positive impact on student achievement.
To support the Walkaways, other programs have also been developed such as the
advisory program, late bus program, and the student “tracker” program.

Advisory
The advisory and late bus programs were implemented to support the Walkaway
program. Both programs have been fully implemented but there was less confidence in
what impact the advisory and late bus programs were having. Both programs provided
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evidence concerning implementation, but neither program yielded substantial evidence on
perceived impact.
The advisory program was implemented in the 2007-2008 school year for 2 days
a week. In the September 2007 SCC meeting the minutes report:
[The principal] gave the council an overview on how the Advisory Tuesday’s and
Wednesday’s will work. Every Tuesday and Wednesday, students have an
advisory period. It will run from 1:15-2:15. The first 20 minutes, students will
have SSR or Silent Sustained Reading. During this time, teachers will pull the
report for the students to know who needs to make up I’s or F’s and who is
current. For the students who are current, they have the opportunity to attend
enrichment classes or activities. Once the report is generated on Tuesday, that is
what the student must do both Tuesday and Wednesday of that week. There is a
schedule of the activities posted in the office. Teachers are asked to update all
grades before they go home on Friday afternoon.
At the November 2007 SCC meeting the minutes report “Items/concerns from
members—There is mixed feedback concerning Advisory Period. [The principal] would
like to talk to those parents who need clarification on Advisory.” A parent SCC member
reported in an interview that “I believe it was just in our last meeting saying, ‘We are
having two days of this advisory maybe too much. Maybe we need to bring it down to
one.’” The April 2007 SCC meeting minutes report, “The proposed plan for 2008-09 is
to have advisory run on Tuesday’s only. As of right now, the general feedback is positive
for this to happen.”

Late Bus
As stated in Chapter V, the late bus was provided 1 day a week, so students could
stay after school and work with teachers on Walkaways. The late bus program was made
possible by a pilot program from the school district to pay teachers to stay for two extra
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hours once each quarter. A schedule of what teachers would be available each Tuesday
was posted; students could stay after school and work with the teacher on Walkaways and
then ride the late bus home. The counselor SCC member expressed appreciation for the
late bus when he said, “I like [that] the SCC, through the trust LANDs, has given us…a
late bus.… It takes away an excuse for the students.” The October 2007 M2 SCC minutes
say, “Both students and parents seem to be liking the fact that late busses will bring their
students home after they have had the chance to make work up.” During the February
2008 SCC meeting, SCC members questioned whether the late busses were worth the
cost. The minutes report that the discussion concluded, “If we continue to offer a specific
time for remediation, this will allow consistency for parents, students, and teachers, and
in return improve student achievement.” The late bus program and funding for teachers to
stay late on Tuesdays was funded through the School LAND Trust program for 20082009.
The perception is that generally, the advisory and late bus programs do impact
student achievement, but the programs are continually being reevaluated and adjusted.
Although M2 uses data in driving their decisions, there was no evidence that student
achievement data were analyzed relative to the advisory or late bus programs. The
decisions to continue or adjust the program were based on teacher and SCC member
perceptions more than on student data.

Tracker
A tracker is a guided study hall aide, who meets with students for one 70 to 83
minute block every other day. In an interview, the counselor SCC member described the
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tracking program.
Actually what they do, our trackers here in the school, they are broken down by
grades, and we actually assign students that are really struggling into a guidance
study hall. They have, instead of the elective study hall, they have a study class of
about eight students, and so those trackers work with those eight students that
period. They [the trackers] look at powerschool and see what they [the students]
are missing. “Where is it? Go to this teacher get that and come back. Take this test
and here it is. You sit down and take this test right now.” So they [the trackers]
are actually working with a smaller group of students. They have six classes of
about eight students each, So 48 students. They are usually our highest at-risk
kids. Now they also—because they only do that for six periods and they’re here
for eight periods—they also have a period where they can go around and collect
homework.
Counselors identify students in need, or parents and teachers can make
recommendations. As one tracker stated:
Basically what the tracking system does is help those kids that don’t have
someone else to look after them…letting them know that they have somebody that
is going to be watching out for them and somebody that they report to, someone
that cares about them and is counting on them to pull through.
A teacher said she sees the tracker push her students to do as much as they
possibly can and has saved the teacher hours of time. Several anecdotal stories were
shared to demonstrate the perceived impact. One story came from a math teacher.
I had three kids come in today to do make-up work. I wouldn’t have had that if
there wasn’t somebody on their back here at school in a class saying, “Go get that
work done.” They came in during my prep period and they sat there the whole
time, and she [the tracker] came in an checked up on them to make sure they were
doing what they were supposed to be doing and made sure I knew why they were
there.… It’s hard as a teacher to keep track of each and every one.
Another teacher described how another student has been more successful because
of the tracking program.
[He] has focus problems and so if they can help him focus and say, “you didn’t do
this”—because he participates great in class—I just have to make sure he is with
us. But getting the assignment back to me…is a problem, so they [the trackers]
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tell him to go and walk and put it in my basket right now, so that provides a great
aspect that that student wouldn’t have had otherwise.
The common perception among SCC members and teachers interviewed was that
the individual attention provided to the students served by the trackers did have a positive
impact on student achievement. To demonstrate the impact of the tracking program a
tracker shared the following story:
I have one boy that when I first got here he wasn’t interested in anything. He
didn’t care about his grades; he just didn’t care about anything. I’d be lucky to see
him once a week. I have gotten close to him and gotten to know him really well.
He is one of those ones that the teachers send down to my room; I have him
everyday almost every period. For some teachers he has made extra effort to be
good in their class now, and so he stays in their class and actually does work, and
the teacher is very impressed by that. He is now pulling As and Bs where before
he was straight Fs. We have made up everything. He had all four terms as Fs but
he is now going to graduate.
He lives with his dad; his dad goes to work at 5:30 a.m., so he doesn’t have a lot
of parental support at home to get him up. So when he doesn’t make it to school,
he’ll call me and say, Mrs. ... I’m on my way and just wanted to check in and let
you know this is what happened, and I’m walking to school, or sometimes I’ll
send the police officer out to get him. Before, he could care less. He just wouldn’t
show up. Now he’s calling in and writing reports. He’s learning to talk to the
teachers in a respectful way and not so mouthy with them. I’ve had a lot of
teachers say thank you for that.
It changes their lives and not just with grades. It’s with everything—how they are
treated and how they treat others. To me it’s everything—it changes a lot in their
lives. You get a big picture of how their lives are, so you know how to handle
them and how to teach them and how to interact with them. It’s more than just a
classroom—kind of a mom that they don’t have.
Two concerns were expressed about the tracking program. While discussing the
impact of the student trackers, one of the math teachers said:
The down side is they don’t have the math background to really help, so kids will
come in and say I don’t know how to do this, but I’m teaching, and I can’t help
them right then. But at least they are getting it. And sometimes we can get the kid
started and tell them and they can get it done. That is the only down side is that
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the trackers don’t have a strong enough math background to be able to be helpful
and tutor.
Another math teacher said, “They weren’t hired to teach math, and as much as some of
the teachers would like to have them be able to teach math, that is not an option.”
The tracker expressed the concern that some students were still not responsive to
the program.
I can’t do everything for them, and I’m not going to, and I’ll try as hard as I can,
and I’ll do as much as I can for them as long as they’re doing it back in return.
But when they’re coming [to school] every nine days. You know they’re basically
wasting my time and taking up a spot in this class that somebody else could use
and would use.
The tracker expressed a desire that something else needed to be done for the few
non-responsive students.
The SCC was very appreciative of receiving regular reports on how the tracking
program is working and as a result perceive the program as having an impact on student
learning. The tracker said that some of the students she has worked with are now
prepared to move on to high school and have a much higher chance of being successful,
but some of the students will still need the special assistance to achieve in high school.
The tracker expressed concern that some students are just starting down a successful path
but would not make it without similar support in high school. The tracking program has
been fully implemented this year and was partially funded through the School LAND
Trust funds. The program will be fully funded out of regular school funds for 2008-2009.

Purchases
In addition to the school wide programs for intervention, the school LAND trust
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program plan designated the following purchases for 2007-2008: (a) a mobile computer
lab for the math department, (b) a classroom set of graphing calculators for the math
department, and (c) writing software licenses for all students to be used in classes
requiring writing. Although designated to be purchased through the School LAND Trust
program, the writing software licenses were purchased through other state funds. The
money that had been designated for the writing software was then used to (a) hire a
tracker to assist students struggling in math, language arts, and science, and (b) fund the
late bus once a week to transport students home after staying late to work with teachers.
Mobile computer lab. Three mobile computer labs have been purchased at M2
since the school opened in 2004-2005. In 2007-2008, the most recently purchased
computer lab was acquired for the math department using School LAND Trust funds. The
math department was selected to receive the mobile computer lab because improvement
of math scores was one of the primary goals of the SIP, and the math department had
very little access to the other computer labs that were used primarily by language arts and
science classes.
Five different math teachers were interviewed concerning the use and impact of
the mobile computer lab purchased in 2007-2008. Two of the five math teachers used the
mobile computer labs. One math teacher, in reply to the question concerning what she
appreciated most about the computer lab, responded, “Having it accessible for one thing
and being able to use it for some of the internet activity with the kids, so they can go to a
site and they can practice and drill and look at different things.” When I asked the teacher
how much she used it, she replied, “I would say maybe once a quarter.” The other math
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teacher that reported using the computer lab said the mobile computer lab was used most
often for her geometry classes.
We have access especially for our geometry students to do visual—not just
constructions but they can take objects and make hypothesis or more than one and
then test it out using that. It gives them an idea—they find the counter example
real fast or gives them an idea that it might be true, and then we lead into more of
a formal proof later.… It allows me to have the students do more discoveries.
The other three math teachers indicated they had never used the mobile computer lab.
One math teacher said, “I appreciate the fact that I could if I chose to, but I haven’t used
it.” The teachers who never used the labs also said they were not consulted on the
purchase of the labs. When I asked a group of three math teachers if they had made any
contribution in asking for the computers, one teacher replied as the other two teachers
nodded their heads. “No, I had no idea. Just one day they announced it.”
The math teachers reported several challenges to using the mobile computer lab.
The teacher who used the lab quarterly said:
The disadvantage is that in order to get all of the computers into the actual hands
of the kids, it takes enough out of my class time to get them logged in and logged
out and checking to make sure that they’re not on inappropriate sites and checking
that they are always on task. So it takes enough time out of my teaching where it’s
hard to make sure that they are on-task and getting what they need to in exchange
for the time that I could spend quickly going through the material.
A math teacher who has not used the mobile computer lab said, “We don’t have time to
do extra stuff that we could on those computers. There just isn’t time.” To the teachers
who did not use the computer lab, the common perception was “with the students not
having any contact with [the geometer’s sketchpad] at all, you have to teach them how to
use geometer’s sketchpad, which is a long process, so it’s not worth the time really.” One
teacher referred to the computer lab as “fluff” that could be left out of the curriculum.
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The implementation and impact of the mobile computer lab varied greatly from
teacher to teacher. The two prominent factors determining teacher use and impact of the
computer lab were availability and teacher training. If the teachers understood how the
computer could be used to help facilitate learning, they were enthusiastic about using
them, perceived them as having an impact on student learning, and felt the availability of
the computer labs was too limited. Math teachers who did not use the computer labs did
not have a vision for how they would really benefit student achievement.
Graphing calculators. Parent SCC members expressed concern that they had
never received any report from math teachers about the implementation or impact of the
graphing calculators. Several classroom sets of graphing calculators had been purchased
over the years, and another two classroom sets of graphing calculators were designated to
be purchased for the 2008-2009 school year, but the impact of these calculators is unclear
to SCC members. When asked how the SCC learned about the implementation or impact
of the plans developed by the SCC, one parent SCC member said, “Some parts of the
plan I’m not sure we have heard too much about. Like we’ve spent money to buy
graphing calculators. We haven’t heard too much about how that really helps.” This
parent made a loose connection between math test scores as showing the impact of
calculators when she said, “You look at the data and see their math scores are doing
well.” The parent had little justification for making the connection between the
calculators and the CRT scores, but the data she received did affect her perception.
The math teachers were interviewed concerning their perception of the use and
impact of the graphing calculators. Each of the five teachers interviewed had a classroom
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set of graphing calculators, and all of them reported using them daily. Two teachers
indicated that they were not currently using the graphing calculators, “We both have
taken them away from the students because they were destroying them or writing text
messages on them and playing the games that come on them.” As with the computers,
teachers require training to use graphing calculators most effectively. Concerning the two
new classroom sets of graphing calculators, a geometry teacher reported, “We are going
to an in-service this summer on how to use them, so they [the new graphing calculators]
will go to us because of the training.”
When asked about the impact of having the graphing calculators the teachers
discussed several different benefits the calculators provide. One teacher discussed how
the calculator provides immediate feedback to the students on whether they have done
things correctly.
[The calculator] is a really good way for [the students] to see. It’s immediate
positive feedback or negative, if they got it wrong. But it’s feedback. As a student,
I never had that option, so it’s a really good asset for the kids.
Several teachers talked about how the graphing calculators allow the students to get into a
much deeper understanding of the mathematics because the student is not burdened with
many tedious hand calculations. One teacher said, “Some mathematics opens up for [the
students] with the graphing calculator that would be too tedious to do by hand.” Students
also used the graphing calculators to analyze data they had gathered from experiments
conducted using different calculator based probes. The math teachers’ perception was
that the graphing calculators provided learning opportunities that would not have existed
without the calculators. Comparing her use of the graphing calculators to the previous
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year when she did not use them as much, a math teacher said, “I think it has been a more
powerful experience.
Reading and writing software. The reading and writing software has now been
used for three years. Teachers reported that science and social studies teachers as well as
language arts teachers are using the writing program. One parent SCC member shared her
perception concerning the impact. “Okay, we spent this much money from Trust LANDs
on the Go My Access, the writing scores are coming up. So we relate the two together.”
A teacher SCC member shared her perception of how the writing software impacts
student achievement. “I think it has really made a big difference on our achievement of
our school. I know our scores have gone up from that because the kids have been able to
see what they need to work on and things like that.” Another parent commented about the
reading software purchased years earlier, “We saw that the Read 180 program had
actually improved out student scores.”
As discussed in Chapter V, SCC parent members questioned the writing program,
and two language arts teachers came and presented data to the SCC. Afterwards the SCC
was unanimously supportive of continuing the funding for the writing program. Although
the reading and writing programs have both been questioned, the perceived impact on
student achievement has caused continued support of the programs.
M3
At M3 the SCC has not been involved in the development of past School
Improvement Plans or School LAND Trust plans. The current plans for 2008-2009 were
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reviewed and approved by the SCC, but the SCC was not involved in the development of
the plans. As a result of the lack of SCC involvement in the development of the plans, the
third evaluation question does not apply to M3; however, an analysis of the data gathered
related to the implementation of the 2007-2008 plans and perceived impact does provide
a contrast to the other two middle schools.
At M3 the SIP includes the professional development plan, but it does not include
the same strategies implemented by the School LAND Trust plans. In the data collection
process three primary strategies of the SIP and School LAND Trust plan emerged as
themes. There was evidence that secondary components of the SIP, such as teacher
collaboration time and activities, had been implemented, but the data on perceived impact
were so limited that the narrative excludes secondary components of the plan.
The three primary strategies outlined in the plans that emerged as themes in the
data were (a) the school’s reading program, (b) the remediation program, and (c) the
piano program. The reading and remediation programs were included in the current
school program and next year’s SIP. The piano program has been the strategy funded by
the School LAND Trust program for the past 4 years. The piano program has also been
approved for next year.

Reading Program
The principal reported:
Before I got here, and I’m definitely not going to take credit for that. I give all the
credit to our staff. Before I got here two principals before me, [the principal] and
his staff got together. The average median reader of the kids coming to us at that
particular moment in time was a little above second grade. And second grade—
these were seventh grade kids man. There’s something missed there. They
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decided that they would do something about it. So what they did is they were
going through that path finding process that we’re having to go through now
because, and you have to do that about every five or six years to rehone your
focus. They looked at several different models and landed on Success For All
[SFA] out of Johns Hopkins University, and it’s very logical to me why they
would do that because it’s a highly structured, scripted type of program that
content area teachers could use very effectively because that was originally
developed for the elementary level, and I understand why they did that because
the kids coming were coming to us at that level in their reading ability. Again, the
logic behind landing on SFA was that it’s a very structured program and you got
content area teachers—math teachers, social studies teachers, health teachers and
that type of thing that could very easily fit into that highly structured, “This is
what you do on day one; this is what you do on day two; blah, blah, blah” and that
type of thing.
As a result of the low reading performance, the school focused on literacy and
literacy development. The school (a) made a commitment to improve reading ability, (b)
developed a reading program, and (c) executed the reading program. One component of
the reading program includes a reading class for every student during the first hour of the
day. The principal reported that “first period every day every teacher” teaches a reading
class regardless of their certification.
Although the school improvement and School LAND Trust plans were not
developed by the SCC, the SCC did receive reports on the reading program. During the
January SCC meeting the minutes record under the heading “principal’s report”, “109
students achieved grade level from beginning of the year. We still have about 200
students left to reach that goal.” A teacher member of the SCC also indicated that reading
levels and reading growth was reported in SCC and SIC meetings regularly. Because of
the reporting system of the reading program, the principal said, “We do a very good job
at knowing where our kids are with respect to their reading.”
The perceived impact of the reading program is that it has a very positive
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influence on student achievement. A teacher described the program as being successful in
bringing students with a 0.0 reading level up to the 4.0 in a single year including summer
school. The community partner SCC member explained that with the reading program,
“Our literacy rates have gone up every year. Kids are at a higher reading level because
[the principal] instituted an hour—a certain period each morning that the kids read.” A
parent member, upon learning of the reading program, investigated the materials on the
Internet. The same parent described his experience when the principal presented the data
about the reading levels.
I have often said that the only reason I’m on the council is to help me to
understand what is going on at the school, so I’m not in the dark as to what is
taking place here. It was definitely important to know the levels that the students
were at in the school as a whole and to see how those were improved upon—that
was big. It was a lot of emotion. Because when we first found out how poorly the
state of the reading level was for the school—it was like, ‘OUCH!’ And then
when we found out how much improvement had been made it was like ‘WOW!’
This comment demonstrates how the parent obtained the perception that the current
reading program is having a positive impact on student achievement.
Remediation Program
Another part of the SIP for next year that has already been implemented is a
remediation program that includes providing students with packets, which if completed
will change a student’s failing grade to a pass. The principal explained the packets have
impacted students by “really giving kids some additional time to focus on essential
curriculum that they need to have focused on with the additional tool.” To facilitate the
students completing the packets the principal reported:
I literally sit down with parents one-on-one and we go through this. I do. This
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year I’ve gotten a little bit of help from my assistant principal and some of my
counseling staff from my after-school program. For the most part I just sit down
with parents, and we go over all of the data, and we have some very frank
discussions about their [the students’] future and how education is a vital
component. I’ve talked to thousands of parents from every socio economic
background from the upper-end echelon to those that are just struggling to eat
each and every day, and I’ve looked in their eyes and found the common
denominator. Parents from—it doesn’t matter if you’re from Sudan or if your
from the east bench—all parents care deeply and passionately love their kids and
want their kids to do well.… They love their kids intently, and they want to make
sure their kids succeed, whether or not they have the parenting skills or the
educational background themselves. I can see it in their eyes, and those meetings
are vital. That’s probably the best thing to come of that, and that type of thing.
Not so much that their working on the packets, of course that’s very important
because they’re gaining essential skills and knowledge, but that dialogue that
we’re having with the parent. We’re getting the parent on board. The parent is a
part of the process is vital. The more you get the parent involved in that process
… the better the kid succeeds.
During the school year, reports from the after-school teacher were provided to the
SCC concerning the packets. At one meeting it was reported that 75% of the students
with packets had completed their assigned packets. Another report was given that the
packets resulted in 75 fewer failures for the second quarter of the 2007-2008 school year.
The reports were cited by different SCC members as providing the perception that the
packets are having a positive impact on student achievement at M3.
Piano Program
The piano program is provided at M3 through the school LAND trust funds and a
matching music grant. The program provides a piano class to as many as 60 students as a
part of their regular school day. Behind M3, there is a set of portable classrooms, and one
of the portable classrooms serves as the piano classroom. The piano classroom has ten
full size electronic keyboards that were provided through the original grant money. The
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piano teacher described the program.
The kids have this regular class during the day, and they get a grade, and they
come for attendance, and it’s a regular music course in the school. The program
is—we study—well, we start with beginning piano. Most of these kids have never
had any music class. A few of them have had maybe band or orchestra and play a
little of the violin or something in grade school. Most of them start from the very
beginning—we start from finger numbers and learning the musical alphabet –
ABCDEFG, ABCDEFG. We’re starting from scratch. They use an Alfred course,
which is a condensed book for late beginners. We’re not going to spend as much
time maybe as a 6-year-old on reinforcing the basic concepts. They catch on
really quick, and they move from the white keys to the black keys to reading on
the staff in just a few weeks. They are very fast learners. We have a recital at the
end of every quarter, so they work from the book for their basic curriculum, but
then they have their special song. The recital song at the end of each quarter that
is their own song. So they are familiar with the songs that one another are learning
from the book. So we can do a lot of group things together because they are doing
the same material in that book and that helps to do games together and reinforce
the concepts by playing in groups doing duets, et cetera. But then at the end of the
term—maybe a couple of weeks before the end of the term—they get their own
song that no one else has. It’s just their own song, and we do that four times a
year.
Although the course uses the text, the teacher acknowledged that some students
are able to play by ear. “They just teach one another and by hearing it. Lots of them play
by ear. I swear they just have rhythm in their blood, and they’re able to just learn it that
way.” The teacher is able to utilize students’ natural ability to help them develop the
skills to read music also.
So they will come in, and it’s fun to see them actually learn “Oh, that’s a C, that’s
a G, oh, that’s what I’m playing” and it starts to come together kind of Backwards
maybe, instead of reading first and then playing. You know they’re coming in and
playing and then discovering later what it is they’re playing and that they can read
it.
The SCC was not involved in the development of the plan to fund the piano
program, nor has the SCC received any reports concerning the implementation or impact
of the piano program. The piano program is not mentioned in the SIP. The only exposure
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one parent had to the program was being asked to sign the School LAND Trust plan.
Another parent, upon learning of the School LAND Trust program, went to the website
and learned the funds had been used for the piano program. The parent then asked the
principal who provided a general explanation of the program.
When asked about the benefits of the piano program, the principal said:
The Trust LAND dollars is a continuous flow of money that helps me with
enhancing my fine arts program a little bit because often times is what happens in
schools like ours is that you rob Peter to pay Paul. The kids miss out on some
beautiful, wonderful experiences. What the Trust LAND dollars helps me is give
our kids that unique musical experience that enhances their lives and helps them
academically. Although no data was available to document an academic impact,
the piano teacher perceived the piano program as providing the students real
benefits. The teacher felt the piano program impacted students’ attitudes and
confidence as well as their performance in math and reading classes. The teacher
also expressed an intuitive sense that students are happier and doing better in
classes because of the piano experience.
At one point while being interviewed the piano teacher became emotional and
said, “I see the students happier.… I see them caring about doing better in their other
classes.” The piano teacher went on to tell a story of one of her students.
I was driving home the other day and [saw] one of my students who I see walking
home with his hands empty everyday—meaning he never does home work. He
just leaves everything at school, comes, shows up at school and does whatever, I
guess, and then goes home never taking a book, and I’ve seen this for, what are
we in our 7th month or 8th month of school, and I drove by and I saw him carrying
a couple books in his hands and I rolled down my windows as I was driving by
and said, “I see you’re going to read tonight or you’ve got some project that you
are going to work on.” And he looked at me like, “yeah.” And he was proud of it.
He thought, “Yeah, my teacher just saw me taking home a book and that’s okay.”
I don’t know. I can’t contribute [attribute] that to music, but I know he cares
more about school. And wherever that comes from, it is a good thing. But he cares
about piano, and I’ve seen that change. I would like to assume there is some sort
of connection there. It just makes them feel like they have something.
The teacher could not say the piano caused the change, but she felt it did have an
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influence, as she witnessed the change in attitude take place relative to the piano as his
skills increased. The teacher commented:
You know they’ll bring their friends in at recess and say, “Listen to my song”,
and they’ll hook up two headphones, so they can listen to the same piano, and
they’ll show them. They’re so proud of that, and I feel like that gives them their
thing—their identity. If that’s a starting point, then great.
Speaking with the piano teacher, one gets a sense of the impact the piano program
is having on the students involved. The parent members of the SCC have not received
any information related to the impact of M3’s music program. One parent commented, “I
just trust that it is a good deal and is beneficial to the school.” Another parent member
explained:
It was explained how it [the piano program] fit in with the school improvement
plan. That music and the arts, of course, lend to the whole learning experience.
How it was shown that students who take part in music and learn to play
instruments and so forth are shown to do better in school, so by being able to take
part in a music program, the likelihood of them doing better in school is very
much improved. That was how its impact was shown to me to be worthy of its
funding—I guess.
Conclusion

The implementation of the SIP at M1 is a complex web of activity. The two main
goals of providing academic support and promoting healthy and respectful relationships
both involve different strategies of implementation. As demonstrated, the areas most
heavily emphasized were the strategies related to MYP implementation, academic
support provided through the Homework Club, and curriculum mapping. The
implementation of each of these strategies is an evolutionary process, and although they
are implemented to improve student achievement and perceptions are that the strategies
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are having a positive impact, measurable evidence of impact has not been identified.
The M2 SIP had the goal of increasing student achievement by 5% in math,
science, and language arts. Two primary activities developed by the SCC support the
accomplishment of this goal.
First, in conjunction with the standard curriculum, special education programs,
and programs for English language learners, the Walkaway program serves to focus
teachers’ attention on helping students master the core objectives that will be measured
on the end of level tests. The programs discussed above are geared towards supporting
the Walkaways for different student populations. The Walkaway program is considered a
universal program that facilitates learning for all students. The advisory program serves
to provide extension opportunities for students who have already achieved the standards
and provides remediation for students who have not yet achieved the standards. The late
bus program provides an additional opportunity for students who require more help than
can be provided during the advisory time period to achieve the standard objectives. The
tracker program has been added to serve the needs of the lowest achieving students. Each
program has been implemented within the last two years, but within that relatively short
time period there is a strong perceived impact on student achievement.
Second, technological hardware and software is purchased with the belief that it
will facilitate a higher degree of learning. Mobile computer labs have been purchased,
and another is planned for purchase for 2008-2009. Classroom sets of graphing
calculators have been purchased, and two additional classroom sets will be purchased for
2008-2009. The impact of the mobile computer labs and graphing calculators is more
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assumed than perceived because little evidence has been provided to the SCC regarding
impact. The reading and writing software has been used for a few years, and data have
been shared that have demonstrated that test scores have increased since using the
software. Although this is not evidence of causation, it is evidence that has influenced
SCC member perceptions of a positive impact.
At M3, the cases of the reading program, the remediation program, and the piano
program provide a picture of how the SIPs and School LAND Trust program plans are
implemented at M3. The SCC has had very little involvement in the development or
implementation of the programs, but the amount of information received on programs
had a direct relationship to the perceived impact of the programs on student achievement.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this qualitative strength-based process evaluation of Utah middle
SCCs was to examine exemplary middle level SCCs to seek what is working especially
well, examine why it is working well, and seek ideas for making similar performance
more common (Preskill & Catsambas, 2006). The evaluation was guided by three
questions related to (a) legal compliance, (b) strategies and processes, and (c)
implementation and perceived impact of developed plans. In this chapter I will briefly
discuss the findings related to the guiding questions and then present the general themes
that emerged through the evaluation of the three participating SCCs. I will then present
the significance of these findings and recommendations for future research.
Findings
As I began the evaluation I had clear questions related to legal compliance,
promising strategies and processes, and perceived impact of implemented plans.
Throughout the analysis process, it became more and more difficult to separate all the
different components I was looking for in the evaluation, as shall be seen in the following
discussion. Although the legal requirements assume some ideal situations that are not
carried out in every school, the exemplary SCCs, and to a certain extent the fledgling
SCC, evaluated did strive to create councils that represented their communities in the
interest of improving education for the students within each community.
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Legal Compliance
Are Utah middle SCCs identified as exemplary implementing the law as
prescribed? Yes, they are, though I do have some reservations. The presentation of data
in Chapter IV demonstrates how the exemplary middle-level SCCs strive to follow the
legal requirements. The main issues with regard to legal compliance were elections and
membership, development of the school plans utilizing U-PASS data, and communicating
with the public.
The legal compliance is not perfect at any of the schools evaluated; however,
there were notable differences between the exemplary and the fledgling SCCs. M1 and
M2 had a historical pattern of holding consistent elections for parent members. M3 had
two reliable parent members for the first time in several years. None of the schools had
consistent election procedures for school employee members that matched the legal
requirements. M1 and M2 SCCs were fully involved in using U-PASS data to inform
decisions related to the development of the required school improvement plans. The M3
SCC was not fully engaged in the school improvement process. Although the SCCs had
some effective forms of communication within the council and with the public, there
were many weaknesses related to communication with the public.
Strategies and Processes
Do Utah middle SCCs identified as exemplary utilize strategies of effective sitebased management and shared decision-making identified in the literature? Yes, as
discussed in Chapter V, which provides a view of what strategies are used and how each
school implements the different strategies identified in the literature. The strengths and
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recommendations for the strategies and processes are identified in Table 6. In this table,
the first column lists the strategies or processes that were identified as potentially
influencing the ability of an SCC to impact student achievement. Evidence of the seven
strategies and processes were identified at each middle school. The second column lists
the essence of the strengths of those processes that were identified through the
appreciative inquiry at the selected SCCs. The third column represents the heart of what
was expressed by SCC members as they were asked to imagine how the SCC process
could be improved. Analyzing the collection of responses to these imagine questions in
the appreciative inquiry resulted in the listed recommendations.
Many of the strategies and processes were directly related to the legal
requirements of the SCC. The strategies and processes were also closely related to each
other. The full engagement of the SCC in the plan development process was a direct
result of principal support and working together in a professional learning community
with a focus on student learning. The principal provided support by sharing data, which
were essential to the collaboration within the professional learning community. Further,
the existence of the resources, though not adequate, has made the development of plans
promising and the implementation of plans possible. The recommendations are also
closely related to one another. One of the primary areas where each school can improve is
in gathering specific data related to how the implementation of the developed plans
impact student learning and providing the SCC and larger community with regular
reports.
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Table 6
Strategies and Processes of Exemplary Middle-Level SCCs
Strategy or process

Strengths

Recommendations

SCC member confidence

Full engagement in plan
development process.

Measure impact of plan
implementation and report to
SCC and school community.

Professional learning
community

Collaboration is focused on student
learning.

Involve more teachers in
reporting to SCC on needs and
impact of programs.

Principal support

Freely share knowledge and data.

Student data

Continual use of multiple forms of
data to inform decision-making.

Seek and share more data on
how the implemented programs
impact students.

Communication mechanisms

SCC members are well informed.

Seek more effective ways to
inform the school community.

Adequate resources

Although funds limit possibilities,
School LAND Trust funds make
programs possible.

Collective accountability

Recognize the importance of and
supported programs that influence
collective accountability.

Conscious focus on ensuring
SCC decisions require
collective accountability.

Implementation and Perceived Impact
To what degree are the plans developed by exemplary middle SCCs being fully
implemented, and are they perceived by council members and school personnel as having
a positive impact on student achievement? There is strong evidence that the plans are
fully implemented at all three schools, and yes, the implementation is perceived as having
a positive impact on student achievement. Chapter VI presented the unique plans
developed at each school and the perceived impact. In the cases of M1 and M2, the plans
were developed and fully implemented with SCC involvement. Although programs like
the MYP at M1 are at relatively early stages of implementation, they are still
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implemented and are already perceived as having an impact. At M3 the SCC was not
involved in the development of the plans, but the plans were being implemented.
The perception of the impact the plans were having was closely related to the
amount of data provided to the SCC members in relation to the plan. In other words,
where SCC members regularly received data on achievement test scores, grades, and
attendance, they were more likely to perceive that implementation of the plan was having
an impact. In contrast, when SCC members were asked to sign off on a plan without data,
implemented a plan and had not received any information, or never heard reports from
individuals involved in implementation, the perceived impact was weak.
It is important to recognize that the impact discussed in this evaluation is based on
perceptions of SCC members and school personnel. The measurability of actual impact is
one of the problems identified with the shared decision-making as a reform strategy.
Determining actual impact would require appropriate research and evaluation designs.
The strength of implementation is apparent at each school, but each SCC expressed a
desire to have some way to measure impact of implemented programs, and reporting the
impact to the SCC.
Discussion
In the process of evaluating legal compliance, strategies and processes, and
implementation and perceived impact, several themes emerged related to what works
especially well and what concerns arise in the SCC process. One critical factor that
clearly distinguished the exemplary SCCs from the fledgling SCC related to successfully
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generating interest in SCC membership and election procedures. Second, although the
experiences were more frequent at the exemplary SCCs, the sources of confidence for
each SCC consistently related to direct involvement in important decisions related to the
school improvement process. A third critical element emerged as the SCCs effectively
used multiple forms of data to drive school improvement decisions. Although data was
shared in all three SCCs, the distinguishing factor was how the data was used to inform
decisions. A fourth theme relates to mechanisms of SCC communication.
Communication within each SCC was strong, but each SCC expressed a desire to be
more effective in reaching out to the larger school community. Each of these themes will
be discussed in turn. The discussion will conclude with a general theme that is
interwoven through each facet of a successful SCC—a balance between professional
expertise and democratic participation.
Interest in SCC Membership and Elections
SCC membership and elections are outlined in the law (Utah Code Ann. § 53A1A-108). The most recent version of the law outlines procedures for notification of
elections and calls for candidates. The two exemplary SCCs have well established
election procedures for parent membership designed to fit the needs of their respective
school communities. Each year the SCCs consider how they can be more effective in
generating interest and motivating candidates. The law assumes that there will be
multiple parents and school employees who are interested in declaring candidacy for
open positions. The three middle schools evaluated demonstrate that in some areas that
assumption is false. At M1, with its higher socioeconomic class, there have always been
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sufficient parent candidates to fill the open positions. At M2, the current SCC members
had to do more ambitious recruiting to get enough candidates, but always managed to get
enough to fill the available positions. At M3, with its lower socioeconomic class, it has
proven most difficult to get enough interested parents to even have a functioning SCC.
School employee interest in SCC membership is lower than parents. The
principals at M1 and M2 both discussed how they had to encourage faculty to be a part of
the SCC. At M3, school employee members were assigned from another school
committee. Once the school employee members are a part of the SCC, they appreciate the
experience. As one M2 SCC school employee member said, “I am glad I am on it
because I have actually learned a lot about how that money is given and how it’s used.”
An SCC school employee member at M1 said, “It’s nice to have an increased awareness
of everything else that is going on in the school and feel more connected.” Even with the
positive response, the M2 principal commented, “There are not a lot of people knocking
the door down to get in.”
Once the candidates are established, the law (Utah Code Ann. § 53A-1A-108)
required the parent members to be elected by parents, and school employees be elected
by school employees. At M1 and M2 the parent elections were held, and both had wellestablished procedures for the elections. At M1, adjustments were being made to make
sure the school was compliant with the law. The 2007-2008 school year was the first time
M3 had any parent interest at all, so they had not held an election. None of the schools
evaluated held a school employee election as prescribed by the law.
Specific data were not gathered concerning how many people voted in the actual
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elections that took place at M1 and M2, but at M1 the incoming sixth grade parents were
invited to vote for the new SCC members at spring registration, and at M2 elections took
place at parent teacher conferences. The new legal requirements (Utah Code Ann. § 53A1A-108) have become more specific with regard to elections requiring that notice be
posted 14 days in advance and that ballots be cast in a secure ballot box. The election
process is designed to provide a fair democratic process to becoming a member of the
SCC. Although a few parents expressed active interest in becoming members of the SCC,
most members had to be encouraged and receive specific invitations to declare candidacy
or accept a position appointment. Although the law does provide an avenue to make
appointments, it does not address the needs of a school like M3 that still does not have
enough interested parents to form an SCC as prescribed by law.
Fung (2004) found that participation rates are also very low in Chicago schools,
where local school councils have a majority parent membership, as 30 to 50% of elected
membership positions went uncontested and another 15% of available positions go
unfilled. Elections are a fundamental component of representative democracy, but
elections assume that there will be candidates and interested voters. The lack of
involvement calls into question whether the SCC is really a form of democratic
participation. Fung suggests that the democratic ideal should be judged based on quality
rather than quantity and also on the connections between those who participate and those
who do not. Are the participants representative of the larger population?
The SCCs participating in the current evaluation have demonstrated different
levels of participation in the decision-making process. Using the standards for measuring
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quality determined in the current evaluation, the quality of participation is relatively high.
The SCC process is reliant upon participation of the principal, school employees, and
parents. The evaluation results have shown that to obtain the candidates necessary for an
election that follows the legal guidance, active recruitment must take place for both
parents and school employees.
Sources of SCC Member Confidence
Not only is interest in membership important, but also for an SCC to contribute to
school leadership, it is essential that SCC members have confidence that their
involvement will make a difference. As SCC members shared confidence-building
experiences, common themes emerged at each school. At M1, confidence was built as
members invested time and energy in the decision making process. The favorite part of
that process was spending money on programs that showed promise for improving
student learning. At M2, confidence was built as members became fully involved in the
school improvement process under the direction of a supportive principal. At M3, as a
fledgling SCC, confidence was built as the SCC worked with the school in the hiring of a
new principal. A consensus existed at M3 that more parent involvement would increase
the confidence in the process. All three SCCs expressed the expectation that confidence
would increase by knowing that SCC decisions had a positive impact on student learning.
Full engagement in the SCC process serves as the foundation for confidence at
M1. Although a parent commented that spending money to implement programs built
confidence, the programs were not random recommendations. Each SCC decision was
preceded by concerns, recommendations, investigations, and discussions. The SCC
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process requires a large investment of time and energy as well as a level of expertise to
inform the final democratic decision. It is possible that parent SCC members could
participate in the investigation and develop expertise as demonstrated at M1, when a
parent member made a site visit to another school with the principal and district
personnel to witness a high computer access classroom. Although parent SCC member
expertise is possible, it is much more common for the expertise to come from school
professionals—primarily the principal. The suggestion that confidence would increase by
being better informed about the impact that SCC decisions are having on student
achievement also demonstrates the need for expertise in measuring and reporting that
impact.
Some have criticized the prominent role the principal plays in a site-based council
(Malen & Vincent, 2008). Yet, the confidence at M2 was a direct result of principal
actions. The principal at M2 was a strong leader and had a dominant role in the SCC.
Even with the dominant role, the M2 SCC members felt a strong level of trust in the
principal, as there was a feeling that he was completely honest. “He gives us the good,
the bad, and the ugly—everything.” The prevalence of data provided by the principal
informs the SCC members, so they understand the needs of the school. Based on the
needs of the school, the SCC members can focus their attention on proposals that will
serve the needs of all students rather than isolating their focus to the needs of their own
children. Although the principal was a strong leader and authority, the M2 SCC members
were a respected part of the process. SCC members did not just follow the principal’s
lead. They questioned programs, proposed alternative programs, and requested
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information to inform the SCC decisions. At M2, it was the principal filling the role of
providing a level of expertise balanced with the respect for SCC parent member
suggestions and concerns that served as the source of building confidence in the process.
M3 SCC members gained confidence by participating in the process of hiring a
new principal and said increased parent participation would increase the confidence of
SCC members. M3 SCC members also provided evidence of one practice that erodes
confidence. Parents were asked to sign off on plans when they did not participate in the
development of the plans. Disappointment was expressed as one member responded to a
question about the implementation of a school program. “I wish I could tell you a lot
about that. My exposure was ‘here’s the paper work, and we need you to sign it.’”
Although the SCC members were not involved in the development of the school plans,
the expertise at M3 was highly respected. Speaking of the process of hiring the new
principal, the community partner commented, “[The current principal] has brought [M3]
a long ways, and the parents want the same type of principal coming in.” The few active
members of the SCC, including the principal, all recognized that the SCC provides an
excellent avenue for increasing parent voice in the process, but work remains to build the
confidence desired by participants.
The sources of confidence at the three evaluated middle level SCCs demonstrate
how important it is to engage SCC members in the full development process. All SCC
members need to have a voice in making proposals and expressing concerns. The SCC
members come from different perspectives. The professional educators have a level of
expertise that informs the process, but parents bring a perspective involving student needs
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as they relate to local circumstances. Professional and parent participation in the
development process creates an environment where educational innovation can occur in
response to government requirements and local conditions.
When community is the ideal, conflict and tension are seen as not only
unavoidable but as necessary elements in becoming educated. Only through
informed, open, critical, public dialogue about the aims and means of education is
it possible to create agreement around a normative framework based upon the
principles of empathy, justice, and reciprocity, that would allow educators,
students, and parents to build a consistent and sensible educational program.
(Bullough, 1988, p. 135)
Use of Data to Drive SCC School
Improvement Decisions
Malen and Vincent (2008) have documented how principals and other
professionals can manipulate the democratic process to maintain control. One way to
hinder that tendency and restore balance is through the use of data to drive the decisions
made in the SCC. The use of multiple forms of data at M1 and M2 to inform the
decision-making process was evident and served as a counterbalance to principal control.
In the case of M3, evidence demonstrated that although data were shared in the
school improvement plan, the SCC was not involved in the development of the school
improvement decisions beyond reading and providing approval. M1 and M2, however,
demonstrated effective use of data. U-PASS data were presented to the entire SCC to
identify needs, and general goals were established based on needs identified in the data.
At M1, the U-PASS data were continually before the SCC as a historical record was
posted on bulletin paper in the conference room where the SCC met. At M2 the principal
started out the year with a presentation of the U-PASS data.
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The data shared at each school went far beyond the U-PASS test results. A
characteristic of both SCCs identified as exemplary was a continual use of multiple forms
of data. At M1, the SCC spent time reviewing the data from a survey of students,
teachers, and parents concerning school quality. The complete data were given to the
SCC, and the principal asked for input in making sense of it. There was no evidence of
the principal manipulating the data to serve his personal needs; there was an authentic
desire to understand what the school could do to improve, and the SCC members all had
the opportunity to contribute to the conversation. Other data used at M1 consisted of
student grades, school test scores, and more informational data on possible programs as
presented by the assistant principal concerning the reading program.
The principal at M2 continually shared multiple forms of data with the SCC. As
stated earlier, the perception of the SCC members was that the principal did not hide
anything. The open sharing of data empowered the SCC members to make informed
decisions. It also increased the confidence level, so if the SCC members questioned a
program's effectiveness, they were willing to ask for needed data to inform the decision.
Data at M2 consisted of Walkaway results, student grades, and practice CRTs, as well as
the information on potential programs provided by teachers, the principal, and
occasionally other visitors when requested. Although a principal could possibly withhold
data or try to use data to manipulate the SCC, a perceptive SCC would be able to
recognize the deception, and the broken trust would lead to decreased confidence and
greater SCC challenges.
SCC members at each of the evaluated schools appreciated openness and honesty
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with data. From studying the implementation and perceived impact of the decisions made
by the SCCs, a strong desire was expressed to have additional data directly related to the
implementation and impact of the plans developed by the SCC. As a parent SCC member
at M3 said relative to the piano program, “I want to see the data, and I didn’t get any of
that.” At M2, one of the reasons the SCC was so supportive of the Walkaway and tracker
programs was because they had received data on the impact. A couple of parent members
at M2 expressed a desire to have some kind of data on the computer labs or the graphing
calculators. A parent member at M1 indicated that the SCC experience would become
more meaningful if she could see the plans implemented in the classroom to see their
effect. The evaluation found that the plans were being implemented and there was a
perceived impact by those involved in the programs, but the SCC members did not
always receive data demonstrating the impact.
Openly and honestly sharing data can empower the SCC process as members use
data to deliberate on meaning and implications. The professional expertise will influence
SCC member perceptions, but the data provide a means to maintain focus on student
learning while making school improvement decisions. Of particular interest to SCC
members are the data directly related to the SCC developed plans.
Mechanisms of SCC Communication
One of the characteristics of effective site based management is possessing
mechanisms for communication (Briggs & Wohlstetter, 2003). Although the sharing and
use of data are forms of communication within the SCC, the theme of communication
relates to a desire for increased communication with the larger school community.
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Communication with the larger school community brings the democratic principal of
representation into the picture. As M2 SCC meeting minutes for October 2007 read, “We
[The SCC members] represent the communities we live in and are the voice in their
behalf.” Although SCC members understand the principle of representation, the
communication with the larger constituency regarding SCC activities is a weakness at all
three SCCs.
M1 SCC members expressed concern for the lack of knowledge on the part of the
larger school community. Suggestions were made to make better use of the school
website and back-to-school nights to communicate with the public concerning SCCs.
There was also a desire expressed to get more feedback from parents and faculty as
critical decisions are made concerning school improvement. At M2 the school website is
used very effectively, as the next SCC meeting is posted on the home page with a link to
a picture of SCC members and all the historical SCC meeting minutes. The automated
calling system is a new strategy used by M2 to communicate with the larger community.
Although M2 has made effective use of the website and the automated calling system, the
SCC members still have the perception that very few parents know anything about the
SCC.
M3 also expressed concern about the lack of communication with the larger
school community as a historical problem. The principal indicated that the new building
has made a difference as the community has taken pride in the new facility, but more still
needs to be done. M3 SCC parent members were actively developing ways to increase
the level of communication as they negotiated for a space where parents could be more
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closely involved with the school.
The principle of democratic representation could help prevent the tendency of an
SCC to favor an elite group (Caines, 2006; Schutz, 2006; Swift-Morgan, 2006).
Suggestions were made by SCC members for improving communication, but each SCC
has a different clientele, and different forms of communication will have different effects
on each. Acknowledgement of the weakness in communication with the larger school
community should serve as a catalyst for each SCC to use the collaborative SCC process
to solve the problem, as it exists in each school community.
Standard of SCC Balance
The SCC process at the evaluated middle schools demonstrates the importance of
full participation of all SCC members. SCC membership and elections are a fundamental
part of the democratic ideal of the SCC, but the election requirement is based on an
assumption that the school community will have enough interested candidates. SCC
member confidence at the evaluated schools is built as the SCC members become fully
engaged in the process of developing plans and taking action for the purpose of school
improvement. SCC use of data to drive school improvement decisions serves to inform
members and prevent principal dominance. The evaluated SCCs each demonstrated a
weakness in communication with the constituencies SCC members represent. With the
recognition of the weakness, there was also a determination to find better ways of
communicating with the larger community. The themes presented from the evaluation of
the three middle-level SCCs provide an understanding of important characteristics that
can help SCCs actively engage in the school improvement process with the objective of
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increasing student achievement. A theme that emerged at the core of the SCC process
was the need for balance between professional and democratic control.
The current evaluation provides an interesting connection to the historical context
of community involvement in education. The historical perspective provides an image of
fluid tension between community involvement and professional control of schools. The
current evaluation of Utah SCCs did not reveal that tension. The evaluation did reveal an
appreciation for SCCs introducing a type of democratic process into the evaluated public
schools, and at the same time, the evaluation emphasized an appreciation for the
knowledge and dedication of the professionals—the principals in particular. Breyer
(2005) wrote about this balance between the professional and democratic control, which
provides insight for the SCC process.
How can we reconcile democratic control of government with the technical nature
of modern life? The former calls for decision-making by citizens or their elected
representatives, the latter for decision-making by administrators or experts. If we
delegate too much decision-making authority to experts, administration and
democracy conflict. We lose control. Yet if we delegate too little authority, we
also find democracy weakened. To achieve our democratically chosen ends in a
modern populous society requires some amount of administration, involving
administrative, not democratic decision-making. To achieve those same ends in a
technologically advanced society requires expertise. The average citizen normally
lacks the time, knowledge, and experience necessary to understand certain
technical matters.… Without delegation to experts, an inexpert public, possessing
the will, would lack the way. The public understands this fact.… To reconcile
democratically chosen ends with administrative expertise requires striking a
balance—some delegation, but not too much. The right balance avoids conflict
between democracy and administration.… How to strike that balance? That is the
mystery. (pp. 102-103)
The three middle schools evaluated are striving to strike that balance. The SCCs
are a key decision-making body for the schools, but to make the decisions they need to
make, the SCC relies heavily on the expertise of the school principals. The evaluated
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SCCs each had school principals who demonstrated support of the democratic process by
inviting participation, sharing data, and making proposals that could positively influence
student learning. Malen and Vincent (2008) observed that the strength of professional
control is intact regardless of the attempts to empower parents through school councils.
The current evaluation does support the observation that the professionals do have great
control over the decisions made, but, in light of Breyer’s (2005) observation, the SCC
does provide an important democratic balance to the professional control.
As demonstrated at M2, when the parent SCC members questioned the use of the
writing software, the SCC does provide a venue for a more democratic process to take
place. The writing software experience also demonstrated how the democratic process
relies on expertise and data to inform the decisions. The parents each had a small view of
the writing program through the lens of their own children and hearsay. Making a
democratic decision based on the information they initially had would simply have been
irresponsible. The principal did not possess the expertise on the writing program either,
so he arranged to have the teachers who actually use the program come and present.
When the teachers presented to the SCC, they did not come in as individuals, but as
representatives of a larger teacher group who used the program. The expertise and data
brought by the teachers informed the democratic decision to continue the use of the
program. The democratic influence also caused the teachers to consider and make
adjustments based on the concerns raised.
M1 also demonstrated the process when the reading software was proposed to
assist with the Homework Club. Most SCC members knew nothing about the program
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prior to the meeting. The SCC possessed a solid understanding of their purpose to make
decisions to improve student achievement, and the members understood the school data
had demonstrated a weakness in reading for some students, but SCC members did not
possess the expertise to know the best approach to the problem. The parent SCC
members as volunteers with many other responsibilities, who spend three hours in an
SCC meeting each month, could not be expected to have a level of expertise to make the
best decisions without reliance upon experts. With the professionals’ expertise and
openness with the data, the SCC members can question and even reject the proposal, but
to make an informed decision the SCC relies heavily on the expertise of the
professionals.
The SCC process involving a complementary relationship between democracy
and expertise undergirds each of the themes that emerged from the evaluation data. When
professionals and citizens work together in deliberative problem solving, trust can be
built and mutual cooperation can develop (Fung, 2004). The themes of interest in SCC
membership and elections, sources of SCC member confidence, use of data to drive SCC
school improvement decisions, and mechanisms for SCC communication work together
to provide a framework for an SCC that can foster an innovative school improvement
process.
Significance
The significance of this study results from the current demand on schools to
achieve continual improvement in regard to student achievement and the responsibility of
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community and parents to become involved to contribute to the innovation that will
facilitate that achievement. In this age of accountability and increasing competition, the
public schools need to know how they can best engage parents and community in the
school improvement process. The purpose of the strength-based process evaluation was
to examine middle school SCCs in the state of Utah to determine what the process looks
like in the best cases. As a result it was determined that exemplary SCCs are
implementing the law as prescribed, practices and strategies used to develop plans were
identified, and perceptions of impact of implementation of plans were gathered. The
appreciative approach to questions enabled the evaluator to get at the practices that were
of most value to participants. The results of the evaluation will serve to inform the
schools, communities, and the state about what processes have been used to build
confidence in SCC members and have made engagement in the process worthwhile.
The balance between the democratic and the professional expertise is possible as a
supportive principal collaboratively works with the school community to (a) generate
sufficient interest in sustaining the needed SCC membership, (b) engage all SCC
members in the SCC process using data to inform decision-making including data on
impact of implementation, and (c) communicate with the entire school community with
regard to the school improvement instituted by the SCC.
Recommendations
The primary responsibility of an SCC is the development of the plans aimed at
improving student achievement. Although student achievement is the primary
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responsibility of an SCC, the common understanding is that a causal link between SCCs
and student achievement is problematic (Leithwood & Menzies, 1998a; Malen &
Vincent, 2008). Although the decision made by the SCC may not cause improved student
achievement, it is quite possible that the purchases and programs determined by SCC
decisions could have a measurable impact on student achievement. Every Utah SCC is
making decisions to make purchases and implement programs. The locally developed
programs, like the Walkaways, should be continually evaluated to assess both intended
and unintended consequences.
Engaging the SCC in the decision making process requires a large investment of
time and energy. Does a democratic SCC process provide an added benefit to a school
over school professionals making the decisions on their own? If so, what is that added
benefit? Does an increased sense of accountability to the public exist with schools using
the SCC process? And what difference does an increased sense of accountability make? I
believe this evaluation has merely begun to shed light on these questions.
Establishing a functional SCC at a Title I middle school like M3 is challenging.
A study of the development of the SCC at M3 as the school strives to increase parent
interest and involvement over the ensuing years would be an interesting and beneficial
longitudinal study that could inform schools in similar situations.
Issues related to SCC membership are a subject for further investigation. Why do
schools face difficulty in generating interest in serving on the SCC? Is the lack of interest
by parents and faculty exhibited in the schools evaluated a unique challenge faced by
middle school SCCs or do high school and elementary SCCs face the same challenges?
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What are the characteristics of the individuals who choose to participate in the SCC? Are
there any SCCs that have been successful in generating significant interest of both faculty
and parents in SCC membership? What caused the increased interest?
This evaluation has simply begun an investigation of Utah SCCs. Many questions
remain, but this dissertation has provided a descriptive view of how two exemplary
middle level SCCs are functioning and how one fledgling SCC is establishing itself.
Promising practices and current concerns have been identified through an appreciative
inquiry of compliance, processes, and perceived impact. Placing this evaluation in a
historical context of tension between professional or state control and community control,
the evaluated SCCs demonstrate a promising balance between professional expertise and
democracy. As schools strive to meet the state and federal requirements for improved
student achievement, the exemplary SCCs have demonstrated that school professionals
and community members can successfully engage in deliberation for improved student
learning. The insights gained through the practices at the evaluated schools are merely a
beginning but can serve to inform practices, policy, and further research.
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School Community Council Member Interview Protocol
This interview is being conducted as a part of a strength-based process
evaluation of Utah middle level School Community Councils. Your signature on the
consent form indicates your consent to participate in this interview. The audio of this
interview will be recorded.
Tell me your role in the school:
Please tell me about the process for how you became a member of the SCC and why
you chose to be a part of the SCC.
As you review these questions you will recognize that they are not mutually
exclusive. There is a great deal of overlap between several questions, but each
question has been developed in relation to specific characteristics that have been
identified as contributing factors to community involvement that results in increasing
student achievement. I have underlined the characteristic that serves as the focus
point of each question.
1. Can you tell me about an instance when you felt great confidence that the work of
the SCC would make a positive difference in student achievement in this school?
a. What would you like to see happen to strengthen confidence or increase
the frequency of those types of experiences?
2. Think back on the experience of developing the school improvement or School
LAND Trust Program plan and tell me of an instance when you felt the council
was working with the school as a professional learning community that was
focused on positive change for the students.
a. Tell me as much as you can about the process.
b. What were the circumstances?
c. What information was available to you?
d. What was your role?
e. What role did the school principal play?
f. Who was involved from outside of the SCC?
g. How did this experience validate/reinforce the mission and vision of the
school and council?
h. If you could make three suggestions to make it so your work in the council
is always this meaningful, what would they be?
3. Share a time when you were particularly impressed with the principal’s support of
the SCC.
a. Give some examples of practices the principal uses to instill confidence in
the procedures and responsibilities of the SCC?
b. How is the leadership distributed in the school?
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c. What would be your desires for the sharing of leadership and principal
support in the school?
4. Describe a time when information (Data) on student achievement was shared and
how it influenced the decision-making process.
a. What was the information?
b. How was it shared?
c. How could the SCC make the most effective use of student data?
5. Describe how you have learned about the implementation of the School
Improvement or School Trust Land plans and the impact they are having.
a. What information about the implementation and impact is most
meaningful?
b. What has facilitated your understanding of the implementation and
impact?
c. Describe three meaningful ways the implementation and impact
information could be better reported to the SCC and community at large?
6. Please share with me a time when you felt the resources provided were adequate
to accomplish what the SCC planned to do.
a. What were the resources available?
b. What were the sources?
c. Could you provide suggestions for increasing the adequacy of resources?
7. What evidence do you have that would demonstrate that the entire staff accepts
responsibility for student achievement?
a. Is it primarily departmental?
b. To what degree are all involved?
c. If you could make three specific requests of the entire faculty that would
increase accountability for student achievement, what would they be?
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M1 Implementation and Impact Questions
Implementation and Impact questions for the homework club.
Tell me about the program. What is it? How many students are served? How are they
served?
Looking at your experience with the homework club, Could you share a time when you
felt it was having the most impact on students?
What does the homework club provide to students that they wouldn’t get if it didn’t
exist?
What do you look for to determine the program’s value? Is there any data gathered that
helps identify the effectiveness of the program?
What are some key practices in the homework club that help students increase their level
of learning and achievement?
If you could make three improvements to the program what would they be and why?

Implementation and impact of MYP
Tell me about how the MYP has impacted you as a teacher.
Tell me of an instance when you have seen the MYP impact student learning.
What would you most like to see happen with regards to the MYP?
Implementation and impact of curriculum mapping

Tell me about how the curriculum mapping has impacted you as a teacher.
Tell me of an instance when you have seen the curriculum mapping impact student
learning.
What would you most like to see happen with regards to curriculum mapping?
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M2 Implementation and Impact Questions
Implementation and Impact of new computer lab
The school LAND trust funds were used to purchase a mobile computer lab for the math
department this year. Tell me about the lab.
What do you appreciate most about this computer lab?
Tell me about what the lab has enabled you to do as a teacher that you would not have
been able to do otherwise?
What impact do you perceive this lab having on student learning?
What would you suggest the school or department could do to make this lab have a more
meaningful impact on student learning?
Implementation and Impact of new computer lab
A classroom set of graphing calculators has also been purchased.
What do you appreciate most about having a classroom set of graphing calculators?
Tell me of a time when the calculators impacted your instruction?
How do you perceive it impacting student learning?
What have these graphing calculators enabled you to do that you couldn’t do otherwise?
Do you feel a classroom set of these type of calculators is sufficient for your purposes?
What would you suggest the school or department could do to make these calculators
have a more meaningful impact on student learning?
Implementation and Impact of tracker program
Tell me about the tracker program in general and what you do specifically as a tracker.
How are the kids identified?
Tell me of an experience that made you grateful to be a tracker?
How many students are served by this program?
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What do the students receive through this program that they wouldn’t otherwise?
Can you share with me an experience that demonstrates what a difference this program is
making for the students served?
What would make these types of experiences more common?
How do you think having a tracker will impact the students’ future?
What would the ideal tracking program look like?
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M3 Implementation and Impact Questions
Implementation and Impact of Piano Program
Tell me about the piano program here at the school?
Think back on your experience with the program. Share with me what has been most
rewarding about the piano program.
Tell me a little bit about the type of students that you have.
Tell me how you feel it impacts the students overall. Rather than just music what does it
do for the students?
Share with me your dreams for this program.
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SCHOOL/COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Would you like to have a say in your child’s education?
Would you like to help determine how the school’s Trust Land funds are spent?
Would you like to have a better connection between school and community?
If you answered ‘Yes’ to any of these questions, you may want to become involved in the
Willowcreek School/Community Council.
*What is a School/Community Council? A School/Community Council is an advisory committee with
communication connections between school and community. The School/Community Council
helps assist in the development of school improvement plans and how the School/Community
Trust Land money should be used. The council may advise and make recommendations on school
programs and also help student safety and routing plans.
*Who is on the School/Community Council? The Council consists of members of the faculty,
administration and members of the community. In order to have all the communities that attend
our school represented, the Willowcreek boundary has been divided into four (4) geographic
sections. Representation from geographic sections is based on population:
One representative -

Cedar Valley (Cedar Fort & Fairfield)

________________

Two representatives-

Eagle Mountain

________________

Two representatives-

Saratoga Springs

Allison Randall

Two representatives-

Lehi

Heidi Moore

Tani Ireland

Laura Giles

Applications for the vacancies are being accepted
*How much time will it take? A total of 6-7 meetings will be held throughout the year. The meetings will
be approximately 11/2 -2 hours each.
If you are interested in serving on the Willowcreek School/Community Council, please complete the form
below and return it to the school by February 7, 2008.

SCHOOL/COMMUNITY COUNCIL APPLICATION
Yes, I would like to be a member of the Willowcreek School/Community Council. Please contact
me with more information.
Name______________________________________ Phone #_____________________
Address _______________________________ Geographic Area___________________
_______________________________

___________________________
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LETTER FROM PEER REVIEWER

August 11, 2008

To Whom It May Concern:
I have analyzed the emerged themes and findings from this process evaluation and
I successfully traced them back to the raw data provided by the participants. An audit trail
was sufficiently kept to allow this process. I verify that from my perspective, the stated
themes are accurately based on the raw data of this study.

Sincerely,
Cari Buckner
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CURRICULUM VITAE

RICHARD JACKSON NYGAARD
Department of Mathematics
Brigham Young University – Idaho
525 S. Center St.
Rexburg ID 83460-2155
(208)496-1466
nygaardr@byui.edu

EDUCATION:
Utah State University – Doctor of Education
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Dissertation Title: Utah Middle Level School
Community Councils: An Evaluation of
Compliance, Processes, and Perceived Impact

expected 2008

Southern Utah University –
• Administrative and supervisory certificate

2002

Southern Utah University -–Master of Education
• Secondary Education
• Masters Project: Dynamic Geometry Software in
the Middle School Classroom

1998

University of Utah -–Bachelor of Science
• Mathematics/Teaching Major
• Physics/Teaching minor

1994

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Mathematics Education Instructor
Brigham Young University–Idaho
• Courses taught
• Elementary Geometry

2007-Present
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• Fundamentals of Number Theory
• Foundations of Quantitative Reasoning
• Precalculus
• College Algebra
• Trigonometry
Assistant Principal
Desert Hills Intermediate School, St. George UT

2004–2007

• Observed, collaborated with, and evaluated teachers using Danielson’s
framework and the WCSD evaluation system
• Consultant for Math grade level department chairs
• Established and managed student discipline
• Intimate knowledge of & extensive experience developing master
schedule
• Knowledgeable of district and state educational policies and resources
• Trained teachers serving on school leadership team
• Extensive work with school leadership team and community council
• Chaired school technology committee
• Managed annual school fundraiser
• Served as secretary of Washington County Association
of Secondary School Principals
• Trained presenter for Breaking Ranks in the Middle (NASSP)
Mathematics Teacher
Dixie Middle School, St. George UT

1994-2004

• Taught students of basic mathematics through advanced algebra utilizing
technology, manipulatives, relevant applications, and traditional methods.
• Served as a trained mentor teacher.
• Facilitated early years enhancement (EYE) level three for WCSD as a
Math curriculum specialist.
• Piloted Applied Mathematics course for at-risk ninth grade students using
a laboratory based, hands on approach to applied curriculum.
• Developed and revised computer laboratory assignments for use with
dynamic geometry software in mathematics courses.
• Instructed USOE mathematics summer professional development for
Algebra and Geometry
• Served as item writer for Applied Mathematics State End of Level Test
• Served as item writer and reviewer for Intermediate Algebra District End
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of Level Test
• Served as Reviewer for Utah Basic Skills Competency Test
• Presented at multiple Mathematics district in-services
• Served on committee to write Power Standards for geometry and
intermediate Algebra for school district
Technology Specialist
1998–2004
Dixie Middle School, St. George UT
• Administered and serviced local network in cooperation with district
technology office.
• Serviced and maintained computer hardware and software for
administration, teachers, and students.
• Trained and assisted administration and teachers in use of technology.
• Assessed and prioritized technology needs for school.
Personnel Administrator and Rifleman
1986-1990
United States Marine Corps
• Managed records section of Battalion Personnel Office – Supervised
personnel clerks, updated and audited official Marine files.
• Primary auditor responsible for Personnel office receiving outstanding
scores on pay related and general record inspections
• Squad leader and recipient of two meritorious promotions
PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS:
Presenter at Utah Middle Level Association Conference
• An extended period schedule: What we’ve learned
so far

March 2007

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)
National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP)
National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP)

